fsrm, Garden and Household.
A

I opening of the Centennial Exposition. Yesterday 1 visited the famous Eastern Penitentiary,
in which, 45 years ago, was
inaugurated the
system ot the separate and solitary confinement
of prisoners, and is the only
penal institution in

Family Journal.

farm-house twenty years
was kept, ami laled lloiue Journal. 10very night some.It made an entry in it. F .ther set down
e sale of the calves, or mother Lire
cuts' of the baby's eye-tooth; or, perhaps,
eiinj wrote a full account of the sleighis; party last night; or Hob the proceedof the l’hi Jieta ( Hub ; or 'l oin scrawl1 lied uty new gun. Bully. Shot into
I
fence and Johnson's old eat.”
hi toward the middle of the book there
j
v. ia-1 entry of Jenny's marriage, and
ol the younger girls bad added a deption of the brides-maids' dresses, and
g afterward there was written, ••This
0. hither died,'' in Hob's trembling hand, i
re was a blank of
many months alter i
In

certain

a

.1

ng

great blank book

the country in which it is now practised. The
itself is enclosed by a wall of solid
stone masonry, 30 feet in
height, and 12 feet in
thickness, supporting huge towers with narrow slits of
windows, that bring to mind the
picturesque Norman castles of the old country.
It covers ten acres of ground,and the approach,

building
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My Brother-Manhast thou taught one brother-man,
I»y brother-love, to honor God?
I! this thou’st dime, then sweet thy rest,
W hen laid at last beneath the sod.

■

Hast thou e’er wiped one bitter tear
1- rom oil' some sorrowing human face?
If this thou’st done, the Hand Divine
Will ail thy sins in love eliuce.

j

that
Hast thou e’er tilled one lonely heart.
By tender act, with joy and peace?
Hut nothing could have served better to
That single deed will save thy soul.
: that
family ol headstrong boys and i
And gain thee Pardon’s tail release.
togethei than the keeping of this |
Above all creeds and forms of law,
I hey come buck to the old homes.
1 his, then, is Chri.-t's revealed plan,
That love alone slejl sway the earth,
ad now. men and women with grizzled
And man redeem his fellow man.
t
see their mother who is still liv! Chari*?* Goethe Baylor.
and turn over its pages reverently
many a hearty laugh, or the tears
Jack Everson’s Return.
icing into their eyes. It i- their child1 come hack again in visible shape.
I
liY FLORENCE I*. ALLEN
i
ie are many other
practical ways in
My tmnio is George Anstruther.
It !;• 111• ties can be strengthened and

j

-.

I urn
of the firm of Anderson & Anstruther, attorneys, New York, but at the time of the
occurrence which I am ab,.ut to relate, I
was only senior clerk in the lower office of
the old firm
I shall relate just what occurred without
a
single addition or deduction. Those who
know me will not doubt my word, and
those who do not know me, will not accuse
me of an attempt to deceive them, when I
children's birthdays, their mother’s
assure them on my honor that what I rethe
when
all
came
day
nig day,
they
late certainly took place.
t here are a hundred
t ie new home,
1 am constrained to speak ot myself
ei till,
little
events
which some
happy
more than is my habit, tor it is of jack
; ill
aud lmppy little ceremony will
The Hermans Everson, my dearest, and, iu fact, the only
11,e a life-long pleasure.
triend I ever had, of whose l ei urn I um to
n alive their strong domestic attaelitell. At my father's death 1 was left alone
;s
by just such means as these; it in the world with the
exception of a sister,
natural and right to their children
several years older than myself, and a half
I the house should be turned topsyuncle, who was
my guardian.
vi with
j..y at Valor or Mutter’s (ie- 1 ncle Kulus was aappointed
hard, miserly man with
or
while
to
the
American
boy
-tug
no love for his hall brother’s children, and
it .- a matter ol indifference when liis
he disposed of us, and our affairs, as quickWe know
r arid mother were born.
ly as possible. Sarah was found a situation
-e
in which it is the habit to give to
as
assistant in a school, and 1 was
:a ant a trilling
gift on theanniver- sentEnglish
to college with the understanding
e
coming into the family ; and, that I was
to study hard, get through as
expected, these anniversaries
as
and after the complequickly
possible,
of
Much
the
same
many year-.
tion of my college course, take all the reeffect
be
g, humanizing
promay
of myself off his hands.
cmeiubcriug and humoring the sponsibility
It was during the first of my second
w ,.ims and peculiarities of child
that I, going up the dark, narrow
Among hard-w..rking peopie it is year
stairway leading to my room, with my
iistom t o often to luing up a w hole
arms full of books, met .lack Everson for
iii
pinto 'iis and to marshal them the first time. As 1 was
passing him, my
ugh childhood by the same general, foot
and 1 nearly fell, hut recovxib
ru es.
I’hoy must eat the same ered caught, at the
myself
expense of dropping
wear the same cloths, work, play,
entire burden.
a cording to the prescribed
notions my
1 had scarcely looked at him until then,
oher or mother. \\ lien t ight or wrong
but as he bent to assist me in recovering
ia
ned, let the rule be inexorable;
scattered property, f glanced at him
w lien taste, character, or stomach
only my
and as he straightened himself
.avoiced, humor the boy. He to Tom’s furtively,
and looked at me with his wide blue
cravat a lillle blind; make Will the back,
eyes, 1 could not help smiling back at
!
ling that he likes, while the others him
; lie was so bright and handsome, and
-e
They
will
be
surer
of
pie.
your
yet so boyish-looking.
tions than if you sentimentalized
"1 hanks,” 1 said, hesitatingly, wanting
.it a mother’s h \e lbr an hour
Furto say something more, ami hardly knowrrnore, do not grow old yourself too
■

..

enduring for eliildren, and
y tins is as necessary and important
-.’term the management of a houseI as the furnishing of the library or
in hers in good taste, or the liecuinuiaf bric-a-brac.
*>ne most direct wav
1. e
keeping of anni\ ersaries ; not Christas, 1.aster, nor the fourth of July alone,
those which belong to that home alone.
c
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liuy chess-boards, dominoes, bag-

learn

to

with the

piny games

boys

girls: encourage them to ask their
ids to dinner and tea, and take care
t your dress and the table be pretty and
motive, that the children may be asham:

■d el neither.

Why sliould 1 stay at home in the
■iiing?” said a lad the other day. “Mo-

and darns stockings or reads
Devotions: father dozes, and -Maggy
..n* to her lever,
i'll go where i can
tan." .Meanwhile lather and mother
broken-hearted because Joe was
g to ruin," which was undoubtedly
mis
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Starting Plants
l

writer o:i
hints on -t

inlet
s
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Early

gardening gives

the follow-

tender seeds, such

ting
squashes, melons, and the like
il

desirable in

transplanting not
growth by disturbing the roots.

as

to

i,
A
d way to avoid tiiis is to scrape out
ips, till them with good soil, and plant
h tw
or three seeds, setting them in a

.•••

light place, and keeping them
When the weather is suitable,
arc these out in the garden at the
propplli; the turnip will decay, and tlie
nr.
ist

will thrive unchecked if properly
aivd for.
Another method is to get
blare.* of sod, say six inches wide, from
d, mellow soil turn them bottom up,
cl put in such seeds as squash or melon
mvi-.-t com, and treat them in the same
not putting out till the weather is
nit

warm, and then protecting against
l or more delicate plants, flowers,
make little square paper boxes out of

te

m-.

writing-paper

thick newspaper,
••'■rely folding them at the corners as you
uld the paper in covering a book, and
king them with a needle and thread;
Ke them about three inches
square and
deep, bill with good soil, start the
is and put out at the
proper time boxes
1 all, without disturbing the roots.
If
fear that the paper is too strong tbits to penetrate, cut carefully on the
it* m <d tlie ijex the
shape of ,t cross,
I all will lie well.”

Arranging

a

or

Market

market-gardener

■

'i-' l o-t
-aved

fallows:

;is

Garden.

writes to the Even-

"Much labor 111a}'

arranging the garden in long,
itow l>eds,
running north and south, iuead.t irregular and
dispersed pitches.
p

should Ire placed in rows so disthey as well as other rows can
cultivated readily and easily by horse
■at hand machines, ot whieli there are
veral excellent ones.
W hen thus arcged, the garden can be well ploughed
el harrowed by one horse, without
injury
tne fruit or beds of
permanent vegeta■|js or herbs.
It will be found very conmient to have a broad plat of grass at
e li end of the
garden, upon which the
r e
These should be
may be turned.
"pt closely shaven with a lawn-mower,
dost ol the sowing and planting may be
''"tie with a hand-drill, which, with arangements to enable it to be used as a
I u;t

ced that

"

coder or

a

cultivator,

can

be

procured

few dollars. These implements are
great relief to the labor of gardening,
"nd prevent the necessity of much
stoopg
They are certainly as necessary to
die wile and
daughters of the homestead,
ipon whom the gardening mainly falls, as
"o horse rake or mower to the
bovs and
die father.”
r

a

The

East

River

Bridge.

1 lie

mg

now

Cornwallis, X. S., has a lady teacher who
Mssea the first boy who gets to school in the
and the small boys are crowded out
morning,
ot si-hool
by children of a larger growth, who
roost on the fences all
night so as to he up

express myseii.

m:,

went uown niiu lilt*

parlor.

Could it bo .luck Everson who rose to
meet me ? 1 almost doubted
my own eyes,
but the cordial
••college-grip” assured me
that it really was. and i was more glad
than 1 could tell to seo the dear fellow
again. 1 could scarcely realize that it really was Jack lor some time, he was so altered. lie had left college as boyish and
irresponsible as ever, in spite of his tall
figure and broad shoulders, but the years
since had changed him greatly.
How handsome ho was! My admiration
for him was almost womanish, and 1 stared at his bright face, with its wide honest
eyes, its heavy, drooping moustache, and
its crown of golden hair, until he fairly
laughed at me. He remained in New York
that winter, and we roomed together as
we had done in college.
That was the
happiest winter of my life; but when
spring came, Jack, seeing, as he thought,
a business chance in the West, lett me
once more, hopeful, lighthearted, and san-

great cities New York and Brookn will soon be tied
together by that
-piendid monument ot engineering skill, guine

-the East River Bridge. The tower on
me New York side is nearly’
completed,
md the labor ot
building the temporary
will
be
commenced August 1, and
fridge
"ill occupy about three months.
The
temporary structure will contain 230,000
founds of wire rope, and will cost almost
tin,000. It will be taken across in one
piece—that is, a single cable will be made
last on the New York
anchorage, hoisted
'o the tower there
by derricks, lowered
m the other side into a scow, taken across
to the Brooklyn tower, hoisted to the
top
I the latter tower and then made fast to
the Brooklyn anchorage. The other cabms will be carried
across the river in a
traveller,” running on the first cable.
1 here will be seven cables in
all, which
"ill be arranged at dill'erent
spaces across
'he top of the towers. Across these cables three
platforms or cradles will rest at
intervals. On these platforms the workmen will regulate and tie the wires of the
main cable when they are thrown across,
(here will also be a foot-bridge running
horn anchorage to
anchorage, three feet
in width, for the
passage of workmen to
the cradles. The wire for the four main
cables will not be prepared until next
year. The wire to be used will be onecight of an inch in diameter, and it will
take G.ijiJO wires to make a eable.
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•'You are very welcome," he answered,
and then, the coloring deepening in his
fresh face, ■'! sin a new boy, sir. (.'an you
tell me where 1 am to room r1”
1 could scarcely repress a smile as 1
heard this newly-admitted collegian calling himself so candidly “a new boy,” but
I did not betray my amusement.
We are pretty lull now," 1 said. “Y'ou
will probably room with some one else.
Have you no direction ?”
“lie handed me a slipof paper on which
was written in Professor Henry’s
hold
hand, “Aiistruther, No, IS.’’ and 1 looked
at him with a new interest.
“1 am (leorge Anstruther," 1 said, and
then he raised his hat in a gentlemanly
way, which or ntrasted oddly with Ins boyish appearance.
“i am John Reginald Everson, commonly called •Jack.’ I hope we shall he
friends.”
••I hope we slmli," 1 answered, with a
cordiality which was unusual with me, for
there was something about the handsome
young fellow that impressed me favorably,
and laughing, he took part of my books
from my heavy-ladent-d arms, and followed me to my room.
It was almost wonderful, the friendship
which sprung up between my room-mate
uni myself; we were so diifereut in every
way.
1 was silent and reserved, even in
childhood—“sullen” and “moody” my lather and sister had always called me; and
as my mother—the only one who had ever
understood me—died while i was very
voting. I had grown more undemonstrative
and self-constrained every \ car. I was
grave and taciturn, font! of study, caring
little for company or gayety, while Jack
was just the reverse, lie was thoughtless,
light-hearted, and rollicking, full of the
oddest whims and fancies, and always the
tirst in any mischievous frolic, and the ruling spirit of the “good times” among the
other students. It was indeed wonderful
how we grew to love each other as we
did. Everybody liked Jack, iron the freshest of the freshmen to the most dignilied
of the professors: and everybody was
heartily sorry when, on the death of his
father, he left college anil did not return.
for the next year or two I saw nothing
of him.
I obtained a situation as junior
clerk in the lower otlice of a law-firm in
New York, and worked steadily and faithtully, hoping for promotion. 1 was wretchedly lonesome in the great city, for it was
not easy to break through my habitual reserve and make new friends. 15ut one evening, as I sat in my dreary room at my
boarding-house, almost overpowered by
my loneliness, “A gentleman to see you,
sir,” roused me, ami 1, wondering who It

as ever.

I heard from him at intervals during the
after years, and he seemed to be doing
finely in his new home; but one day there
came, figuratively, a thunderbolt into my
quiet life—Jack wa3 married.
1 did not believe it at first, not until a
long letter came from Jack himself, so full
of genuine happiness and overflowing with
descriptions of the "dearest little girl in

girl hand, thanking

mo

warmly

for my

kindness, (as sho termed it.) and telling
me that she and her baby were just starting for the East. Jack's business, which
had seemed so prosperous, hud, on being

settled up after his death, yielded her
barely enough to carry her away, and she
gratefully accepted my invitation to make
her home with me—“for a little while,”
she said—“until baby gets a little older,
and I am strong enough to teach again.”
Such a brave little woman as she was! All
through the letter she spoke of the care
and kindness of Mr. Flournoy—Jack’s former partner.
“He has been so kind.” she
wrote; "he saw to everything after Jack’s
death, and took every bit of care and responsibility, leaving me to myself until the
worst was over. Poor man ! that unlucky
speculation into which Jack persuaded
him, was the ruin of the whole firm, but
he begs me not to worry over it. ‘It can’t
lie helped now,’ he says; and he has done
everything in his power to help me.”
I went down to the depot to meet her
on her arrival, and as I saw the sweet,
flower-like face of the little lady whom the
conductor pointed out to me as Mrs Everson, my heart warmed toward her at once,

and when the baby, a laughing, cooing,
pretty child, with Jack’s own wide eyes,
looked up at me and put out her fat, white
arms for me to take her, I was melted

completely.
1

was

then

a

senior clerk, and Sarah

(my

sister) and 1 were keeping house, in a
quiet way, just outside the city; and we

took the poor little woman into our home
and hearts at the same time. Sarah fell in
love with her at once, and as for the baby,
no words could express her admiration for
it.
My sorrow for Jack found relief in caring for his widow and child as tenderly as
1 could; and as the days went by, 1 tried
to make her forget, as much as possible,
the great grief which shadowed her young
life. And now 1 come at last to the strange
part of my story.
It was on the evening of the 20th of
March, 1860. I remember the date, for it
was on that day that the great case of
Lindsay vs. Harris came up for trial.
There was a great deal of business on hand
that day, and i remained after hours to
look over some papers. It was rainy,
cloudy, dark weather, and I lighted the
gas in my little room much earlier than
usual; there was no one in the building
after six o’clock except the janitor and myself. It was about a quarter past eight
when i finished my work, and I was sitting
by the fire, dreading to go out in the storm,
when I was startled by a knock at the door
down stairs—a knock which echoed loudly
through the passage-way—and as 1 was
wondering who should come at so late an
hour, Urey, the janitor, looked in upon me.
.-i

friend,

genuomait
lie says.”

in

air,

nil

oiu

with a laugh at my victory. Imagine, if
you can, my consternation ami utter bewilderment, when I saw that he was nut
there!
There was no one in the car save the
sleeping conductor and mysolt; and as I
sat staring blankly about me, there came
to me a sudden and overwhelming conviction that Jack Everson’s return had been
only tiie return of his spirit.
'This shock, coming so soon after the excitement of the evening, was too much
for me. 1 tried to rise to get out into the
fresh air, but I could not; and after a momentary struggle 1 fell heavily forward.
It was days before 1 came to myself; l
was wildly delirious all tbe time, and mv
life was despaired of; but when 1 recovered mv health once, 1 devoted myself to
the work Jack had left to me. t found the
papers where Jack had told mo to look
for them; and, alter a tedious lime. Allie
was restored to her rights, and
Flournoy

justly punished

I told tlic storj ot Jack's return to
Sarah, but she would not credit it. 1 was
"light-headed,” she said; “when people
were half-sick, as 1 was then,
they often
had strange fancies.” Hut Allie and 1,
and Grey, the janitor, believed it.
Allie and I know that dear Jack did
come back for a little while—that it was
love for his dear ones that brought him—
and that knowledge gives us patience to
wait, uni >1 wo can go to him.

Anecdotes

of the X,ate Actor
Williams,

Har-

ney

Hospitable as a prince in his own house
Harney refused to lieijuent bar-rooms and
waste his money in standing treat to the

bummers of the profession. Hut on Broadway one day lie tel 1 a victim to the wili-s
of l)an Bryant, who persuaded him to
break his usual rule and treat at the New
York Hotel.
As the two comedians walked up Broadwry, Dan tipped the wink to the promenading whiskey-braves, who, without a
word, iiled in behind, until the affair resembled a procession.
When Barney looked down the long bar
at the New York Hotel he was confronted
with thirty well known, friendly, but serious faces
and in them he read his
doom.
“What will you have, gentlemen?”
asked Barney, disguising his feelings.
“Allow mo to give the order,” said Dan.
“Ou: friends have been up a little late
last night, and now have only one craving—for champagne cocktails.”
In those days, and at that hotel, champagne cocktails were $1 each.
Barney paid the bill; but no persuasion
could induce him ever to practice at the
bar again.
—
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Barney Williams

past, cud
was divided

letu

me

to me

world,” (she

ceived

a

was a

tor.

girl

lrom Maine,
gone west as a

letter, written in

a

faint, school- sumed my seat, and turned toward Jack

universal favor.

Caster.

Centennial Notes.

The

[From the Chicago Times.]
The committee on transportation made a reIll spite of nia official denial Grant has port covering the whole ground of the facilities
and cost of
to Philadelphia and
gotten himself into a very disreputable return, and transportation
stating that the Centennial City
position in the Custer business, lie first could accommodate 118,000 visitors tit one time
allronted the cavalryman, and then tried with board and lodging. The
report was reto disgrace him. It is not improbable that committed, with instructions to abridge it. the
Grant’s treatment of Custer may result in object being to circulate it in a compact form
throughout tha country. The committee suma committee oi inquiry, which will
lay med up the accommodations
of the city of Philbare the indecent warfare waged bv the
adelphia as follows: City hotels, 15,000; CenExecutive, not only upon Custer, but tennial Lodging-house Agency, 20.000, accomoother soldiers who have, in obedience to dations by relatives and triends, 40,000; boarding-house, 13,000; Patrons of Husbandry, 5.000,
Congress, testified as to army abuses, in and
Camp Scott, 5,000. To these were added
the Custer case Grant’s conduct sounds
20,000 as the number that can be accommodated
like a chapter from the history of some in suburban hotels and outlying towns. The
Eastern despotism. The facts in the case committee thought that if occasion required it
stow away comfortably, and feel
present the President of the United States the city couldvisitors.
in one of the most humiliating and disre- well, 150,000
KATES OF FAKE TO THE CENTENNIAL.
putable of the many humiliating and disAs at present advised, rates for the “Centenreputable plights that he has been put in
this winter. A republican member, inter- nial” have been established as follows, viz.:
ested in the controversy, has taken pains i The Pennsylvania Railroad's Local Ticket Rale
between New York and Philadelphia. Excurto inquire the status of the case, and from
sion rates on that road will be, New York to
him these facts are obtained :—First, Cus- Philadelphia and return, tickets good 30
days
ter, as is the etiquette among army peo- from date of issue and upon all trains, #5.00.
Tickets
at this rate entitle the holder to passage
called
the
President
as
soon
as
ple,
upon
he arrived in Washington
lie was re- upon all trains, including the Regular and Express Trains running through from New York
fused an audience. lie called again, on to
Philadelphia in about two hours and a half.
three successive occasions, and was met New York to Philadelphia and return, tickets
the
same response, that the President good 30 days from date of issue, but good for
by
was engaged
and could not see him. passage on Centennial Excursion Trains only.
Within ten days a republican Congress- #4.00. Tickets at this rate will only he received
for passage upon special trains designated as
man learned that the President
finally un- Centennial Excursion trains, running through
able to contain his anger, and desiring to front New York to Philadelphia in from three
trains will
paralyze the efficacy of the committee's to three and a half hours. These
work and punish those that gave evidence, commence leaving New York at 0 A. M. and
continue to depart every ten minutes until all
directed an order to be issued superseding
travel is provided for. Special trains will be
Custer in command of the Indian expe- run at other hours for 250 passengers or over.
dition, assigning in his stead .Major Gen- The foregoing rates will be uniformly required
eral Terry, who has never had experience upon all excursion travel to Philadelphia, and
no reduction therefore will be made to organon the frontier and who knows
nothing of izations or parties.
the Indian service. Last week Custer,
Between Boston and New York, via the all
who has been anxious to get off for a rail routes, viz., Boston & Albany, Shore Line,
month, finally obtained consent from the and New York & New England, there will be
committee to return to his command, sub- no reduction from regular rates, except it be for
societies or military in bodies of
ject to their summons if they reeded him. organized
fifty or more, in uniform or regalia. The reguHe visited Genera! Sherman, stating the lar
rate is #0.00 and a transfer of 75 cents on
ease to him explicitly,
explaining that he through tickets each way.
Between Boston ami New York, via Sound
had no instrumentality in causing himself
to he summoned, nor did he take any part Lines, viz.. Old Colony or Fall River, Stoningand Norwich, Excursion Rates will he
ton,
in tlie examination which was demanded
given, and the Maine Central will have on sale
of him by the committee. General Sher- at its principal
stations, through tickets to Philman expressed perfect satisfaction with
adelphia and return in connection with them,
Custer’s conduct, lamented the President’s good 30 days from date of issue, at the following rates, viz.:
stupid wrath and advised Custer to call on
him and explain the true condition of af£
fairs. According to Sherman, Custer had
on several occasions visited the President
Is
it
for the purpose of relieving his mind of
and
hi
in
any misapprehension
disabusing
£S
of the current slander that he was going j
Zr7
out of his way to bring disgrace upon his
former companions in arms. Sherman
could see no reason why Custer should
not visit Grant and explain the situation,
Bangor,
#24.00 #23.00
23.50
22.50
and finally, at his suggestion, Custer did Dexter,
23.50
Belfast,
22.50
call. This was on Saturday afternoon
23.20
Skowbegan,
and Custer had his tickets for his Western Waterville,
22.00
21.00
20.00
10.00
journey. He waited, however, over Sat- Augusta,
10.70
anu
Gardiner,
18.70
uiuay, ounuay
mummy 10 comply who
Brunswick,
18.50
17.50
Sherman’s advice, and promptly at ten
18.70
Bath,
17.70
o’clock, so soon as the President’s recep- Auburn and Lewiston,
18.00
17.00
tion hour begins, he was iu attendance. Farmington,
22.50
21.50
There were several people who arrived
111 .'OUIIM,
put
mij
with Custer, all of whom were instantly SI.00 less, mid for parties of one hundred to
two hundred via Sound, Si.00 less than above.
in their cards. The
admitted on

li

II

uj

in his usual quiet way, but his eyes were
furtively glancing at Jack, and as 1 was
Mr. George W. Evers of Portsmouth N.
by the way, who had
turning away he touched my arm.
last season pastured a yearling heifer
teacher,) that I stifled the feeling of regret
“.Beg pardon, sir— but isn’t that Air. II.,
in Greenland, but when fall came she could
which rose in my heart, and sent my love Everson, that
they said died in Chicago ? not be
and best wishes to Jack and his young 1 remember his face.
caught. The farmer set his shepherd dog to catch her, but he only sucwife.
“Yes,” 1 answered, “it is he; there was
ceeded in driving her from the pasture
About a year after that, a little daughter a mistake some
way.”
and she has wandered about the woods
was born to the
and
then
And
then
Jack
and
1
young couple,
went out together
and pastures between Greenland and
not a month after, the news came that into the storm.
it was altogether too bad weather to Stratham ail winter, subsisting mainly
Jack—strong, healthy, handsome Jack—
had been stricken with a fever, and, after walk, and so 1 hailed a street car and we upon browsing trees. For several weeks
she has been known to be in the vicinity
a short illness, was dead.
got in. There were no occupants save of a farm in
Stratham, and has been fed
No mother could have mourned more ourselves and the tired
conductor
looking
sincerely over the death of her best-be- who relapsed into silence and slumber in in the woods; but though coming near
the farm several times with the cattle, she
loved child than I did over the death of my a distant corner, after
receiving our fare. could not be toled into the
I
was
friend.
never
a
yard or buildlovable
man
was
It
only
gloomy enough riding along
myself, and when Jack was no more, I with the rain pouring steadily on the top ing, and she was only captured finally
feit that I was entirely alone, and that his of the car and beating against the win- last week by the farmer building a shed
or trap over the spot where he was accusvacant place would never bo filled. I
dows, while the dim light from the illshould never marry, I should never have trimmed lamp flickered and flared as wo tomed to leave her hay in the woods, with
a door to drop by her moving its
another friend like the one I had lost; but rumbled
support
aloDg.
as she fed, when he climbed to the top
when the first shock was over, I thought
A sudden jolt sent the door swinging
a
and
of tho young wife with no one but her
dropped rope down over her horns.
open, and as 1 sat next it, I took compasbaby to comfort her in her great sorrow— sion on the tired conductor, and with a She is quite thin in flesh, but surprisingly
tame aud gentle considering her escapade.
alone in a strange land—and 1 felt that it
laughing remark to Jack, beut forward to
was my duty to care for her.
close it. It was not an easy task, for the
Another American Prima Donna has made a brifI wrote her at once, offering her any as- wind blew
fiercely and the door was re- liaut success in Europe. This is Miss Emma Abbott,
who appeared May 2d, at the Covent Carden Theatre
sistance in my power, and in return re- fractory, but after a sharp
I
restruggle
in “The Daughter of the Kegiment,” and met with

the

to

|

between the
theatre and his handsome, happy home in

“Show him up.” 1 said, wondering a little what “old friend” it was, and then, as Thirty-eighth street.
I turned to the lire again, a cheery voice
Around his table he delighted to gather
the cleverest and most distinguished men,
rang out as ot old:
“Hilloal George, old fellow, don't you and nothing was too good for them to enknow me P”
joy.
Know him? 1 could have sworn to that
I especially remember a supper which
voice anywhere, and springing to my feet he gave to Charles Kean. During the
1 saw Jack Everson, dear old Jack, with supper tlie conversation was upon
high
the old mischief in his wide blue eyes, the art.
Nothing lower than Shakspeare and
old merry smile on his handsome face, the musical glasses was listened to. But,
when the table was cleared, Barney soon
standing in the doorway.
The surprise arid Ike great rush of joy set it in a roar, and Charles Kean delightwere too much for me, and for the first
ed the company by improvising a baliottime in my life I turned deathly faint. girl from two of his lingers and a napkin
When 1 came to myself again, he was | —a performance as good in its way as
bending over me, full of tender solicitude. ; Maceabe's Welsh parson.
“1 ought not to have startled you so,” he
j Before leaving England, Kean had susaid, self-reproachfully. “it was just like perintended the theatrical performances at
carelessness—dear
old
!”
Windsor Castle, and he told us several
my
George
And then we sat down before the fire, anecdotes about the penuriousness of the
side by side, and Jack talked on in his royal family, winding up by displaying a
laughing, whimsical way, to give me time small diamond ring which the Queen had
to collect myself, while I watched him
given him as a reward for his trouble, and
with my heart full of thankfulness—touch- which he afterwards ascertained that
ing him in my foolish, womanish way— Prince Alircd lmd given the Queen as her
now the bright locks falling over his foreengagement ring. Never before had so
head, and then his hands, to assure myself little a diamond done such royal double
was
that it
in reality he, and not a dream. duty.
Hi* rattled on in his old way for awhile,
It is pleasant to recall poor Barney
and then, growing suddenly grave, sat
among these happy and congenial scenes
and associates; but in contrast with them
looking at the lire without speaking.
Someway, although I had been wonder- his end seems all the more terribly tragic.
As we now know, his fatal illness afing vaguely how, the strange mistake
about his death had occurred. 1 had not fected his brain, and his delusion was that
spoken of it, but now, looking up at his he had murdered his wife—the wife to
whom he was most fondly and devotedly
dear face, 1 said—
“It’s the oddest thing Jack, about you.’ attached, and who as completely" reciproIt was rather embarrassing to tell him cated his affection.
lie had murdered his wife and was lockthat we had thought him dead during all
these past months, and as lie looked up ed up in prison, lie must get out to see
with his quick, bright, smile, 1 stopped her and confess his crime. These insane
visions made him struggle madly with
short.
“It ivus a little queer!” he said, with his nurses, try to throw himself out of the
one of his whimsical expressions; and
window, and shriek “Murder!” in a
then with a little shadow on his face, he voice that alarmed the neighborhood.
Dr. Fleming, who attended him, lias a
asked, abruptly, “How are Allie and the
mania for hyperdermic injections; but
small one ?”
“Very well, indeed,” 1 answered, and this treatment, although sanctioned in
this case by the highest authorities, was
was launched into a glowing description
of the body's many accomplishments, and of no avail. Mr. Williams was kept unthe place the little mother had in our der the irdluences of morphine, and the
hearts when he stopped me with a smile. quantity given to him every day was so
Business first,” he said, and then large that the doctor declared that anothgrowing very grave, he moved his chair er drop would kill him. Yet the medical
officer at Blackwell’s Island is said to have
nearer me, and said earnestly ; “The truth
is, George, there was a deal of trickery' recommended more morphine'
When doctors disagree sick men got
about that Chicago business, and 1 am determined justice shall be done to poor lit- well; but in Barney’s ease the final consultation was unanimous, and poor Bartle Alico."
I did not understand him at first, but as ney died, unconscious of bis death
One ot the watchers tells me that at
he was thoroughly in earnest, i was soon
put in possession oi tno wnoie case, ana times the insanity ot Mr. Williams assumalthough I was experienced in such mat- ed a pleasanter phrase. lie would imagters, 1 was deeply astonished at the story ine himself in the theatre, and in dumbsliow would go through all the forms of
which Jack told me.
That Flournoy, Jack’s partner, was a dressing for the stage. Then tie would
man lost to all sense of
honesty, was wield a phantom shilelagh, his feet would
plainly shown, and he was one of the move as if in dancing, and so admirable
meanest of swindlers—one that would rob was his pantomime that Mrs. Williams,
the widow and tho fatherless.
sitting by, could tell in what piece he
“The only way to prove this, is by thought ho was acting and give the words
means of some papers which
Flournoy for every scene.
thinks are destroyed,” said Jack. “They
Before she quite broke down and fell inare in tho
breast-pocket of an old coat of to her present illness this estimable lady
mine. Allie has it in a trunk with my complained most of her loneliness while
The Irish boy and
other clothes. You’ll know it by the color; her husband was ill.
an ugly one a kind of olive
Yankee girl were always lonely apart. I
green.”
It was queer how persistently he ignor- remember that she made the same comed himself and left things in my hands plaint to me when she was playing with“You will write to Chicago.” “You will out Barney one night at the Academy of
Music.
do this, that and the other.”
Everything
“We have been married more than
that was to be done I must do; it seemed
years.” she said, the other day;
strange at the time, and stranger still it twenty
“but up to this time the last year has been
was, that he never once spoke of the hapas happy as any of the rest.”
piness of seeing Alice and the baby again
It is good to put such facts upon record
although he spoke of them most lovingly at a time
when the stage is assailed as the
and tenderly.
We talked until the fire grew low, and violator of all domestic ties. No happier
1 heard Grey walking impatiently up and and more loving married couple could be
down the passage, anxious for us to de- found in the world than this actor and actress.
Before their fair fame calumny
part that he might go to rest; then I rose
and investing myself in my great coat, shrinks abashed. When the elite of the
city and the profession followed Barney
proposed starting homeward.
to his grave they did honor to
As we weut down the stairs we met Williams
the good man, the good husband and the
and
i
to
him
some
Grey,
stopped
give
good citizen, as well as to the popular acorders about the coals. lie listened

Grant's Cruelty

m

sending

entire company who came with Custer
passed iu and out, and others came and
passed in and out, and still he sat in the
antechamber unbidden. From ten o’clock
until one iie waited, dozens of people of
all kinds and conditions handing in their
cards and gaining access to the President,
while t!ie lackeys staled at him. About
two o’clock General Ingalls, passing in to
sec the President, saw Custer, and asked
him how long lie had been waiting.
Learning the situation, ho informed Custer
that lie would call General Grant’s attention to his presence anil hurry matters up.
Ingalls, on going to the President, told
him of Custer’s being in the antechamber,
and said : "It is not fair to Custer to serve
him in that way.
If you do not want to
see him you should have sent him word
this morning, and not kept him out there
among the crowd waiting the entire day.”
Ingalls went on stating further his opinion of the propriety of treating an officer
of Custer’s distinction in such a fashion.
It seems that his upbraiding met with no
response, lor at three o'clock, having waited since ten, Custer’s card was returned
to him with a message from the President
declining to see him, stating that lie was
going to lunch.
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These rates do not include the transfer in
Boston, which is when wanted titty cents additional each way.
Political

Notes

Texas may now be regarded as a teli-ible Democratic State. The official canvass of her ejection of Governor last fall
has been completed, and the result is announced as follows:
Coke, Democrat,
150.581
Chambers, Republican,
47,7TJ

j

Democratic majority

lUi.SGi

Speaker Kerr, declining
Congress

on

account

reelection to

of bis

health,

re-

“1 cherish a strong hope that,
before the great political contests of this
year are decided, I will be able to render
some useful service in behalf of our suffering country and looking to the restoration
to the people of good and honest government.” This hope is one in which evert
democrat in the land will share. This
country is rapidly approaching a crisis at
which it could allbrd to he bereft of the
services of so enlightened a statesman and
so pure a patriot as Michael C. Kerr.
marks:

As matters look now. Postmaster Gen

Centennial

Seen

[Editorial Correspondence

Press.

view of its terrible strength, strikes a
terror even to the visitor. What must

it be to the criminal? The entrance between
the enormous towers is filled by massive grated portcullis and enormous oaken gates, thick-

Maine

Thro’

Spectacles.
of the

Journal.[
SHU.
Having a few leisure hours to-day, I took a
ride to the United States Arsenal at Frankford,
being especially favored in accompanying Major

ly studded with iron. Between these double
gates visitors are tidmitted—the one by which
they enter being secured before the other J*
0{>ened. It chills the blood of the sensitive visitor to he ar the clang of these enormous gates,

I’nn.AUEI.PIli.v, May

Dawes of the Army, who with his wife is stayat this hotel.
We had not a very clear idea

they

secured by the stout keepers.

ing

as

of the route or distance, and in consequence got
bewildered among the many horse railroads;
and after a perplexed ride in the Richmond

The interior arrangements of this prison are
peculiar. The offices are exactly in the centre,
from which the wings radiate like the spokes

are

district, found ourselves just where we had ot a wheel. These wings are arched, with two
changed cars a half hour previous! However, rows of cells on either hand. The cells are
wo got to the Arsenal gale at last, and were
made secure by a grated iron door, swingiug
very courteously received by the Commandant, iuto the cell, and a solid door swinging outColonel Treadwell, and by Captain Wright. ward. the two keeping the prisoner sealed
The latter gentleman was kind enougli to ac- I from communication with the outer world.
company us through the grounds and build- | Once there, he knows no more of the happenings, and explain the workings of the marvel- ings outside. lie is cut oil' trom humanity, its
lous machinery.
hopes, purposes and aspirations. He does not
The Arsenal is beautifully situated on the
banks of the Delaware, occupying sixty-seven
acres of level land, which is kept in perfect
condition. The buildings are numerous, handsome and substantial.
It cannot be said of tins

place, as Longfellow
senal, that—
Like

a

liu^f

wrote

of

Springfield

the threshold until bis sentence has exlie has uot even a name; but is known
number 560, or some like designation. He

cross

pires
as

1 aves hope behind, and is shut in with his sin
and sorrow. The great world moves on, but
be is lost to it. Suns »*i.se and set, days grow to

Ar-

weeks, weeks

months, and months lengthen
counts their lagging lapse.
Cheerful spring comes, bright summer, fruitful
but he known
autumn, and snowy winter
i>nly the four walls of his dungeon. Once a
day’, for three-fourths of an hour, he can go
out into a walled yard, the size ot his cell, and
get a glimpse of a little square of the sky
above. It is only an unroofed dungeon—a living grave. And yet men have endured it for
more than thirty years—have changed from
stalwart youth to broken down and gray-

“-F rom floor to celling.
organ, rue tb*.- burmsbed anus.”

into years,

Then* are no great stacks of muskets here.
While .Springfield mainly supplies the mi.-d
muskets, tlu> Frnnkford Arsenal makes the
lived ammunition for that and all other small
arms, and in fact the whole army -.apply.
it
is full of the most beautiful and eittcient machinery, capable of making 100,000 cartridges
per day, and employing, at full capacity, 1000
operatives. The machinery is al! of American

to

as

he

—

origin, and was nearly all invented and perfect- j haired old
age.
ed by the ingenious mechanics at ti e works.
1 was permitted by the k -eper to go into one
We were first taken through the machine shop,
of the cells and converse with the inmate—a
which was well fitted up with choice tools, j
harmless olu German, confined for robbery. IIo
Next we went into the room in which sheetwas reading one of two or three books that had
copper is converted into the cartridge case.
from the prison library, and arose
These are of the purest sheet copper, rolled to been brought
with a pleasant smile, as though it was a boon
the requisite thickness, and so nicely is this reto see* a human face. The whitened walls of the
quired to be done that a variation in thickness
cell were painted in queer figures, which he
said he had done himself, with a brush made
from his own hair, and evidently took pride in

of one thousandth part of an inch would render it useless for the purpose. The strips ol
copper are then punched by a machine into
discs, the size of a silver dollar. These are
then passed through a machine that leaves
them in shape like a hat without a brim—and
then successively through live other similar
machines, until the

cartridge

case

of proper

his work. The cell seemed almost luxurious for
prison, with running water, gas, steam heat-

a

j

ing, and other conveniences. The solitary sysunder which the prison was begun, has
I tem,
been relaxed in some degree, and prisoners now
It is said that the exclu-

arc more associated.
shape i- obtained. These machines are all ausion from all human companionship produces
tomatic. or self-acting, the work being fed to
insanity.
them by a hopper-like arrangement. The maOn Sundays religious services are held.
chines are models of ingenuity and nicety,
Preachers conduct services in the corridor of
many holding them in these respects superior j
each wing, the outer doors of the cells being
to the eoiniug machines at the Mint.
These*
about a foot, and secured in that position
processes give to the copper an undesirable opened
a
hook. Whether Christianity can be
hardness, and to soften them they are heated by heavy

introduced through >ueh an opening isdonbtful.
The prisoners work at various trades, including weaving, shoemaking, cigar making, chair-

and

plunged into cold water—it being a curious
fact that the process which hardens steel will
soften copper. But before doing this, they are
placed in a wire cylinder and revolved, hull
immersed in

a

which

chemical

work and small

preparation
the oil, raising in the process a lather
that would delight the heart of a washerwo-

ill shoos.

moves

man.

ceive

this prison contains 840 prisoners, some of
are very hard casus. Among the prisoners are over a hundred convicted of murder iu
whom

After being dried, the shells next rethe fulminate or percussion powder.

degree, and other very serious
Many of them are old offenders, who
understand how to escape from prisons, but
the

This i.- placed in very shallow caps, tilling a
depression on the outside of the same, and
when ready for use, are on the inside of the

It is kept wet, and the caps are tilled
ingenious automatic machinery. The
bowlful of fulminate which the girl tending the
machine had at her elbow was enough to level

caution.

by

the

most

building,

ed

should it

apparently
bouquet.

as

explode,

careless

as

but ihe work-

though

t\ mg

a

We next took a view' of the room where lead
for bullets
prepared. The lead is mixed
with a small per cent, of tin, to give it hardness, and then cast in long moulds, iik»* candles

light the way to dusty
The leaden rods are then cut by madeath.”
chinery into proper lengths Tor conical bullets.
These pieces then pass through a machine that

—the candles that

swadges them into perfect shape,
leaving :i ouple of depressed rings near the
base, for tilling with Japan wax, as a lubricator. Then the case and the bullet are ready to
go together, with “the villainous saltpetre” beThis is done by a very nice and comtween.
presses

or

second

crimes.

here all their skill seems hopeless against the
high and massive walls, and other means of security At night huge reflectors throw gas
light into every part of the yard, making it as
bright as day, and enabling the guard to detect

shell, tilling tlie bore at the bottom. These
caps are perforated to give the lire of the fulminate access to the powder. They are di>
charged by the lock driving a steel needle
through bottom of the shell. The fulminate
with which the caps are charged is a terrible
explosive, ami lias to be handled with extreme

much less effi-

cooperage—but

ciently than in other prisons, where they work

re-

Jewell will tigure as Connecticut’s favorite son” in the Cincinnati convention. Mr.
Maine as the “favorite son of Maine, Mr
There has been of late a good deal of
Conkling as New York’s “favorite son,”
ill-considered talk, says the New York Na- Mr. llartranl't as the “favorite son of Penntion, about the recklessness of the press iu sylvania, Mr. llayes asthe “lavorite son” plicated machine that measures tiic powder’
Mr. Morton as the “favorite son”
recent rakings-up and diffusion of charges of Ohio,
places it iu the shell, drops the bullet on lop,
of Indiana. Mr. Chandler as Michigan's
and closes the copper lightly around it. If a
men.
Sometimes
this
comes
against public
“favorite son,” and Mr. Pimhback as the
from orators who are troubled, and not fa—well, call him the “prodigal son of Lou- shell fails to get its due share of powder, the
machine rings a boil to call attention to the
unnaturally, by the effect which the course isiana.
omission. 'These eartr iilges will lie a year in
of the newspapers has in diminishing pubWhat is all this excitement in the Eng- water, and then not fail to explode. The reglic respect for public officers; sometimes lish
about the minister to the Eng- ulations
require that a certain number of carfrom editors who are friendly to the Ad- lish press
court? The Saturday Review, the
shall be tired daily, as a test of that pertridges
ministration or to the senatorial group,
Spectator, the Daily News, the Pall Mall fection which the government requires—and
and are exasperated by the discredit which
Gazette, and other newspapers are in a
we witnessed the expertness of an operative
the production ot "charges” throws on the dreadful
The Lonway about Mr. Dana.
from a
and
in
both
cases we
Republican party;
don correspondent of the Tribune informs who tired JO rounds in Jo seconds
are treated to homilies on the immorality
Springfield mu-ket in a tixoi rest, and JJ a
us that this condemnation is bestowed
of evil speaking and tale bearing. Gener- “with an
unsparing severity rare indeed minute from the shoulder.
al Hawley delivered one such discourse, with
Actual war calls for a large waste of gunJournals.” In the first place
English
unfortunately for him, only two or three wo do not think it the business of the powder and lead, so the supply has to be in
days before the Belknap explosion, and English press whom we do or do not send proportion. L believe the authorities estimate
others appear now and then in the columns
in the second place that for every mao killed there is an average of
to the English court,
of papers which still expect “reform withwe have as good men as Mi" Dana, who
a man’s weight in lead tired away.
Many of
in the party,” and count upon the continwill, no doubt, win the approval of the the cartridge making machines are tended by
ued usefulness of the party. If however, Senate. How would the
English newspa- women. Why they were not prettier ones was
we look back over the assaults of the press
pers regard the comments of the New
vuno time, until the ex
upon prominent public men, during the Y'ork press “with unsparing severity” up- a puzzling question for
last ten years, we venture to say it would on the refusal of the
planatiou suggested itself that pretty girls are
English government
be impossible to discover much, if any,
and therefore not to be tolerated
to send some Minister who was pleasant combustible,
foundation for this view of the matter. to us? We should be told to mind our among explosives. 1; was the best explanaWe have examined most of what has been our own
business, and this is the advice tion that occurred to u<.
said or written on this subject for specific we feel like
wvuin
I'nmtendering to our brethren of auu LUia^iiiig a uiujiuinstances of the persecution of men in po- the
York Herald.
antlv, we departed. exceedingly gratified with
English
press.
[New
sitions at all prominent without justilicathe visit, greatly indebted to the kind courtesy
tion or probable cause, and we have not
of Captain Wright, and more than ever conA
novel
invention
is
one.
whici
Who
is
the
man
in
attracting
lighted upon
vinced that when our Uncle Sam goes to war
public life at any time during the past ten the attention of several capitalists of New
in earnest, lie has great resources for ils proseYork
seems destined to change completely
the
on
whom
has
as
fastenad
years,
press
corrupt or slippery, who to-day,stands be- the method of creating electricity for the cution.
There have been changes in the weather
The new infore the world as completely vindicated ? practical purposes of life.
In some instances, the paper has got hold vention is a machine in which extraordi- since our arrival. The cold days have given
of the wrong charge, but rarely, if ever, nary quantities of electricity are generated pi ice to a more desirable temperature, and
of the wrong man—that is to say, if the by causing a number of magnets to re- Sunday was almost oppressive.
persons attacked had not done what they volve rapidly in close proximity to each
The subject least talked of here Is politics.
were
attacked for doing, it generally other. The idea is not new, but the diffiThe daily papers are read and commented
turned out that they had done something culty in the past has been to create a
iu an indifferent sort of way, as to the
else of the same character. The news- steady, even current with these machines, upon
chances of this or that candidate—but there Is
to
the
flow
irom
electricity being apt
papers, in other words, have been almost
like earnestness in the matter. The
always correct in their charges; their er- them like a stream of sparks from an nothing
rors have been in their specifications.
Of emery wheel in detatched discharges, great national gathering absorbs everything
course, this shows that “trial by newspa- whereas a current smooth as a beam of else. The Southern men express themselves
pers” is by no means an admirable thing, light is alone good for anything. The as highly gratified, and take great interest in
by no means a process by which a public new machine has triumphed and produces tire success of the Exposition. I have made
man ought to stand or fall.
It does not just this result, it is the invention of J. some pleasant acquaintances among them,
deal out exact justice ; it occasionally deals 13. Fuller and J. N. Crandall. After hav- lion. Joint Lynch and lady, Commissioner
out gross injustice but it does on the whole ing been successfully tried over the wires from Louisiana, are among the boarders at the
and in the long run put the public on the of the Atlautic and Pacific and Franklin
Exposition Hotel. Mr. L. is a sugar planter,
track of tne wrong doer. It calls atten- companies on Union Square, it has been whose
plantation covers the battle-field on
taken to the great Western Union buildtion to the fact that he has fled, indicates
which Jackson defeated Packenham. I met a
the direction he has probably taken, and ing on Broadway, and has been set to
few days ago, Hon. Richard M. Nelson, Comfollows his trail until the proper authori- work the wires of the Gold and Stock
missioner from Alabama, who remarked that
The
is
machine
ties are able to secure him
Telegraph company.
Since the outbreak of the war, as every- small and requires very slight motive pow- he should always feel kindly toward Maine
because of kind treatment lie received
body knows, the Republican party has re- er. A few such would furnish all the men,
fused to inquire into abuses, partly through electricity now generated by the CO tons from the Second Maine Cavalry, when captured
overweening confidence in its own of expensive batteries which now occupy by them during the war. He felt especially
strength, and partly through the convic- 90 large a space in the Western Union grateful to Major Hutchinson of that regiment.
tion that the dangers against which it was buililing on Broadway. One of these maThe great abundance of liquor shops has
guarding the Govenment were so tremen- chines has been made to work an electric been noticed heretofore. I am grieved to say
dous as to make administrative corruption light: and the inventors have a contract
it, but the cooks of the City of Brotherly Love
of comparatively little moment. Under to put up ten of their lights in the Ex- arc not
altogether guiltless of a part in the genthese circumstances, and during this long position grounds at Philadelphia. They
eral conspiracy to get alcoholic mixtures into
talk
of
one
of
their electric
displaying
period, the press has furnished almost the
Maine men. Sitting at table beside Hon. Joshonly check upon fraud and venality in ev- lights soon from a tower ot the Brooklyn ua
Nye, we chanced to order the same kind of
ery department. It has made or brought bridge, where doubtless it would shine to
When the Worthy Chief Templar
about nearly all the disclosures of official good advantage, tor if there ever was a pudding.
featmisconduct in municipal, state and feder- community where light is needed, Brook- had tasted thereof, there came over his
ures an expiession of horror and disgust.
al politics, with little or no help from the lyn is the place.
The pudding sauce was flavored with brandy!
machinery of Government, and in the
was sent back
teeth of the powerful efforts of the rings
A doctor of
to the- And the way the colored waiter
should
stick
and professional politicians of every ology and letdivinity
politics and personal de- with that rejected dish, was somewhat hurried.
grade to throw discredit on it. It was scriptions slide. This advice fits D. II But he didu’t take back but one of them.
W. H. S.
easy to throw discredit upon it, we do not Muller, D.L)., ol Covington Kentucky, at
deny, but it lias been instrumental in any rate, as he closes a Pharisaical article
Philadelphia, May lOtb.
bringing a large number of criminals to on Secretary' Bristow by describing him
Tbe State of Maine contributions being in a
justice; and that it has done but little in- as a man with a “bilious temperament
justice to innocent men we most positively and abroad high forehead.” The secre- condition of readiness, some of ns who have not
assert. Its general estimate of character tary
ought to be a fine poet under the had immediate chargeof the work,have looked at
has rarely been mistaken.
circumstances.
some of the noted places of the city, pending the
The

a

gloomy

any person therein. Huge and savage dogs are
also let loose at night. The result of these precaution" is that only nine prisoners have escaped in -45 years, and of these six were retaken.
Some years ago three negro prisoners got into
I a sewer and after a terrible journey escaped into
the street through a man-hole. After being retaken they declared that nothing would tempt

j
j

them to make the attempt again, as their journey was a continuous tight with huge rats, by
which they were severely bitten, besides being
nearly suffocated by foul air.
This is undoubtedly the best and must efficient institution in the country fur the care and
reformation of offenders, and is a credit to the
great state that designed and supports it.
This is the da\ for the ceremonies of opening
the Great Exposition. As I write, at early
morning, the sky i" overcast and threatening,
with great danger of rain. Tin* crowds that

yesterday poured into the city hotels was immense, but the unfavorable weather to-day
The
will greatly diminish the attendance.
President and all the distinguished guests are
here, with large military escorts. Guv. Connor of Maine, with liis stuff', i" quartered at the
Exposition Hotel, accompanied by M > ConCol. Ilersey and wite of Belfast, Dr. small
and wife of Portland, Col. Spaulding and wife
of Richmond, Col. Newcomb of Saco, Go!.
Peaks of Pittstield, and Gen. Gilley of Thotnusnor.

ton, of the staff

are

here.

To-night there is to bo a grand illumination
of the city. During the day the sober houses
and stores of the (Quaker City have blossomed
display of llags, bunting,
patriotic de\ ices of every kind.
For a week past, homeward bound Philadelphians have crowded tin* streets, bearing staff's
on which to hoist flags ubove their household
gods. Locomotives and ears, carriages ami
horse railroads have >«*f*n similarly adorned.
Men, women and children have partaken of the
spirit in their personal adornment. The chamout in

an

universal

streamers and

bermaids of the hotel have broken out in a ferat the
vor of patriotism, with immature
necks of their dresses, and aprons of red, white
and blue. One, I notice, has decorated the
fashionable bay window extension at the rear
of her dress with the stars and stripes, thus announcing, in the words of the national anthem *
that our llag is ••there/*

PHILADELPHIA) May lllh.
that has so generally taken care
of our country In the past century, did not neglect us yesterday. As the sun mounted in the
heavens, the dark masses of heavy clouds broke

Providence,

away, the sunshine streamed through, leaf and
turf and flowers glittered in the beams, and a
glorious day was assured. The gates were to
open at 9 o’clock, and long before that time the
avenues of approach were swarming with people in coaches, carriages, omnibuses and on foot.
Trains from a radius of nearly a hundred miles

brought immense crowds, who were speedily
swallowed up by the all-devouriug gates of
the enclosure. Guests specially un ited were
admitted at priyate entrances on ti e east and
south of the main building—both that and Ma-

chinery
opening
seats

Hall being kept for their use until the
ceremonies should be over. Special

for

invited guests

were

arranged

on

between the main building
and Memorial Hall, occupying the w hole space
—the latter building being also reserved for
guests. The portion adjoining the main builda

vast

platform

ing was occupied by the musicians and immense
chorus. The scene was very interesting as the
invited guests filed in and took their places.
Flags, streamers, anil hunting everywhere met
the eye. The members of the House of Iteprcseutatives were there, the grave and reverend
Senators, the Supreme Court, Heads of Depart-

ments, Foreign Ministers and attendants with
ribbons and decorations. The most renowned
and prominent officers of the army made the
plattorm gay with brilliant uniforms. Outside
the reserved space the people were gathered

literally by acres.

It is estimated that

hundred thousand persons

were

over

two

congregated

to

witness the ceremonies. As distinguished persouages sought their places, the crowd received
them with recognition and cheers. The sun
shone warmly, but was tempered by a delicious
breeze, making it a most delightful day.
The bauds now began to play national airs,
and the time arrived for the coming of the President. Wandering to the rear of Memorial Hal'.,
to get out of the crowd on the platform, who
were looking to see the cortege enter from the
main building, I became convinced that some-

thing important was going on in that retired spot.

The

principal

officers of the

Exposition

gathered there, evidently expecting

were

some

one.

| tents of the

building. There are photographs
of all the fish of the country, with the appliances for taking them, uud many preparations
from the actual fish, like shifted skins, with
walrus, alligators, seals, Ac. There is a sniffed specimen of every animal, from bear and

part of

ready made prescription for such

a

It was

case.

It was to this point that the immense military
procession escorting the President aimed. The
city was gay with decorations, and the escort
marched through double rows of the flags of all
nations, and between houses gaily decorated* buffalo to the tiniest mice, with ail forms of
The first troops to come in view were those of traps and devices for tiie capture of animals.
Massachusetts, the Lancers being conspicuous The mineral department is almost endless.
1-y their scarlet coats, helmets and pennons. There are photographs of explorations in the
rI hey escorted Gov. Rice. Shortly after a
body wild west, with portraits of noted guides and
of regular troops marched to the door, and frontiersmen. There are specimens of all Informed to permit the carriage containing the dian weapons, dresses and utensils. The dePresident and party to pass through. There partment of Botany is endless
embracing
stepped out four gentlemen, one of whom, con- specimens of ail forest trees. The show of orspicuous 1 >v his elose cut whiskers, square jaw nithology lias stuffed specimens of every bird
and linn grip of the lips, was
recognized as him known to the country. The industries of the
whom Mrs. Grant has characterized as a “very nation in textiles are
fully shown, by looms,
obstinate man.’* Received by Messrs. Hawley, sewing machines, ,tc. Outside the building,
Goshorn and Welch, the party proceeded standing like so
many threatening sentinels,
through the building to the platform. Conspic- are huge naval guns, those immense affairs
uous among those at the front was the
Emperor that so much resemble gigantic champagne
Dom Pedro, of Brazil, who shook the President bottles, and
explode with u good deal more of
warmly by the hand
whereupon deafening noise and destruction.

exhibition

shouts and cheers arose from the crowd. Then
the ceremonies of the day were carried out a<
reported in the Journal of last week. General
Grunt read his speech from prepared sheets.
The President is not a happy speaker, and this
occasion was no exception to those gone before,

Hull. There

—

—

his voice could not be heard two yard* away,
lie said

as

“My Coi’NTI;YMKN ! It has been thought appropriate upon this Centennial occasion to bring
together in Phi adelplna for the popular inspection specimens of our attainments in the industrial and tine ai ts, and in literature, science and

Killed with images of these dread instruments of combat and death, and desiring to re-

confronts

grim

»s

—

open.’’
A procession of the invited guest.* was then
formed, and entering the main building, moved

down one side and Lack on the other. (Jen.
(jrant escorted the Empress of Brazil. She i*
a middle aged, stout lady
with an amiable expression ot countenance, and is lame, walking
with a limp. Mr*. fJrant walked arm in arm
with the Emperor of Brazil. lie i* a large
with

lie:i\y

gray beard, and is exceedingly atfable and pleasant. Then followed the
other invited gu ,-t*. making a brilliant assemblage of beautiful ladies, and men distinguished
in all walks of life, and in every department of
human aehii vcniiuit—men of military and naman,

a

val fame, men of literature, art, science,
diplomacy, politics and philanthropy—such an assembly as is rarely seen. The great organs
struck up exalting strains.
The

•spectators

formed in lines, and respectfully uncovered
their heads as tin* procession passed. As the
department of each foreign nation was reached. the President stopped to greet its
minister,
who then joined tin* procession.
Ma-

Entering

chinery Hall,

the

lTesident approached the
huge Corliss engine in the centre, and laying
his hand upon the lever, assisted to start the
immense power, and with it all the connecting

machinery

of the building.
That concluded
the opening ceremonies. The. President afterward* held a reception in the Judges’
Pavilion,
where many persons were presented.
rlhi- crowd dispersed about the grounds and
buildings, bent on sight-seeing and dining at
the numerous restaurants, hate in the afternoon
threatening clouds rolled up in the w st,
and by 5 o'clock rain fell heavily—the sun having shone just the time needed for the exercises of the day.
I he New \oik Herald to-day inaugurated a
novelty in the line of newspaper enterprise, us
the Herald i* always doing. It has had for
some time two of it* Bullock steam
presses in

Machinery Hall, and to-day, to the surprise of
every bodygone of themwas at work throwingofl
with lightning rapidity copies of its current isi he

handed to the crowd as fast as
printed, and eagerly received as souvenirs. It
was a sight to set the mind of a
thoughtful man
drifting hack a hundred years to the davs when
Ben. 1 rank ni worked his
hand-press down in
the city, and the mail crawled over the
sue.

sc were

country

slow coach

o\\

Jin* world i*

-.

and pretty fast t".».

moving

now,

w. ji. .s.

PhII.AIiLI.I’HIa,

May mb.

i bore is ul course a great
falling oii‘ to-day
ii tiu tlie
exciting crowd at the opening, altliougli the attendance is still very good. The
day lias been clear, witii a cool northwest wind,
making the tour ot the grounds very comfortable. Testerdaj the ravenous crowd cleaned
out all the ciuing houses and
restaurants, and
clamored lor more. 1 know a gentleman, a
member ol the L S. Commission, who with his
wiic were compelled to make a dinner on a
pint
of peanuts and two glasses of lager
and I

beer,

hear that the President and his friends did not
fare much better. It is a remarkable fact that
with all the immense crowd not an arrest was
made.
This morning I visited the Government building, where the various departments of the general government make their exhibits. This is
the fullest and most complete of
anything on
the grounds. Here is a model post-office, exhibiting all the workings of this important branch,
the reception, assortment, carriage and

delivery

mails, printing of stamps, envelopes, Ac.

ot

The Navy

department

lias

very full and interesting exhibit, showing the manner ofconstructing, arming, victualling, propelling and lighting
ships. There are models of the historical ships
of the navy, portraits of famous officers, coils of
a

cordage, huge

guns, monitor turrets, and ugly
torpedoes. The Arctic department, showing
maps of discoveries, relies, Ac. is very interesting. Here is Hall's log book, kept in the Polaris

expedition, also

the suit of skins worn by Hr.
Kane, his rifle, and other personal relies, witii
white bear aud walrus skins. An experienced

naval officer

was

asked what was the most
naval battle. He replied that

once

trying

time of

it

the few hushed moments when the men
at their guns, and the decks

was

stood

a

prepared
sprinkled

with sand to drink the blood as
yet unshed. Witii some such feeling I looked
upon tlie terrible array of surgeon's instruments
were

that glittered in their cases—the torniquels to
compress torn arteries, the sharp saws and glit-

tering amputating knives, and all the terrible
paraphernalia of the profession. They are useful when tlie shot tear through tlie ship, send-

deadly splinters around, when shells
hurst, musket and pistol bullets patter like hail,

ing

the

aud swords cleave—hut dreadful to look upon
in cool blood.
The War

Department

shows its cannon and
small arms, with method of making cartridges,
already described. The terrible Halting guns,
that throw rifle bullets by the peek, aud can
mow down regiments at a time, were here.
There is shown the stump of an oak tree that
stood between the two armies at Spottsylvania,
and was cut down by musket halls. It is is
inches in diameter. All the United States uni-

forms, past and present,

figures,

are

shown

on

stuil'od

that stand very still’ and erect. The
lighthouse system of the country is made plain
by miniature towers aud lights. Tlie Smithsonian Institute contributes largely to the con-

muster

ami cattle show of down east on

scale, outside the gates.

a

large

Noisy newsboys,

loud-mouthed venders of eatables and drinkables, jostling crowds, dust and heat, constitute
the gauntlet to be run. Hut once inside, the
view expands over sights that have not had
their parallel before in the world's history.
An intelligent Knglish lady, who was at the
great World's Expositions of London, l'aris,
and Vienna, tells me that all three combined
would fall short of the American, in extent and
interest.
There is

in attempting it catalogue,
classification, or even mention of the contents
of Machinery Ilall or the Main lluilding. The
dimensions of the largest paper are too conno

u-,

tracted, and life is

People who go into the Centennial in the
morning, of course don’t want to come out for
dinner, and he compelled to pay again for entrance, hut desire to get their lunch ou the
grounds. The proprietors of the inside restaurants are disposed to take advantage of this,
and put on exorbitant prices. At the large
places, a person cannot get even a slice of roast
beef and two or three kinds of vegetables without being charged a dollar or more.
But there
are places where a sandwich and cup of tea
coffee can he had at very reasonable rates.
One of these is in the southern end of Machinery

or

are

accommodation.

beginning
Every day I meet

Centennial.

are

the

to come to

fresh faces from

state, intent on seeing the great show. P.
It. Hazeltine and wife,Mrs. Prescott Hazeltine,
and Capt. E. H. Herriinan are among the Belfast people who have recently been here.
our

The first thunder shower of the season occurred this afternoon.
w. it. s.

Phii.adklphia., May 13th.

Machinery
especially to

Hail is

a great point of attraction,
those of a practical and mechanical turn of mind. This splendid building is
1.402 feet long, has a width of 300 feet, and cost
§792.000. It lias eight main lines of shafting, the
total length of which is 10,400 feet, transmitting

ISO horse power to the various machines, over
a floor loom of ol0,9G0 square feet.
By the official arrangement this building is devoted to
motors from steam, gas and air, and to machinery for working metals,wood, glass, fibre, stone,

clay, paper, at,-. Leathei machinery is displayed in an annexed building, as are also pumps
and all hydraulic machinery. The attractions
will grow with tile continuance of the exhibition.
Entering it, the spectator is bewildered by the
amount of shining, moving, complicated inventions, and the resulting clatter and confusion.
But this soon gives place to a feeling of admiration and delight, us the beauty, symmetry and
usefulness of the contents make themselves ap-

parent. Here the genius of our country triumphs, and the Y ankee is at home—he from
whose Inventive brain have sprung

so

many

appliances for subduing nature and lightening
toil. The most prominent feature is the great
Corliss engine, made at Providence, which is
double wnlkinjr beams playing

enormous

as

noiselessly as though they were not armed
with resistless power. This engine rises 40 feet
from the floor. Its cylinders are ol 41 inches
diameter and 10 feet stroke. The enormous tl\
wheel lias a diameter of lio feet, t!4 inch face,
weighs 56 tons, and makes t!C revolutions a
minute. Twenty boilers in a separate building
furnish tiie

requisite

steam.

This

engine

cost

being industrious enough, might skim the
surface of the Great Exposition, provided ids
skimmer didn't break or the show close before
be got through. So those w ho read these letters may look for pencil dashes here and there,
but not for system that will be all-comprehenand

sive.

We

"survey mankind from

ear.

Peru,'1 but

<

liina to

not too

minutely.
form a prominent feature

Music is to

of

the

Exhibition, I find. As I came into I lie southern
entrance, through the cool air and fresh breeze
of a lelightfui morning, the sweet toned bell
chime in the tower of Machinery Hall was tilling the air with its melody, while within the
great exhibition building the grand tone, of
the massive organs Hooded its arches with
swelling cadences. Jn tiie spacious aisles fountain, dripped and splashed, and crowds of happy visitors went into raptures over the scene
and surroundings, Gilmore's Xew York Hand
lias arrived, and is engaged to play in the main
building twice daily. And speaking of music,
I had to-day a surprise ill that line. W hile

looking the wonderful collections of bronzes
in the Austrian department, a bird began to
at

sing somewhere among them. There was no
cage in siglit, and it was some time before the
little songster could lie discovered,
lie was
perched on a. bouquet under a glass dome,
where lie was fluttering his wings, opening his
bill, and turning liis head from side to side,
and singing like a bob'link in the sun and air of
Xew

England June. And yet, wreath and
bird were entirely artificial, anil the latter
moved and sung by the force of macliinerv,
a

propeneu 11}

a

spring:

Spain makes an imposing display of gilt and
gaud on the tail gateway that fronts her department, and occupies a good deal of space.
Her display has many points of interest. Many
think it intended for effect in the present critical state of her Cuban affairs, and the complaints of this country at the protracted war in
that island.

The high portal to the department lias portraits of Ferdinand and Isabella,
Columbus, I>e Soto and Cortez—as much a'S to
say to the throngs of Yankees, “we discovered,

conquered and possessed the

world
centuries before your nation was horn.” A
company of Spanish soldiers is generally to be
seen in and around the Spanish department.
western

The most comprehensive and complete exhibition, next to that of the United Stales, is by
England. That country with her colonies oc-

cupies nearly as much space as the United
States, and the show is most creditable to her
and complimentary to this country. It comprehends all branches of her magnificent industries, all excellently arranged and easily accessible.

One illustrated Loudon newspaper, the
Graphic, has scut a complete printing office,
with press and engine, to show how it does its
work.

In all branches of pottery, terra cotta,
the show is doubtless
the finest ever seen in the world, and astonishes
all beholders by its richness and artistic beauty
of adornment. There is a single vase worth

majolica, porcelain, Ac.,

$£>0,000, and the whole exhibit is worth more
than half a million dollars. The show of Canada is very rich in natural resources, while
from far off India, and the hitherto almost unknown colonies of Australia there conic contributions surprisingly large and valuable.
It
will astonish some people to be told that the
photographs in the world are made in
New South YVales. But then the climate has
more to do with it than operative skill.

finest

1’ersons who march through the main aisle
of the great exhibition building and imagine

they have seen the whole of it, are very
much mistaken. There are parallel aisles and
cross sections that are full of interest and in
some portions of these matters
exceptionally
fine may be discovared. I didn’t know till it
that

was

plies

discovered there to-day, that base ball supare furnished by a separate trade—a large

being displayed

full of goods for the use of
the devotees of the great national game which
is so fruitful of battered noses and broken
fingers. There, too, as if hidden from profane
ease

through it. Among tiie hard facts of this department is a pillar 40 feet high, which some
aspiring dealer in grindstones lias made of his
wares—perhaps intended to suggest the grit of
A very attractive feature of this buildof maritime pursuits Is that devoted
ing
to ships, yachts, sail and rowing boats Ac.—
which is very large and interesting. Some eleto men

gant ice boats are there, but it didn’t appear to
me Unit an unwary person slat oft' from them
would alight any easier than from the kind run
on Waldo
county ponds. There are abundant
models of war

ships,

armored and otherwise,
row boats, Ac.
One of the latter lias a backaction contrivance bv which the oarsman may
face the bow of tbe boat, and while apparently

pulling stern first, still go ahead, and
he is

going. It is
neck twisting.

see

where

good deal
of
A beautiful little propeller,
CO feet long and with good cabin accommodations. attracted much attention, and raised a
regret in the mind of the writer that the revenues
of the Journal would not afford it
as an auxiliary to the office force.
There is a
very large ami elegant show of lire extinguishing apparatus. The flouring interest show mills
Mi

operation,

claimed to

save a

very practical exhibition
had a cane full ol' bread, pies, cake and slapjacks, to show the made up quality of his product. X expect that the march of improvement
aim one

will carry him to accompanying maple syrup
and an invitation to free breakfasts before the
show is over. The exhibition of sewing machines is very large and attractive, and it is a
suggestive fact that the English tire showing
first class machines at

price of about 30 per
cent, of the cost of those of American make,
lint which tariff and patent rights prevent the
introduction of here. A Glasgow machine, for

sail-making,
sews a seam

has

a

bed that travels 00 feet and
of that length.

An observer who comes early in the morning
will by the time he has walked through Ma-

chinery Hall begin to think of lunch. The
endless travel of these tours of observation is
terribly hungry work. Heading eastward from
the building, deliberating whether to lunch at
French, German, Austrian, English

or American restaurants, the breeze came laden with
a strangely familiar odor
that waxed and
waned, and came and went until
nearer,
clearer, savory-ier than b Tore,” it became the
unmistakable smell of baked beans! There is
an old and respected motto which
says “follow
—

nose,” and an entirely safe one when the
question of dinner is up. Pointing that alert
your

sentinel

the windward, it led straight to a
log-house of tlie primitive New England pattern. It was inwardly decorated with the old
time furniture and fixings, had the huge chimney, wide fire-place and solid furniture of the
to

olden time.
Adjoining was a kitchen from
which emanated the alluring odor, while in the
veranda was set a table covered with platters
of pork and beans, brown bread, boiled disli of

beef, pork and vegetables. It was all strongly
suggestive of primitive days except the price of
the meal, for which one dollar was demanded,
and that smacked strongly of the Mammon of
modern times. I never could eat a dollar’s
worth of beans at

one sitting, and never
expect
be able to. They were good ; but there used
to he an excellent man who controlled the commissary department of a log fishing camp on
certain interior waters, whose venerable ap-

to

pearance and bald head were like unto those of
Elijali the Fishbite—whose beans were better
than these Centennial Imitations, and not near-

ly

expensive.

There is great advancement
is most departments of this Centennial show,
hut the department of baked beans has a touch
of degeneracy.
w. n. s.
so

dainty, and

Sabbath

or

the

much

as

at borne the

I heard once of a single gentleman who
went to a physician with a complaint of de-

ness.

spondency, loneliness, Ac. The doctor pondered the matter a while, then wrote—“Take 25
yards of silk, with a woman in it.” l’erhaps
the contents of that,

case

were

intended to be

a

—

never

bridge,—a magnificent granite

C'allowhill street

struc

that spans the Schuylkill, at a cost of $1,200,000
—is the Fairmouut dam, a substantial structure,
ld00 feet long, which was built in 1S1U. The stone

Sabbath for him.

He does not feel

necessity of "sugaring over
with devotion’s visage” the shortcomings of a week,
and therefore is apt to keep right on. 1 knew that
so

my associate

Nye,

who

so

excellently upholds

his

Presbyterian reputation, at home and abroud, wouW
go to meeting,and suspected that llaskell would offset
with Unitarian attendance—so, in order that the
latter doctrine should not predominate in Maine’s
delegation. I concluded to represent that numerous
it
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abutments and piers, perforated by galleries which
contain the euormous wheels and ponderous machinery for
of the

by

the water, all worked
excite the wonder and

raising

the

power
admiration of
dam,
visitors. They can deliver forty million milieus daily. fcjo great has been the gratitude of succeeding
generations that a monument lias been erected on

spot to Frederick Grarf. who desigued and exeworks,—from out the marble dome of
which hi* statue looks on the source of the city'great blessing. Such has been the influence of this
abundant supply of pure water, that Philadelphia inow the most healthy of the large cities of the world.
The beauties of Fairmouut commence at t!
waferworks, and abound over its whole extent, smooth
and well kept drives that wind around hills, through
the

cuted the

groves, under the arches of bridges, and along the
banks of the river; beautiful green lawns, and tract*
of wild beauty. Here and there are sum mi houses,
for the use of tired pedestrians; there are fn nuent
refreshment rooms; while statues and
plashing
fountains abound. A line of small steamers make
constant trips to the Fall* of the Schuylkill, about
six

miles,
passage.

for fifteen cents fare.

Upon one

of the

>

I took

Some writer has said that to cure a tit of ambition
you should go into the graveyard. 1 was told that
the celebrated Laurel LI ill Cemetery could be entered

from

one

boat landings—and it occurred tome
week devoted to man’s pride and boast

of the

that, after

a

of achiveinent at the

to

humiliate pride

ot

Exposition, it would be well
little by contemplating the end

a

earthly

power and achiveinent, in the narrow house
to which we ail come at last.
At I est, it is but a
perishing monument with a handful of du^r beneath.
“One event happeneili to them all.” Lut 1 was not

permitted

to moralize in

Laurel Hill, where lie

so

many w ho have distinguished themselves in the various paths of human achievement, and whose splendid mausoleums make it

gates

barred,

were

and

a
!i

place of rare beauty.

1 he

sign announced that they

not open to the public on Sunday*. J wondered if there was an aristocracy in death, which did
not care for callers more than six days in the week.
were

There

came

mind the

to

story

Charlemagne,

«4

followers attempted tu keep up for him a
marble tomb after death, by scating Him in ills’ regal chair, -coptn- in hand, and a
crown on his head; but when the tomb was
opened,
whose

state iu his

centuries

after, the sceptre had fallen to the lioor,
lint tit:>
n, head and all, lay in iii-= lapLaurel Hill regulation, I afterwards learned, was a

and Ills

crow

one, in conseque lice of the llowi
having been
Irequently disturbed by though! less .Sunday strollers.
new

beyond there was a less pretentious cemetery,
Mount Keposo, the gates of whi< h \vi< mw n, and I
entered in.
It was remarkably well kept, with
.lust

appeared to be buried and the grief
ing expressed by regulation patterns.
curious

was one

papers chauged, must state the Host Office
tin* paper lias been sent a*- well a-- the one
it is to go.

to
to

which
which

peaceful enough,

no

doubt, but

not

of the kind to be

bees droned in the air, leaves rustled, the young tassels of the evergreen were out, and birds flitted by.

minutes

on a

the Tails of the

sough;

where I

Some fried
to lill the

steamer takes the visitor

Schuylkil1,
a

to

pretty little place,
restaurant and called for lunch.

fish, biscuit,
aching void.

and

Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May T<>, means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
be changed to correspond, and SLBSt K1 IJMKS ARM
KMCLMM MD T» > M M 1 H AT 1 11 Ml R L»A 1 MS ARM
COURMl J. Subscribers in arrears are r* quested to
forwuid the sums due
Stes In sending money, state 1T1M
to which tin- paper is sent. **i&

The

Troubles

glass

iu

Turkey.

1 fit: Information gained of the recent
outrage by tin: Mohammedan mob at SalonicM i> et ti very contradictory character.
But tin: facts seem to be that not only was
Greek girl assaulted by a mob on account of her religious views, but when

a

the Consuls of France and Germany, coming to the support of the American Consul. interposed to save Iter life, they were

brutally murdered by the Alusselmans and
their corpses were spit upon. The details
of the alf.iir are about these:—The American Consul was at the railway station—
when his attention was attracted by the
eriesol

Christian

a

girl.

of milk seemed

In response to my inquiry
concerning the particular variety of the tinny tribe
that had constituted the meal, tin- landlord saidthey

appalling corruption
with

-She was surround-

at

long

as

Washington.
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j Written for the Journal.]
One day we were walking down Twentysixth street in New York, toward the Fast
River, when our attention was drawn to a low,

building,

rusty brick

into which persons

and Thomas Jef-

ferson will not “hold water.”

The time is
ablest statesmen reach-

long past when our
ed the Presidency, and there could hardly be a worse satire upon our mediocre

President than this attempt to place him
the same pedestal with the predecessors named above.
And because Thomas
Jefferson was assailed in the newspapers
of his time is no argument toward provoil

tho democratic press of to-day
does not toll the truth about Grant. That
Jefferson did not fear and hate the news-

ing

that

papers,
they were,
does, is certain, for he wrote:
as

Grant

as

—

“Were it left for me to decide whether we
should have a government without newspapers,
or newspapers without government, 1 should
not hesitate a moment to prefer the latter. Hut
1 would iusi-t that every man should receive
those papers and he capable of reading them.”
And now the revolting exposures of the

pervading

rottenness

republicans

of

the Bellevue Hospital.
divided by a glass and sa-h

in

power have occupied the public attention
for months,
ltut lim editor of the Age
has stuck his head under hi-, wing and lias

large

A

m ar

Age editors’ comparison of Grant

George Washington

severe

[Persons desiring Probate Advertising in their
control to app-.-ar in the Journal, will need to make
that request ol the Court.1

were

room i-

partition; in one
half of th«* apartment there is a range of four
stone slab-, on which tic* dead are laid, op.-n
to

iew from the other side of the

\

room

through

the glass, tihu-tly and revolting are the scenes
in this place. On tin.* wall opposite the range
of corpses, are pasted the photographs of unfortunates who have occupied for a time thiawful resting-place before they have been sent
to an unknown grave, or to the dissecting table
of the Bellevue Hospital Medical College neat
by. These pictures in their varieties of horror
and in their great number are really quit as
startling a- the inanimate forms nearby. Here
are the victims of foul murder, of suicide, ot reduction and of accident.

The remorseless waround about the great city almost daily give
lip some unknown dead bring, that is brought
here to he * xposed for a tine*. Here the bodies
arc displayed in tlie dress they had on wln*n
ters

found—a better system by far than that in l,i
Morgue at ?aris, when* the dead are exhibited
in a nude s’utc. Many mi-takes occur; and aan example we will relate the following anecdote; A poor mountebank, in passing the Morgue, following the example of many of tin': gentlefolks who had walked before him, strolled

into it for

lounge.

a

On

one

of the inclined

planes he beheld, lying between tin* corps.*.? ot
two men, his own "mild respected mithei*:’’
To redeem her from such a neighborhood and

nothing condemnatory to say against Pabcuck, or Avery, or Turkey, or Joyce, or from such neighbors, he determined to
spend,
MacDonald ; nothing severe about District if necessary, all he had: and
accordingly, with
Attorney Harrington, and the prominent praiseworthy affection he followed her to a reactors in the safe-burglary
conspiracy; spectable grave. He was however so haunted
sweet words if any. for Sehenck “the

only

lallen

minister”;

by the horrid picture he had witnessed, that to
relieve his mind, and also to console hi- uu;\

by

score

a

oi

-o

her

nationality, the German and French
Consuls were repeatedly informed that a
woman belonging to their
respective nation* bad been dragged into the mosque.
1 lic.y consequently repaired to the
mosque
where they wore beaten to death by the
mob.
It is now declared that this action
not the

was

rabble,

mere

but

ami that

uprising

ot‘

an

ignorant

premeditated outrage,
of the foreign Consuls had

w as a

some,

ol the Christians was

intended,
taken to prevent

and that no steps were
surh an occurrence. To be sure, the Governor tried to save the lives ot the Consuls
but that was at a time when such action

impossible.

lire stream could not
then be either breasted or diverted from
its channel.
It is said that the groat powwas

have nutted in

ers

the execution
fication
men,

ot

ot

the*

lorma! demand for

a

When

Put

why continue this list.
Age editor says that the
charges uf official wrong-doing

the

current
are not

proved, he does violence alike

mas-

to

truth and to what must be his own con-

victions.
our

It is almost beyond belief that
venerable contemporary, dares to tly

directly in the face of acknowledged
lacts, as lie does when he attempts in his
partisan zeal to deny that the present adso

ministration is

corrupt one. The most
respectable republican papers, of his own
political color, frankly acknowledge the
a

There have

dreadful slang ad their
own. and tle*y treat the d*
! uidi as little re\ Imdv
spect as they dare under the law.
found drowned, in tln*ir vocabulary i- called a
ent.

“float/* while

a

found

one

on

land they term

a

“still'.'*

Sometimes the negligence of the perought to care tor tilt* dead i«, reprehensible in the extreme. The following is a
sons who

of

a very harrowing case.
V few
poor woman named Rose Young
cairn* over from Brooklyn to do some shopping.
At night, in the darkness and storm, she missed
her way, and stepped oil* » f the ferry-slip ini.:

true account

weeks ago

a

the water and

was

drowned.

Her

body

was

evils ot Giantism and his system of
personal government. Ami every school-boy

found next day and was moored to the pi-';,
awaiting the action of the coroner. Her agonized husband soon after heard by ehan* t- that

knows the tacts

a

regarding

the infamous

woman's body had been discovered.

He has-

system by which this Government has tened to the pier and recognized hi" wife; but
the ollicers would not let him ha\e his own, nor
been run m the interests of huge
monopo- even take her out of the water.
By som.. r> dlies, thieving' lungs and corrupt corporatape delay she was not taken from the >'im\
tions. backed by an organized army of
river, (defiled as it is l>y two great eiii *si until

venal oHieeholders.
murderers, indemni‘•a man of
maturity
the murdered

salute to the French and German

a

Babcock.

the families of

Hags, and guarantees against similar

it docs not

require

of mind*’ to draw the

attention ot the people to these things,
l.ven republicans have deplored them on

twenty-four hours had elapsed after her

1

:-«•«»s

The husband was nearly frantic.
Far
ery.
into night he kept his watch over the form of
his poor wife, as it surged below the pi. r in
the dismal water, until at last the

of

thought
Congress; a cry of indignation his terrilied
family of small children compelled
irom
a
"1 lie Sudan has been
were cattish!— the slimy abominations that in Maine
people depressed by starv- him to go to them. Kirl> next morning p«...
prompt in his apol- goes up
we iiing away.
I was astonished, and hewn- surfor the Saloniea murders to the three ing times and oppressed with laves be- Mr. Young was back in the city trying to get
ogies
prised at my astoniMum lit. Ami I re:aimed 10 tin.
cause ot tin* misrule <d this
government. the written “permit" t take his dear wife's
and oilers complete
reparapier, reflecting on the funny incongruity of corning great powers,
\\ hen the editor of the
tion.
J!ut
the
Age
here to celebrate the advancement ol
attempts, as body home. IT* did not succeed until noon,
now
arises
whethand
question
ceuturv,
and then only alter his feelings had been harbeing regaled on cattish. livery locality has its gas er the Sudan Abdul Assiz— who don't he now does, to cover up with his obscure
anew by being compelled to -it in a
tronomie specially, and probably that of the Palis
sheet
these enormous public ulcers, he rowed up
want a war
is energetic and strong
is fried catfish. But 1 should have- pM’crrt d a cut
jury of inquest on the mutilated remains mf a
to
an
and
perform
impossible feat,
child that had been burned to death.
of salmon from Durham's market.
enough to restrain the tierce fury of the trys
Mr.
the floor ot

sacres.

»

a

—

animals is very tine, and attracts crowds of
visitors. l»ut the traditions ot a .New England train-

Mohammedans against the Christians. It is
a renewal ot the old conflict between the
Ct oss and Crescent. To determine
upon a

ing

course

on

toman

1 here is

Park,

line

a

Zoological Museum in P.To.•mat
a steamer lauding. I In* >how

at which there is

of wild

had too strong a hold to permit a visit.
Hiding
the cars, visiting the water work', sailing on the
river, and even eating cattish might be allowed but
stirring up the monkey and seeing the elephant
would be too much.
1 he

question of opening the Crnleuid.d grounds
on Sunday is still agitated.
l.a=t night a wry huge
meeting in favor ot the j lan was held in the city, at
which Kev. J)r. Durness, Unitarian, pre-ided, and
at which earnest speeches were made
by many end
nent
some

men

very

of the

city.

" uiuu

*»

Forney,

Col.

forcible remarks
I-

-!rr

on
IU

the
CJOSC

in the

cour-e

subject, said

of

—

1' .!il liiuillil 1 i.rk

Sunday, to withdraw our car- from the streets on
Sunday, to nail up our lnuguitici-nt Mercantile Liinary on Sunday, to bar out the multitude from the
Zoological Garden on Sunday, or to seal that magnificent temple, the Pennsylvania Academy of the
l ine Arts on Broad street, on Sunday?
I most respectfully ask whether religion has been injured because of these concession- td the Interests and
rights
of the community?
It i< simple justice, then, in its
largest sense, to throw open the International
Grounds and Buildings on the first day of the wet k,
either without charge or at reduced rates.
1 lie result of this agitation ami
argument will be
on

that the

grounds

notice

curious fact in the

a

will be

opened in a lew weeks. 1
decoration of the Main

Building, that has a bearing on this question of religion in rclerenee to the Exposition. Conspicuously painted in the great central arch are the names of
Washington, Franklin, .Mahomet, Confucius, Fame
sis, Sesostris.
to be in the

anything,
ligion are

The

supporters ol anti Christ appear

majority here,

a

id means,

if

it

mean?

observances of the Christian rebe enforced upon their followers.

that the
no: to

W.

Tt. -S.

Congress.
Jn tin* Senate, Friday, May lJfli there were
only 37 Senators in attendance. A pi titioii was
presented from California citizens asking for an
investigation of the management of tin* Central
Pacific railroad. The Senate adjourned until
Monday. In the House S. S. Cox was elected
Speaker during the absence of Mr. Kerr, whose
leave of absence w as extended for lui day.-.
The House went into a committee of the whole
on the postoftice bill and the
proposed abolishment of the letter carrier system in cities of
less than 40,000 inhabitants, was defeated. The
committee on printing made a partial r* port,
embodying the fact that the work at the government priming otliee cost &'ou0,(>00 a year moie
than it would cost if done by responsible pri-

parties.
Saturday, May Ulh the Senate

vate

in
session. Ju the House a re>ulwtion was introduced by Mr. Glover of Mo., setting forth that
L. II. Fitzhugh. doorkeeper, i< not "a lit person
to hold the position of doorkeeper, and that he
be dismissed. Adopted and referred to the
Committee on liules with instructions to report
as

early

as

was

not

possible.

The House went into committee of the
whole on the Post Oitiee appropriation bill.
The section relative to salaries ot postmasters
was discussed at considerable length.
On motion of Mr. Clark to strike out a proviso fixing
the maximum salaries at $4,000, no action was
taken for want of a quorum. Adjourned.
The Senate Monday, May loth, resolved itself
into a court of impeachment, and went into
secret session to discuss the question of jurisdiction. In the House, resolutions were adopted calling for the papers in the whiskey correspondence, and the dismissal of Henderson.
The bill admitting Minnie Sherman Fitch's diamonds free, was passed.
In the Senate Tuesday, May 10th, Mr.
Mitchell spoke at some length upon the evil of
Chinese immigration and at l.io the Senate resumed the consideration of tlm articles of im-

peachment.
On

a motion of Mr. Edmunds the galleries
cleared and the doors closed.
Before a decision was reached, at r>.25 the
doors were reopened and the Senate adjourned.
House. The subject of the Congressional
printing came up for consideration, and after
considerable debate the House proceeded to
vote on the resolutions reported by the Committee on Printing. The resolution directing
the Speaker to certify to the proper authorities
of the District of Columbia, the testimony taken
relating to the conduct of A. M. Clapp as Congressional printer, to the end that he may he
indicted and prosecuted, was adopted. Yeas
137; nays 74.
The resolution instructing the* Judiciary
Committee to inquire whether the Congressional Printer is an ollicer who may be impeached,
was adopted without a division.
The third resolution instructing the Committee on Appropriations to embody in the sundry
civil appropriation bill a section changing the
present system of government printing, was re-*
committed. On motion of Mr. Holman tin* first
resolution was modified so as to refer the testimony to the authorities of the District for proper action.
were

regarding the difficulties in the OtUmpire, a conference has just been

held at Berlin by Chancellors of the three
allied Christian Empires, Russia, Prussia
and Austria. \\ hat course w as agreed
upon
by the diplomats, Gortsehakolf, Bismarck
and A ml rassy, is not yet. fully known.
I:i lin: democratic seaatorial caucus held
week ago, the lion. William 11. Baruum
" as
nominated; the result of the formal
ballot was Barnuin 1 (n)
Ex-Governor
a

English 71;

Governor Ingersoll 1. The
election of Mr. Barmtm to li!l out two and
a half years of the
unexpired term of the
late Mr. Ferry took place Tuesday of this
week when each house ol the Legislature
Voted separately; on Wednesday the two
houses reported to a joint convention and
the result was declared. The Hartford
limes speaking of Mr. Burnum
says that
he is a gentleman of great executive ability- He is not a debater; but a man of
few words and prompt action, ho wields
influence in whatever position he is
placed. He has been assailed, misrepresented and abused by the radical press
1 his has endeared him to the democracy,
ami with the people, who have confidence
an

iu bis

ability and integrity, he is popular.
•Mr. ILinium’s term will
expire on the
•1th of March, 1870, to which term the kite
Senator Terry's extended.

only makes himself ridiculous in the
of the world.

eves

In New York city, there is much uveitemeiit among those interested in nav
igation, regarding the prospective crippling
of commerce by the completion of the

Brooklyn Bridge. The distance between
the proposed roadway of the
bridge and
the river will be only loo feet.
A great
many vessels have a height of mast from
loO to 100 feet. A New York Herald reporter gathered from a spar-maker the

following as
large ships:

to the

height of

the masts

on

—

Lower or mainmast, 00 feet; topmast, suv f»o
feet; top-gallant_ mast, royal pole, Are., viy TO
feet—makiug 2lo feet; from which deduct ]s
feet; taking oft’ the doublings you have still a
height of 107 feet. Now, we have from (orlear’s
Hook to Grand street about

one

mile of dock

property, and one of the iinost shelters in the
port for vessels; the water is deep and clear,
and in winter some vessels .seek this anchorage
simply for the shelter, and I venture to predict after the bridge i-, completed
if it ever i>
—that all this shipping will be driven to New
Jersey, Staten Island and other places.
—

Mr. James M. Thompson, a harbor master,
stated that the deepest and best water of the
city was east of the bridge, and that many of
the vessels of the li aviest tonnage found wharfage there. Lnlessthe bridge was built of the
proper height the warehouses above it could
only be used as tenements.

Supremo Judicial Court,
JUDGE

DICKERSON', rUE.SIDI.NG.
•J Jim F. Hall vs. Inhabitants of Morrill. I’ll!',
alleged that his horse was injured on the filth
day of March 1S75, on the highway in deft.'s
town, in a snow drift, and claimed damages tu
the amount ot $200. Defts. contended that the
road was not defective, and that the damage
very slight. .Jury disagreed.
MeLellaufor PHI'. Foglerfor Defts.
State vs. Anthony F. Ifradly et als. claimant

was

1 he

sub-judiciary committee of the
1 louse, has this week been
investigating
the charges against ex Speaker Blaine in
relation to the Fort Smith and Little Hock
bonds
ues-

It is doubtful if the “true inwardot the ease lias been reached.
Gen.

Huntuii—at the head of the committee—
conducted the examination in an

impar-

tial manner which won him much praise.
( ol loin Saott shouldered the whole matter

and

away all the testimony
against Mr. Blaine. Col. Scott testified
that the celebrated Fort Smith bonds were
his personal property, and were taken off
kis hands by the Pacific railroad in order
to pay him
indirectly for his services as

president

swore

of the company, the

salary

be-

ing limited to the inconsiderable sum of
$8000. He bought them of a Boston broker named Caldwell, in 1871, and never
heard ot Mr. Blaine in connection with
them. Mr. Hollins testified that he had
heard that the bonds came from .Mr. Blaine
and probably said so to Mr. Harrison, but
afterward learned that they came from
Colonel Scott. Mr. Harrison said he knew
nothing about the matter, except what
Mr. Hollins told him.
It is now thought that the Centennial
Exhibition will not pay. While it has
been open it has cost $8,700,000; caterers
—

etc., have paid $700,000 for privileges. To
earn $8,000,000, even in
gross, the receipts
must average more than $70,000 lor
every
one ol tiie one hundred and
fifty-nine days
of the show. This would
require a daily
attendance of 100,000 paving visitors.
I he

of the government
pri: tiiig-ollioe reveals the fact that the
same kind of
thievery prevails in it that
—

investigation

pervades nearly
in Washington.

all the other departments

'pectablc places of amusement. Some old meu
tnd young boys are so determined to have their
lepraved imaginations excited that they will
have such entertainments even if their environment restricts them to gathering around the
stove iu a country store and relating objection'
able storh-s.
In an e>say read recently in Loudon by Henry Irving, ilie actor, lie admitted that much in
lie minor theatres is vulgar, and even injurimiin tendency; but he maintained that “the mam
dream of dramatic sentiment in all veins i-*
[»ure, kindly, righteous and, in a sense, religi“It is from the theatre,” lie went on.

on.’’

•from tli'- legitimate theatre, from T.nglish tragedy coined; and drama, that the commonalty of
ill classes «!« riv
mmc than from any othci
source, the food and stimulants which the high:r nature require*.
Literary men who write,
preachers who really preach, daily discover
with ji!• that to a large extent their work is in
the clouds. A moving actor goes straight and
■*urely to tin* popular head and heart.”

for intoxicating liquors. It appeared that the
claimants were liquor dealers in lloston, and
had been lor some time selling and shipping
liquors to Henry Wyman in lielfast, that in
August last they shipped two barrels of whiskey and one barrel of rum to Wyman on board
schooner Lillian, that the liquor was landed
and placed in the store house in lielfast, where
the officer found it covered up with a lot of

mpty barrels, and marked “Vinegar.” Claimsaid they shipped the liquors to Wyman

ants

without any order from him. Sending him a
bill of the liquors and informing him what they
had done, that Wyman notitied them before the
arrival of the liquor that he should not receive
it. and that they intended to have the liquor
shipped hack to liosson, not intending to sell it
in this State. Verdict for the State declaring
the liquors forfeited.
Fogler for State. McLcllan for Claimants.
DIVORCES.

Mary A. Chase from Jeremiah Chase; Lucy
E. Ferry from William Ferry; Janies E. Eusti’s
from Carry E. Eustis, on a plea of desertion;
Eli O. Colson from Elvira W. Colson.
—A severe war

struggle

has

commenc-

ed in Central America between the States
of Guatemala and San Salvador. Several
battles have been fought with considerable loss ot life. Political disagreements,
and clerical interference in State affairs
are the causes of th is civic turmoil.
'Is Koval and
Ilimperial ’Ighness
tiie Prince of \V(h)ales arrived ’ome from
Ilindia last Thursday, having come by the
—

way of Gibraltar, Madrid and Lisbon. 11 is

reception

was

enthusiastic.

The June number of the Record of the Tear
has been received. It contains a steel portrait
of Mark Twain, which is a perfect likeness and
is alone worth the price of the magazine. As
usual, the Record contains a monthly record of
every important event worth preserving and a
fine selection of current miscellaneous articles.
The publishers are G. W. Carleton & Co. Xew

York.

advised by his friends to prosecute
the authorities for this series of outrages; but

Young

was

he

replied

no

good, for there,

man

in

a

hopeless
was

tone that it would do
one

law for the rich

and another for the poor.

And

m*

it does

certainly appear.
1

mental support. The Academy of Music wher
the Opera is generally performed is a very iarg
building, plain without but gorgeous within
when lighted at night by the crystal chandelin
Having a desire to visit behind the scenes vv*
went iu ono day, by Invitation, at the actor’entrance and lound ourselves in a moment on
the stage—our “lirst appearance on the boards
of the Academy.” Our <!chvt was made ughiu-'

side-scene, which when we hit it smeared uwith dint and gn- n paint.
The morning re
heursal v\a> over; on the stage was a crowd
a

<

forloru looking chorus-Muger-'. and at a win
stood the “di\ine” Titiens iu dark street o-

stands

i;

11.0,1*1

1

Al.

the Morgue. It is a public institution—an outgrowth of necessity—and tic most
interesting of the sixty-six asylums and hospinear

tals of New York. Within it" rough grey stone
walls there lias been sintered nunc agony than
one human heart can conceive.
At the top
story of the building is situated an amphitheatre,

lighted

arranged in

from above by a dome: scat* a;-.*
a semi-circle one above the other

around a central space, where there F an operating table. When a clinical opei at ion is held the
seats are

anil with a bonnet on. The house w
semi-dark, away down at the front of the -*t t.
only a single gas jet was burning, and beyond
were the dinky < avvruous spaces of this great
Mu-.'
i'iie *t:ige itself i- inmien[eiupL*
and taking »t-> r on with that «*f the auditorkn
would ^cem teat tb**re would hi a space in
which ic would be hopeless to sing. 'Idle ueoutie qualities of the house are perfect, howevet
it

and it

not

n

bard place to lill with souud if

a

is musical and not
“Such as from labTing lungs eulhmiist blowHigh sounds attempted through the vocal nose
that morning visit wo tw the reverse oi
on which we had ofteu looked in i:
other and brighter side. At our next god,
At

picture

Titian- and

a large company sang iu Verdi’s
Trovuior--.
While witnessing tie
bright scene and listening to tins unusual)*
livdodio i- opera, it was hard to realize that vv
were in the
a me building as before, v. c. vv

11

opera

administer

amesthetic—and the .-surgeons
perform their fearful tasks, while the student.-,
look on. Many new scholars faint on lir-t w itto

an

operation here, but they are so
44chatted" for their weakness by their P llowstudents, that they manage afterward to display more stolidity. All thF F nm-'-arv f.lithe good of science, no doubt. Some t.f tie
college boys tell, over their pipes, that the outnessing

an

side world hears little about the p.> u creator*-"
who die here under the knit*—it is th*- "tory of
the marvellous cures that is noised abroad.
From tins theatre of surgery it will be a relief
to turn to

a

brief consideration of the brighter

class oi

l'iil'.A

l'lieiv

Generalities.
li.A
the

1 KKS.

twenty-two theatre- m New York,
and two opera houses, not counting the numerous \uricty halls.
Hut among the tweufv-two
are

there are many theatres chantants lor minstrel performances. So the city and the stranger that is within her gates both have means of
amusement enough. The patronage of -h angers is greatly relied on, and this ace unit- for
the long •‘run-” of the same play at the principal theatres. This protracted repetition f the
same piece is to the native Xe\v Yorker
••As tedious as a twice told tale.
Vexing the dull ear of a drow-\ man."
«

For splendid representations of Shakespeare's
plays, with grand and historical scenic eth rt-,
Booth's Theatre stands at the head. It H a significant fact that the Emperor Dotn Fedn» ll <>f
Brazil \isited this place of amusement lir.-t <»t
all others, and after he had been on North
American shores barely three hours. This wise
monarch, whom all join in praising, is an interested student of English literature, and he
showed good judgment in commencing hi- tour
here by witnessing a representation of the immortal

Shakespeare's Henry the Fifth. ll< .timed in New York a few days too late to «.»■»>
Julius Ciesar performed at Booth's, and was
thereat much disappointed. Standard comedy
has its home at Wallack's; the superlatively
fashionable and silly plays are enacted at Daly's
Fifth Avenue Theatre; bright farces and burlesques are best brought out at the artist Matt
Morgan's Lyceum; the lachrymose refined sensational drama at the 1 nion Square: the blood
and thunder sensational at the old Bowery Theatre, to the delight of street Arabs and*‘Bowery
Boys.” But we will not make a catalogue of all.
The moral tone of those wc have mentioned,
and of many more is not at all alarming, except
at a distance.
There is a sort of surface prejudice in some quarters against the theatres, but
it is rather thin. YVe know of pious clergymen
and strict church members in Connecticut who
would not attend a theatrical performance in
their own native town, but who would sneak
down to New York and go to all the theatres.
There is one disreputable minstrel hall in the
eastern part of the city which has been prosecuted by the law but to little effect. The policetestilied in court that the audiences were
mostly composed of very old men and very
young boys,—a singular-fact, which might be
men

if we were writing an essay on morals. The fact that such a cess-pool
exists is no legitimate argument against re-

explained perhaps,

k-pior

a,-

...

ac

W

J in-re ain’t n
i.io'ii

phooi.

amount

die

iterv

m of*
tempzrarv
Cil> el I.evviMoU.

1

m

vv

i-

be oiosed

in-

-dom bun
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OiVeubacii h id an unniei..se audience a? the p-i
in of the li ip|.o<Ironic iu V w A >i k May 11th
11<

vs ai

was

inly greeted.

A Wn-hingt-m despatch -ay
t here i-m* doubt he
iiiohui’i Harrington, under indictment in the s:r
burglary ca-e. hie lied the country.
Cardiua Am-melli’s health is regarded as critical
and it has been found nt-ces-ary to tran-f-r the ai
lairs under hi- charge to other bauds.

Forty fetd of chain, whittled out of pine, will b
exhibited at the Centennial by a Clt-veland arti
It will he clu-a.-vd among the “vvittles.”
I
in

he amount )f rev enue collected from disti'lern*
the month' of April last exceeds tin- -um rone year ago by iFhhno.OoO.

oeived in April

two stages lull of pas-engers were stopped bfweeu Sail Antonio and Kingsbury, Texas, l'hurday, ami the passengers and mails robbed
! ii• vvlioi- Bangor House property, including fur
i- adv.rti-'-d tor -.do t-nitnr.*, stab;, nr: luting
tin a
g I*--- of tin- proprietor ,a bankruptcy

lh.y ard fay lor say- the Centeuniul opening mak*
him “proud ami satisfied as an American.'’
I ,<
the seven millions have not been spent iu vain
Vessels from F.adpnrt arrived at Magdalen* 1lnmls last Monday, fine .,f the vessels reports’llCapture of live liuudred barrels ol herring that day
1 be arrangement proposed by the depositors .,*
the \\ atervilh- >av mg- Bank, looking to resumption
ij favorably received and will probably be perfected
Rev. Ci orgc c. T.-nvli-on, pnst.-r of tin- Seveiitl.
If ay Rupti-1 chnrcli in \\<->teri>, R. I.. died him
day from an «v. -Those of chloral taken tu induct
S:iep.
a

iii*"tingof tin i

i.

-n

I.-agin-Club

May 1 lth, the uaim -«f B. II. Bn-t<
by L* vote-, thus lb-teat i:i ni s

v

vv as

ion

a

.\'-w Vi.rr
black balled
a member ol

at

the chib.

who was attacked by tin
Fdmunds, the k< ep«
three escaping patients at the Augusta Insane A-y
him, May auk, although 1, oily injure l, will pro bn ui
cover.

J. Win-lowilmie- 111;»-1 11 ’-■«•; n about'Joo.ooo can
of corn in I airfield th*- -oudng Season. HisefHcien
agent, Mr. Merrill,
bu-iiy at vs-rk engaging cm a
for that purport
'do farmer of Houlton
Bartlett Smith, a ’v -i
committed -michl- M... 1 th, r•. cutting his throa
with a razor. I mines:ic trou* :• vvas the probablcan
of the sad attain.

titled with medical students from the

college connected with the hospital. On the
table the quivering victim is laid—sometimes
bound or held there, for it is not always possible

■

tunic

At

UK IJI.LLKVl

oi’KKA

tin:

!l mri-ln- in New York hetterthau in any utlu
great city of a country where it has not Govern-

nothing disagreeable
surviving sister, he determined to return to hiabout the Loet and Stocking revelations,
distant motherless home, and on Ids arrival at
nor about Puss
Shepherd and the pilin' its door he was, as lit? well deserved, most affec-

to
tionately embraced by-Ids mother. It need
Alusselmans, who wanted dering Washington rings; nothing
Grant's unlawful interfer- not he -aid that the bod. he had follow d
say
against
to take her forcibly to the mosque.
The
t<* the grave was not hers.
ence with the course of
justice, through respectfully
Consul took U:e girl under his protection.
the
Familiarity with tin* horrid -cones
to exclude testimony against
While he was -eckiug for information of Fierrepout,
Morgue make tin* coroner- brutal and indiffer-

ed

a

.a

Pos f Ol MCM

a massacre

by nervous people. Jl was a line place for a
thoughtful stroll. The day was a perfect one—the
bright turf spangled with dandelions and violets,

A few

i8if*GFo. l*. kovvki.l sc On, 40 Park Row, New
York, will receive ad\ertisciueuts for this paper, at
the lowest rate-*. Their orders will receive prompt
attention.
lloRAt K I.)ui»i), 121 Washington St., Boston,
is an uuJheiized Agent, for the Journal.

of the liv-

desired

fore the “Editor pro ton of the Journal''
determined to keep silent regarding the

l he

Iati: 3 &. lux mu, :u Bark Row, New York,
are authorized agents for procuring advertisements
for the Journal.

Hut there

A ‘ine old

tiling.

well established code of pro-

a

etiquette which is generally rccognized by gentlemen of the press, there-

continually dropping in, and then popping out
WILLIAM II. SIMPSON. as the editor of that
paper observed the as they do at the post-oRice. A bevy of very
KDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
courtesy toward him, which would rea- small girls gathered at the outside of one of the
Sub^ufi ption I hr ms. In advance, £2.00 h year;
within the vear, £2.50; at the expiration of the year,
sonably be expected during the absence large windows near the pa\enu-nT, and then
£.■>.00.
of the regular editor in Philadelphia. Put suddenly drew back as if frightened, and ran
Ai>\ I'.RTistN'r Tkr.ms. For oue square, (oue inch
masse up the street.
Homing opposite we
the editor of the Age has assailed us and en
of length in column,; £1.00 for one week, and 25
too fieercd through the window, (which was
cents for each subsequent insertion.
A fraction of u
our
position regarding the corruption of large and with six panes, like that of an ordisquare charged as a full one.
4q»-S. 31. I'm i\(; m. & <•«».,« Stalest., Boston, the administration, and it is
apparent that nary shop) and there quite near the glass, lyami :C Park Row New York, are our authorized
Agents for procuring subscriptions and forwarding prtfessional politeness is one of the ••un- ing on a marble slab, and exposed as if for
advertisements.
known quantities” to him.
Indeed it sale, was the corpse of a man. We knew then
jfetr'S. R. Nil.i.s, No. »> Tn iuonl Street, Boston, is
where we were, and did not need the sign,
agent for the publisher of tliis paper, and bis receipts would be vain to expect, and foolish to
and order-* are always recognized.
THE MORGUE,
desire courtesy from a journalist who has
over the door to tell us further.
Here, then,
A DWIMSTi: YToRS, MXK« t TORS aild GUARDIANS
printed attacks on all the clergymen of was that dreadful charnel house, where the undesiring tin ir adverlisenients published in the Journal Will please so slate to the Court.
this city who have dared to protest in tile known dead are exposed for recognition. It iname of God, in their
Sl'.BSCklBFRS desiring to have the address of
pulpits, against the located at Twenty-sixth street and Fu-t Uivi

warned the (lovernor anil the Porte that

dead

There is
fessional

vagaries of the Progressive Age

ture

a

eyes, were some of the most elegant productions
of the dress maker’s art-robes so elegant, so
bedecked with frills and laces
that I hesitated to even guess at their uses—but
they were evidently bridal in their suggestive-

art end nature
tin* gat.-closed, and all the privileges are to
the free use of the people forever.
<)m
thing
which impresses the
isitor to Philadelphia ithe lavish use of water. Faucets are left running,
public and private fountains play, water courses
along the streets, and drinking places for horses, are
placed abundantly. It is a cold-water city, if not a
temperate one. This abuudance I never understood
until i visited Fairmouut to-day. dust above tieare

1770.

XTui.ADEi.rniA, May Hth.
A sojourner within the gates of a stranger city often hardly knows how to dispose of Sunday, and the
old question returns, whether lie was made for the

so

the embelishmenls of

country mansion,
to which the grounds probably originally belonged,
still stood and was inhabited by a family, in the
midst of this city of the dead. The neighbors w ere

weeks. Our mother England is a very
large
contributor to this department, especially in
steam machinery, and other heavy iron and
steel work. Among these are specimens of the
plating of tier war ships. At some of this,
eight inches thick. licacy conical steel shot from
rifled cannon had been tired without going

a

-•

From this point northward are six railway
tracks lor the exhibition of locomotiyes, of
which there are about 4u, Kng'ish French,
Spanish and American, huge machines shining
in steel and brass, and embody ing the great

curious and attractive that meet his eye. In
this way a "eporter, by taking time enough

that

furiher, making fourteen
miles of the most beautifully diversified land in the
worhf. The origin::i purchase of the city has been
added to by magnificent gilts of the benevolent and
public spirited, until tin 1’ark contains three thousand acres, upon which have Ivon lavished all
i.el

%

abundant trees and shrubbery; but tl.ep' w.-re no
distinctive characteristics in the adornment'. The

made, lint there is enough that can lie. under,
stood to interest an intelligent observer for

most

beech si

ikiOO.OOO. and was furnished gratis by Mr. Corliss as an advertisement of liis business. It is
reported that it lias been already su'd, to go out
of the country at the close of the exhibition.

massive power that moves the world physically.
There is a great deal in this building which
puzzles the spectator, and the uses of which
tin: uninitiated cannot guess, for the catalogue
is incomplete, and constant additions are being

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

It is the

kingly

short to attempt it. The
writer can do is to note the most
too

worship always.

hicken

ed people don’t subscribe to this doctrine in its good and cheap
Maine people
entirety.] Approaching the handsome portal
of the Pavilion, 1 was confronted hv a sign like
this—’‘Tobacco spitting is prohibited.’’ Here

of

ground.

cheap, and that is the conveyance on street
cars.
They run rapidly, regularly, and furnish

which

God’s first tem-

were

appropriate places

are

lieve the sombre hues of woe. Having seen
much, 1 departed, as from dangerous

visaged

Department,
war

aud

thus

in what seemed to be the modiste's department
of sorrow, and further along a section of mitigated grief, where hits of color came in to re-

with the tilings which conduce to domestic
peace and tranquility. [X. 11. Some misguid-

place them by something of a more peaceful
nature, 1 directed my steps to the Woman’s

class who hold that the groves

ples,

frame of mind, ami nor place or associations, that make true devotion.
The pride and boast of Philadelphia is Fainnount
Park. And well it may be, for if remember aright,
no such magnificent domain i- dedicated to ti.e free
use of the people anywhere iu the civilized world.
1'his magnificent tract commences below the dam on
the Schuylkill, and extend- along both banks of 1 lariver for seven mil s. ami on bulb sides of YVissa-

was

adelphia. There were also full length wax
figures of ladies, to display mourning dresses,

many kindred exactions inside
the grounds, which are being unwisely practiced
by those who have bought privileges, and who
are thereby killing the goose that lays the golden eggs.
One accommodation is abundant and

was the first edict of woman’s law,
saying to
well as in the great business of
the tobacco Stainer, “thus far shall tiiou go,
agriculture ami of commerce, that we may the
more thoroughly
appreciate the excellencies ami and no further”—the spirit of neatness exorcisdeticiencies of our achievements, and also give
ing tiie foul fiend tobacco. Whether there was
emphatic expression to our earnest desire to inside any specimen of domestic
discipline with
cultivate the friendship of our fellow-membera broomstick to apply to offenders. I didn’t disof the great family of nations.
1 he enlightened agricultural, commercial and cover, not being a user of the weed.
The
manufacturing people of the world have been building is tilled with specimens of women’s
invited to send hither corresponding specimens
embroidery, artificial flowers, needle
of their skill, to exhibit oil equal terms :u friend- work
ly competition with their own. To this invita- work, pa ntings, sculpture, Ac., much of it
tion they have generously responded, for so dovery handsome and creditable, it is adorned
ing we render them our hearty thanks. The with
pictures of ladies prominent in tiie moveami
of
the
contributions will this
beauty
utility
day be submitted to your inspection by the man- ments for the relief of woim n. The departagers of this exhibition. We are glad to know ; ment of art, though small, is very interesting.
that a view of specimens of the skill of all nawas a life-size statue of Eve, a plaster
tions will afford to you unalloyed pleasure as j There
well as yield to you a valuable practical knowl- east, that was very flue, and gave to the subedge of so manv of the remarkable results of the ject a new treatment. Instead of tiie fig leaf
wonderful skill existing in * niightened commit| apron, the Usual idea, the figure is spirally ennities.
circled by a wreath of leaves, beginning at tlie
Mue hundred years ago our country was new
and partially settled. Mur necessities have com- shoulder and terminating at the knee.
The
pelled us to chiefly expendour means and time in
arm is raised and laid across the eyes, the
i 'iJing forests,subduing prairies,building dwell- right
ings. factories,ships, docks, warehouse-, roads, palm of the hand outward, as w ith a feeling of
canals, machinery, etc., etc. Most of our schools, ! mingled sin, grief and womanly shame. Tiie
churches and asylums have been established nude
figure is finely moulded, and tiie face exwithin a hundred years. Burthened by these
beautiful. The statue had been brokgreat primal works of necessity, which could quisitely
en at the feet, and sitting upon the floor, ennot be delayed, we yet have done what this exhibition will show in the direction of revealing
gage.! in mending it, was the lady sculptress
older and more advanced nations.
In law. medicine and theology, in science, lit- front whose brain it sprung—Blanche Xcvin.
erature, philosophy and the line art*, whilst Sle- wore a close fitting head covering, like a
proud of what we have done we regret that we smoking cap, from under which li.-i curls eshave not done more. Mur achievements have
caped, while she deftly handled the implevji
cr, 10 iiiukt- u easy
gn-iu rn'ujgu. now
t <r our
people to acknowledge superior merits ment.-. of art, and chatted to me of her work,
whenever found; and now fellow-citizens, I concerning which she was full of enthusiasm.
hope a careful examination <>f what h about to It was a charming picture, this
young sculphe exhibited to you, will not only inspire you
with a profound' respect for the skill and taste tress at her labor, and one appropriate to tiie
of our friend* from other nations, but also sat- place and occa-ion.
w. it. s.
i-ly you with the attainments made hv our own
people during the last one hundred year*.
I invite your generous co-operation with tho
l’HII.ALiKM’HM, May Jl’tli.
worthy commissioners to procure a brilliant
The vi^it'ir who approaches the principal cnsuccess to thi- International
and
to
Exhibition,
make the stay of our foreign visitors, to whom tranee to the Centennial grounds, is struck h\
we extend hearty welcome, both
profitable and the resemblance in sights am! sounds to
popupleasant to them. 1 declare the International
lar gatherings everywhere. It is the general
Exhibition

philanthropy,

a

curious coincidence that the
made by Comfort & Co., of Phil-

a

When feebly does tin* pul*.- stir,
faint warm enough 1‘-»r u calico e mt,
Aii 1 you 1« el like a foul in an L Dter.
It is .sail that i.roai Britain will bear oil the pm
for line ar: at the ( ent« unial exhibition, and th.tr
tie-cond money.
li>
J Vauce will enine in 1
nation' make a splendid di.-j.la>
-»

ha* men should trust earn
Mr. llni'W'Oti ’.a.;,,.
other mure, and there -eem- to he a general feeling
hereabout That he is the man t<- open a -iiirtil grocer,
Nut w ml, Bu.letm
in his section.
*W<
tin- !ir-: f-d radish Man !
1 -;yh u
\ lid w* 1: weep ..Vr the union bed
1 il: the i>..id, bad «•.»>.. climbs over the feu..v
And tramples our garden dead.”

lie Uadi ml Convention in Maryland wnJ cornp
ed largely uf Federal utliciuls. It endorsed Blau.at Ills own reuue-t.
fids shows how Grant stuiuioi the ipies tiou uf the Cincinnati nomination.

Hayti is trail-pul. l.\-l'n sideiit Domininue Is a
dead as reported. He arrived til >r Thomas recent
Iv. ioO persons ha\ <• been arrested at Barbado.
for complicity in the r< -vi.t ri -t. Cuban rebels at
on the increase.
Dr William W Hal edit -r <»• Hall’s “Journal
Health,” who re-idi in 1 .ml Tth -tro t New 'i oi
! t b, was taken into 11
1V1I in ;i lit in t lo* strei M
house, and expire iu a f« u minute'. Dr Hallwal.<*Nm»\, M i. mN A-G ices from Salottica say th ,;
the number ><f arrests in connection with the out
rage there have been fifty four. The preliminary
inquiry has comm- net d and the excitement in tov\ n
is gradually subsiding.
A little three year- -ml boy in Hartford, in attempt
iug to console ins mother, who was watching by the
death bed of his little sifter, stud, “Don’t cry. maiu
ma, if Nellie wants to die let her die: it x\ ill be
nice for her to have her own way just once."
That was
m-ry -.vntee! operation, starting the
machinery in the Women’s 1‘uvilion at the great
1 he Kmprc'S of Brazil pulled a gold cord
show.
micui c-mmuincate in her own
anti tasgel, such
boudoir with a bell to summon a servant, and tie
engine started.
Doin 1*« tiro ha- a delightful wav of disregarding
tin- propru lies and breaking in upon pompous furm
ulitie-. W’loie :he pr>mdoit of dignitaries wanun ing throtigli the exhibition buildings on Wed
nesduy lie frc-iuently br« lgiit it to a stand by stop
ping to chat about wimteier attracted his attention.

Nearly the whole bu-im
portion of the town oi
wa
burned May 14th
An entire
Darlington, >. t
block wa> destroyed, containing several stores. Mrs.
Gibson1' line residence wa' abo destroyed.
I I..
h»>s is estimated at upwards of $10U,0UU. I'at tly in
-«

.,

A severe engagement took place between the Me\
ican revolutionists and the government forces under
K-cobedo near Cauiargo on Saturday, in which tin
former were defeated, Kscobedo capturing the place.
Having united his force with ihose uf General'
Kitero and t^uiroga a rapid advance is being on Mat
atuoras.

The Address of President Grant at the Centennial
exhibition Wednesday, was sensible enough, but
commonplace. It was without inspiration, and did
not contain one sentence that deserves to be remem
bered. Imagine what Lincoln would have made ot
llis speeeh at Gettysburg is writ
the opportunity
ten in golden letter-in Anuriean history, and will
endure us long as the republic.
The cap.’aiu, w ife, ehild anil crew of the schooner
Mary A. Bio of Muck-port, who were thought to
have been lost, have arrived at Gardiner. The ves
sel was -truck on the nth by the brig Annie 1>. Tor
rev, disma-ted and otherwise injured,
Before leaving the schooner. Captain Bice scuttled her, so that
other vessels in the dense tug might not strike her.
The vessel was not insured.
At Dahlgreii, 111., Friday night, a party of
voting
gave dohn Murman, recently married, a “chiev
cree.” Murman, greatly annoyed by the
uproar,
ordered the party off, but as they did not leave at
mice, he tired into them with a gun,
killing Willis
Lowery and wounding two others. All the parties
,tre highly respectable.
Young Sturman is a son of
lodge Sturman, one of the most prominent citizens
of the county.
men

L Altai-: Lai* Wki.dkd Trni's. The National Tube
Works Company have just completed at their Works
it McKeesport, l*a., a
for exhibition ut
sample
the Centennial. It is 14 feet in length and of 14
inches outside diameter and 10 inches inside, the iron
>t which it is made being inches in thickness. Ibis
is said to be the heaviest piece ot lap-welded
pipe
ever made in this or any other country, and it is
stated that such heavy work has never been attempted by any other establishment.

pipe
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M.i!hews Bros, will in future burn coal at tlteir
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Congregational

'day, the Aid.

church in this

city,

on

meeting of delegates from
: b«
angelical churches in the state, and its obi- 'o promote the interests of Sabbath schools.
in one hundred and fifty t > two hundred deleare
xja-cb d, amour? whom are porne promt
it

a

i->

<

■

-peakers.

nr

tii the celehratioa •-i

i:

!••

■

i

ug of last week, wore
hundred persons
d of

-tr>

men

u

was

and

ot

a

judicial

juuiff inc:a*r-ou
Saturday ln.-t after a resonri,

on

twenty two working days.

number of

ca-e-

'lisiderably

!

r>

Clerk of

■

<

lessened.

hundred and

hundred and four
:iiree

hundred and

bonds ot

Of these

(uses.

been disposed of,

disagreements

matrimony
or

entries, making

new

have

January terra,

forty continued. There

verdicts and two

nfortuuute,

three hundred and

forty-four
cases

indebted

were

to

following synopsis

were

eighty

live hundred and

unusually

of and the

are

continued from the

-iwi»r cases
;ie

We

for the

There

An

disposed

were

curts

\sork done

1

the ladies. On

very nice te-timoi.ial for the
encouragvim nt to k« ep on in the good
was

-supreme

:

and toast respousei by the
citizens,
fhe cot.

excellent and did credit to

an

and

two

the exercises

present

were

prominent

ding, adjourned

\!

given by the
Friday eve-

reformation.

of
••

speeches

and other

whole.it

1

anniversary of

t

Between

a success.

■

k

the Hr.

ltelbrm Club, and the supper
association, at Haylord Hall, on

..a-;

of the

were

juries.

severed between nine

fortunate, couple-.
Portland Tran-

travelling correspondent
has the following to -ay concerning
at'-rprising firms :—
A

of the

one

of

our

Prominent among t he industries of Belfast Is the
ioor, Rush and blind manufactory of the

ik''

Wuthews Brothers. A few years ago these gcntlehad the misfortune to lose by lire their factory,
fpre-enting to them t he gr< ater part of the acciimui'am of the labors of a life-time.
The risk in es'.ibiishrnents of this kind is con.-idered so great that
rate of premium is charged for insurance which in
the
of business few feel that
"i.
can afford t
pay, consequently they are goner•;I\. it•? tin- one was at that time, uninsured, in one
k from the time ot their loss they had remitted
to their creditors the lust dollar of their indebtedne-s and had commenced to rebuild.
So commend■•hh‘ an fxamjile of proui]>iitude deserves honorable
au ntion in th* mwhen
are
wont to talk
days,
people
lmnor iu business as a tiling of the past.
Ui'-u

existing competition
>

>•'

Si
man

Pu-

Mr. James

u idi

on

the Belmont

iowning in

a

spring

on

road, committed
his

by
farm, Monday morning.
suicide

the morning
dangerous
apprehended.
question lie told his wife that he would go into

•iig

v

On

was

the field and

see

lu*rtly after,
uuso

the

one

boys

one

who

of hi-

foot

in

spring,
in depth and he

lying

dead!

working
returning

were

sons

discovered his farher

his head in the

there.
to the

his face with

on

The water

was

hut

must have held his head

beneath until death ensued. Mr. C.
gent farmer and much respected.

was an

intelli-

For the benefit of the country farmer we will enlighten him in the way and manner in which some
of his city brothers hatch aud raise their poultry,
i ho

city poultry-man entirely dispenses with the
setting hen, and employs an

natural services uf the

artificial machine called

an

incubator.

This is made

by placing a tin cylinder inside a cask—the cylinder
being filled with selves, and these in turn filled with
•ggs, often containing two or three hundred. A
kereosene lamp is kept burning underneath, keeping the temperature at 90 degrei s, hatching the eggs
in the same space of time as would be required under a lien. Three or four days previous to hatching
the eggs are moistened with water, which softthem, enabling the chicks to more easily break
through the shell. After the chicks are out they
!‘i«- provided with an “artificial mother” under which
they can hover, in the shape of a box that has an
adjustable shelf that can be raised or lowered to any
required height. This is lined with long fur into
" hich the chicks crawl at
night, and is the only
mother they know. All that is lacking to make the
arrangement complete is a machine that will scratch

out

mis

for worms and catch

ff»e

artificially

Outrage

on

Chicago l imes will

a

Republican

—

(

.’lis-

account

j

outrage says

:—

(■rant has degraded Genera! <'u-ter, <>ne of
the most efficient of tin army otiicers, for the
reason that 1j«* testified before a committee of
I'ongres- in regard to the Belknap ami other
cumiotion-. Grant called il “circulating slanders.** and though he i- the ablest general lor
frontier service in the army. Grant degrades
him to the rank of Lieutenant-* donel. General
< u-1er wrote the following letter, iu which he
tried to get excused from coming to WashingBut the committee would not
ton to te-tity.
e\ciis>* him, and he was obliged to appear at
i I told the
;it of government and t«*-l IN
the
truth, and is punished for it.
-i

cl:sh:r*s Lit ilr.
J’*ut r Lincoln, Dakota, Ma«. h Id, 1*7G.
lion. Heistcr Clymer :
While I hold myself in readiness to obey the
summons of your committee, 1
telegraph to
state that I am engaged upon an important exintended
to
the hostile
against
pedition
operate
Indian-, and i
Xpert to take tie* iLld early in
April .My presence hero is deem *d very necessary. In view of thi- would it not he satisfactory tor you to forward to me such questions as
may be ne.*.---*iry, allowing nm to return my re**. A. Ci stur.
plies by mail ?
clnurai.

i lie New York Herald remarks:

—

I lie

outrage mi (wiierai i.ii-ior continues to
I'Xi’ili; tii' nUi'iiliiiii ill' newspapers everywhere.
At Iva-t three-fourth-of tin in bitterly denounce
tlie President tm liis cruel and nutoernticaction
against the gallant Indian fighter. Even the
papers friendly to llie President speak of the
atl'nir in one wliieli need not have occurred,
and are sorry that he should have been injudicious at a moment when his party depended
upon liini lor wisdom. Something was due to
public opinion, which is just now very sensitive to un> needless exposure of private spleen
in iis servants. Then' arc a few papers which
defend the President on technical grounds, but
the people will not easily be convinced that in
punishing General Custer the President did not
really commit an outrage on themselves. President Grant is not at this day in a position to
put himself in coni rust with anv faithful militar\ or civil ollicer before popular opinion.
The
odds are against him, and lie will suffer with
little effort oil hi- own part. That ite acted angrily and tmwisch seems to be his own late
opinion: for, a- will lie seen from our St. Paul
despatch, lie will permit General Custer to accompany tlte xpedition, not as its commander
hut us a subordinate—that is. General Custer
goes in di-grace, being permitted to light, hut
Tills ia-t hit
to light only under puni-hmeiit.
of news -hows weakness and apology on tile
it
not
of
tlie
but
does
President,
part
wipe out
the stain with which lie lias covered himself.

We might (ill the Journal with articles
oil this subject from our exchanges, so

great is

the indignation against tlie President both among the Republican and iiemoeralic journals of the better class.

Calderwood, an old gentle-

Mr. Calderwood had been out of health for some
ne and at spells was mentally deranged, but notha

on

Miscellaneous.

aged 07 years, who resided in the suburbs of

city

upon tlio
Castor.

grasshoppers,

hatched chicken

then the life of

will be

as

happy as

that of his now more favored companion of the
°untry. Horace Thurlow of this city has just made
ose of the patent
process to hatch out a brood.

Freshet

in

Savkk liV ms coat-tail.
it takes a
Connecticut man to escape by tlie skin of

'The Mew llaven Palladium
days since a man was walking ii]) the Connecticut Western Railroad
track near tlie Rake street bridge in Winsteil, not noticing a train of freight cars
coming silently down the road by the
When crossing the
force of gravity.
bridge the forward ear, going probably at
the rate of eight, miles an hour, hit hint
and caused him to turn several somersets,
throwing him a little on one side of the
track. The train came on several rods
and was finally stopped at a point where
the luckless man was pinned between tlie
cross beams of the bridge, head downward
and feet and legs bent downward and sidewise, and held in mid air by the car wheel
on tlie tail of his coat. Station
Agent Garvin went under the bridge, expecting that
tlie man would drop twelve or fourteen
feet upon the street, but he was held too
tight, and could only lie released by cutting oil' the skirl of liis coat, which was
done, and the injuries discovered to be not
very serious, it was a marvellous escape,
as four more inches movement of the train
would have let him to the ground and
probably killed him.
liis teeth.

says that a few

Prooate

Maine:
NVJI. M.

The Androscoggin river was higher at
Gorham N. IF, than for thirty years, and
was still rising Friday.
Alain street west
ot the Congregational church was two
feet under water.
Thursday there was a bad washout on
the Grand Trunk road at Starkwa ter station owing to a sudden rise of the Amontsie river, and the noon train from Tortland was obliged to tranship its passengers. Another washout was encountered a
little farther west also owing to the rise
in tlie river.
The Journal says that tlie temporary
boom above the dam at Augusta has been
carried away. Tlie logs that were running ipiite treely in the river nearly all
day Friday, came from Fairfield and
Skowhegan, where tlie booms gave way,
letting out a large quantity of logs belonging to the Coburns, Alilliken, Sturgis
and others.
Undoubtedly the nio3t oi llie
runaways brought up in the boom at
Brown’s island.
On tlie Oarrabasset stream and Head
river, tlie Franklin Lami& Lumber, Company have not had water enough to float
their last year’s logs, which they intend
to saw at their leased mill in Augusta.
1 his flood will enable the company to
slide down their logs on tlie current.
At Hallowell, all the wharves are submerged several feet, and some of the cellars on Water street are troubled with an
extra amount ofmoisture, l’age’s ice house
below tlie old steamboat wharf is nearly
surrounded by water. The houses are
out of danger.
tin the Chelsea side of the river the
booms gave way to tlie pressure oflogs
and driftwood, and lumber has had a
downward tendency. The damage will
be trifling. Boats have been circulating
about tlie river, the occupants being busily engaged in securing driftwood.
At Urono, the rising of tlie Penobscot
has done considerable damage. At break
of day Sunday, it was discovered that
about forty feet of the lower dam across
the Stillwater adjoining the mill ot Gilman
Webster it <’o., known as the “Union
Mills,” had been carried out during the
night, and that owing to the nature of tho
bottom ol the river, tlie rushing water
would be likely to work great injury to
the mill itself if it did not carry away a
portion of it. In addition to the same,
large piles of edgings in tlie river below
the mills and used as piling places tor
wood and lumber, were also carried away.
All day Sunday tlie undermining of the
foundations of the mill upon its lower side

RUST,

JUDGE.

following business
Term of said Court :
Administration

was

transacted at the

Granted

on

Estates

May
or—
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Drop

of

Joy

in

Dvory

Remember This.
Now is the tine' of tin* v<ar f«>r Pneumonia,
Luii^- Fever,Coughs, Colds, and fatal results
of predisposition to Consumption and other
Throat and Lung Disease. Bosciief/s German
Svkup lias been u-ed in this neighborhood for
the past two or three years without a single
failure to cure. If \oil have not used tiiis medicine yourself, go to your Druggists, R. Jl.
Moody and ask him ol its wonderful succors
among his customers. T.vo doses will relie\e
the worst ease.
If you have no faith in anv
medicine, just buy a Sample Bottle of Bosrhre's
German Syrup for 10 cents and try it. Regular
size Bottle io cents.
Don’t neglect a cough to
save To cents.
Oinosoii

Important
Vork

Persons Visiting;
or
tiia Centennial.

to

New

i lie G raiul l. nioii I lotel, NV w \ ork. opposite
the Grand Centra! Depot, has overUoO
elegantly
furnished rooms. Klevalor, sh am, and all improvements. Furopean plan. Carriage hire is
saved, as baggage is taken to and from the depot
free. The restaurants supplied with the best.
Guest- can live better for less monev at the
Grand Union than at any other first-chiss hotel.
•Stages and ears pass the Hotel constantly to all
part" of the eitv,and to Philadelphia Depot.
! yr

1

tes

Pills, Potions >iud Pusgeucios,
Western editor wants a female eorrespondend—one, he says, who can “fling golden gleaming* over the sombre tints of life.’’
A

What is the value of life? Gold cannot measit. Vet when menaced bv a violent cough
colil, or any disease leading to consumption,
a single dollar invented in IIale’s IIoxey or
UouEiiorxo and Tak will unquestionably
preserve it.
ure

or

connection with pilfering rings organized
all over the Union. That they have been
pinched, and oppressed with increased
Bike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute.
taxes, to maintain in wealth and extravagance and costly luxury, a base horde of
A Newton man favors the presence of the
undeserving men ; officeholders, and tricky Bible in the public schools. He writes us that
A Ills
101)I)VISIS.
WICKCU system C0UUUU“the holey hook must he lo-pt in the skool- at
ously pursued, and which could not lie ex- anv cost.”
Loss of Appetite.
posed, because of Kadieal majorities in
In persons of sedentary and literary pursuits,
both branches of Congress, backed by a
if
the
brain
is overworked and the muscles unvenal Executive,has been for years eating
the appetite is very apt to fail, from
into the vitals of the business of the coun- derworked,
a general atony of the system, and consequentnow
the
Democratic
House
has
the
try—until
ly
appetite, by supplying a pure blood to
made a stand in defence ot popular rights, organs too weak to make it without assistance.
and there is once more hope tnat the reign Sold by all druggists.
of Radical terrorism is nearly over, Shall
Von Billow said that he worshipped only in
the men selected by the people mainly in
the temple of the great masters and could not
accede
to a request to play “Hog I’ve Ibitr an
view of this becoming their first great duty,
even though he was in Cincinnati.
quail beforo the threats and wiles of their Angel Sing,**
Many proprietary articles have sold largely
cunning adversaries? It is not to be supawhile, through extensive advertising, but
posed that they will, when the path is so for
in no ease have these sales been maintained unplainly marked out, and when the future less virtue lias been found in the goods themprosperity of our people is seen to depend selves. The continually increasing sales of Forupon their faithful performance of this in- est Tar, although but little advertised, and its
dispensable work. What all the people excellent reputation wherever known, prove it
to be no humbug.
Forest Tar Salve, for diswant is bound to be popular, and there is
eases of the skin,
Forest Tar Troches, for
every thing to encourage members in their affection* of the throat, are also giving
the best
labors ot reform.
satisfaction. Ask your Druggist for them, or
send !23 cents to the Forest Tar Co., Portland,
A startling rumor comes from Paris that Me., for a box of either the Salve or the Trochlong gloves reaching nearly to the elbow,
Josh Billings says: “The mewl is a larger
and requiring twenty buttons will he essential to the peace of mind of every well- burd than the guse or turkey. It has two legs
to walk with, and two more to kick with, ami
dressed lady tliis year ! Also, that withit wears its wings on the side of its lied.*’
out court-plaster patches, no true toilette
To Consumptives.
The advertiser, a retired
will be complete. Twenty buttons and
physician, having providentially discovered, while a
patches! And this is called an era of re- Medical Missionary in Southern Asia, a very simple
form ? We really hope that the Cincinnati vegetable remedy for the spec dy and permanent cure
of
Asthma, Bronchitis, Catarrh, and
convention will take decided action on all Consumption,
throat and lung aifcctions,— also a positive and
radical specific for Nervous Debility, Premature
this subject.
Decay, and all Nervous Complaints, feels it his duty
to make it known to his suffering fellows. Actuated
It is said that the reason for putting the by this motive, he will cheerfully send (free of
to all who desire it, the recipe for preparing,
wedding ring upon the fourth finger of charge)
and lull directions lor successfully using, this provthe woman's left hand, is that in the orig- identially discovered remedy.
Those who wish to
inal formulary of marriage it was placed avail themselves of the benelits of this discovery
without cost, can do so by return mail, by addressing
first on the thumb, with the words, “In with
stamp naming paper,
the name of the Father;"then on the next
I)K. CHARLES P. MARSHALL.
33 Niagara Street, lUill'alo N. V.
of
with
“and
the
the
words,
Son;’’
linger,
and on the next with, “and of the Holy
Ghost;” and finally upon the fourth finger,
Children Cry For Castoria. Ii is as
with the dosing word “Amen.”
pleasant to take as honey, and is absolutely
harmless. It is sure to expel worms, cure wind
The owners of the steamer Strathclyde,
which was run down in the English Chan- colic, regulate the bowels and stomach, and
nel by the Franconia, have gained their overcome irritability caused by rash or cutting
suit for damages against the latter vessel. teeth. It is a perfect substitute for Castor Oil,
The amount claimed was two hundred and for Costiveness in young or old there is
and twenty-live thousand dollars, but it is nothing in existence so effective and reliable.
not stated whether the verdict covered the 3rn41
whole sum.
Orono at 3 o’clock P.
heavy
passed
M., Saturday, accompanied with much thunder and
hail. It lasted about iiO minutes and during that
time three-fourths of an inch of hail fell, some of
which lay on the garden walks more than an hour.
During the storm the mercury fell several degrees.
A

storm

over

The Chinese, or Pig-tail nuisance, in San Francis
is considerately referred to by the newspapers of
that city ss “the yellow fever.”

There are two kinds. What the White Liniment is for the human family, the Yellow Centaur Liniment is for spavined, lame and strained

An English revivalist slid down the
bannisters of his pulpit in order to show
how people went on backsliding.

horses and animals,

co

toes of which she intends to work a blue

| dog, with a green tail and scarlet ears.

point?
see

To make sense, of course.
the point? [Danbury News.

Don’t you

would take this excellent medicine when
feel the first indications of the malady.
Families leaving home for the summer months
should take three or four boxes of these pills
with them. They have ail almost instantane-

neys and
nesses.

bilious attack.

They

Urinary Organs, curing

2w45

all weak-

city before. We refrain from
quoting prices, and the public ran satisfy themselves bv calling and examining our well selected stock, that
our goods are Cheaper than
those who quote prices iu
their advertisements.

DRY
We

the

Consumptive

k. W. Burkett l Go’s.

And under the charge of

Rest

They

II prices and a good assortment will influence the trade to buy readily and
largely, now is the time to purchase, for goods have never
been offered the public
at as LOW bargains
as at the present
time.
The prices we make upon our goods are
strictly reliable, and so LOW in fact,
that we are neither ashamed nor
al'raid to quote them publicly
through, the press. If the
value of goods cannot stand \ public announ-

propose to cut and manufacture

GARMENTS d
and to all those

with
'A

us

a

DRESSES,

entrusting their work
perfect lit will be

guaranteed.

would also notify that wo keep constantly on hand every article wanted
for the manufacture of
e

NOTICES.

GARMENTS & SUITS.

beat manner.
F.*oiit Halls, Parlors and
Orders solicited and
Sitting Rooms, a specialt
will be promptly attended to.
.Satisfaction as to
price and work assured by
Vi. A. CULLNAN,
< ’orner of .Miller and cross .Sts.
Belfast, May 10, 18?o.
3\v43s

T. W. PITCHER & CO,

Papering

y.

81 Main

ANI) l* LEAS A XT REMEDY

and

IV

!
!

•Sold

by Druggists,

or

a

HALL,

Only $!.

i

DANCING.

i.

T»«iw.nKra(> mamrv

At 20 Cents per yard.

Judge of

Probate

^va-Vuca.'

MI >.

NEWS.

-r

the

May lOiii, soli?. Banner, I'aMershall, Seursport, I
Elizabeth, Perkins, Sandy Point; John S. Eoreumn. j
rlawson, Seursport; Cornet, Hoben, Bangor; Susan,
Young, Deer Isle.
May Kill, schs. Lillian, Ryan, Boston; Orion, j
Patterson, Boston, Fannie & Edith, Bartlett, Salem; Geo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, Portland; (Jen.
Meade, Holme-, Bangor; F. B. Stearns, Tripp, Ban
gur; Lucy Sc Elizabeth, Clemen?, Rockland; G. F.
Washington, foulc, Bangor; Harper, (of Biieksport, ( "liner, Hoboken; Lafayette, Futon, Owl’s
Head; .Martha Meek?, Somes, Mt. Desert lor New
iili stone.

3Iay l;>t 11, barouentine Frol Eugene, (of Portland)
Young, Portland, to load hay for Charleston, tlience

Bangor.

sells. Sea Foam.
Luther S. Chase lloxie,

plaster-rock.

May 15rli, sclis S. J. Gilmore, Sylvester, Salem;
McDonald, 3tn, of Belfast, Gilchrist, Boston;
Senator, Condon, Bangor.
May 10th, -eh-. Daylight, (of Bath) Reed, Baltimore; 1‘. 31. B nmie, Burgess, Carver's Harbor;
Gentile, Barter, Isle ati JIaut, telegraph, Fitield,
F. E.

CHEAPER TUAN EVER,
Selling from 75 cts. to $1.25 per yd

J.

ut

San Francisco.

jdu. t-wwuiaBamaMwiati

■

n am

i■ i■

PICKED

NOTICE.

REMOVAL !

removed my place of business to No. 11
Phenix Row, where I shall keep constantly on
hand a Full Assortment of

Ihave

Men's

Boy's and Youth’s

CLOTHING!
Which I shall Sell Cheap for

CASH!

the second

Tuesduy

]
j

MOODY, heir of Frye Hall, late of
in said County of Wuhlo, deceased,
a petition lor partition of the real

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. i>. 1870.
H. MANSFIELD, Executor of the estate
of William Mansfield late of \V interport in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
his second account for allowance.
Ordered, That tiie said Executor give notice to all
by causing a copy of this order to
persons interested
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
June next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the same should
not be allowed.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:—B. P. Fikld, Register.

WM.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast,within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. D. 1870.
& II. W.

BRACKETT, named Executors in

JA.certain instrument purporting to be the last
will and testament of Allen Brackett fate of Lincoln
•

a

ville iu said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented said will for Probate.
Ordered, That the said J. A. & II.W.Brackett give
notice to all persons interested by causing a copy ol
this order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal printed at B< Hast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:—B. 1*. Fikld. Register.
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned that he has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
the estate of

THE

as

Hir Remember the place, at Store
Field’s Furniture Store.

A.

formerly

known

ANDREWS,
No. 11 Phenix Row-

Belfast, May 10,

1870.

tf45

a

Agents.

full line of

GOODS!

prepared

to

sell at

BUTTON

low prices.

KID

before offered in this

ever

city.

LUTHER DAVIS, late of Freedom,
i n theCounty of Waldo,deceased,by giving bond as t lie
law directs; he therefore requests all persons who
are iudebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
JAMES D. LAMSON.

Spring and

Summer.

Catalogue free.

H. JOHNSON & CO

MILLINERY!!

umim,

|

Brown d: Bleached Cottons.
SEELING AT THE

Lowest

Prices!

Mrs.

Richards
AND

Spring Sacques!
Ready made

at LOWER PRICES than

Miss
Cordially

customers can make them

South worth,

invite the Ladies o! Belfast and
vicinity to inspect their

Trimmed Bonnets and Hats,

of

be published three weeks successively iu the Repub
lican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
June next, at ten of tin* clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
Attest—B. P. Fikld, Register.
A true copy.

UP ADRIFT IN PENOBSCOT BAY,
oil' Lincolnville, a schooner rigged boat painted
green, with wide black stripe and black stern. The
owner can have the same by proving property and
J. F. 3IAH0NLY.
paving charges.
Jvv4G
Lincolnville, 3Iay 12, 1870.

REMOVAL!

perfect)

Belfast, within ami for

IM.

Picked up Adrift,

VLB

made (all

8 Cents per yard.

County

KNOWLES, Creditor of Benjamin Sideling*
• late of Troy, in said County of Wuhlo, deceased,
having presented a petition that he may be appointed Administrator on said deceased estate.
Ordered, That the said Knowles give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to

—■■■

persons who have unsettled accounts with
the undersigned are requested to call and settle before June 1st.
W. M. GRIFFIN, Agt.
tt'46
Stockton, 31 ay 10, 1876.

ijunlity

Which they will have constantly on hand
that customers may try style before
purchasing; and having taken
advantage of the

Laces!
A new assortment

just arrived.

i’lmis
our Full Stock of Millinery,
with our Popular Milliner, we
feel assured that we oiler very

In

selecting
and

j

CARPETINGS
Look nt

our

Ingrains

50 Center per

at

CL oice

Articles
A T

jmrd-

Very Great Bargains!
Kxtra

Weight Carpetings!

At 67

Ac

75 ct^. per

yd*

MRS. RICHARDS IN Till;

DRESSMAKING

At a Probate Court field at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on tlie second Tuesday ol
May, A. D., 1*78.

At Bombay, April 10th, ship? Phineas Pendleton,
Nichols, hauling for Havre; A. S. Davis, Ford, uue.

have

the solo

MILLINERY!

6 Cents per yard.
CHOI C E
P A T T E It N S

estate ol said deceased among his lu-irs.
Ordered, That the said Eliza J. Moody give notice to all persons interested by causing a copy ot j
this order to be served upon Mary M llall and Henry |
B. IItill, fourteen days before the Jd Tuesday of" !
June, and also published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that :
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, 'within and for said County, on the second I
Tuesday of said May next, at ten of the clock before I
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
pruver of said petition should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest—1,. P. Fikld, Register.

CardilT, 3Iay 10th, bark Helen Angler, Staples, Bristol.
Ar. at Cadiz, previous to May 9th, sell?. Welaka,
Perkins and Fred A Carle, Condon, Havre.
Ar. at Antwerp, May 12th, snip R. B. Fuller, Gilmore,

Rest

having presented

FOREIGN PORTS.

we are

Buttrick’s Patterns
Full lim for

P RINTS !

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
May, A. D. 187(1.

I71LIZA
jj Belfast

BUSK

Hamburgs & Hosery

we are

H

of June next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, it any they have, why the
same should not be granted.
WM. M. BUST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest —B. P. Fikld, Register.

SAILED.
May 10th, sell?. Forest Queen, Robbins, Bangor;
Nathan Clillord, Cu ter, Bangor; John S. Foreman,
Glawsoii, Seursport, (with iolass.es, Sec.;) Elizabeth,
Perkins, Seursport.
May lztli, schs. ‘fapltola, Pendleton, Deer Isle;
Lucy & Elizabeth., < leinens, Rockland.
May Util, schs. Fannie Sc Edith, Bartlett, City
Point to load for New York, Lillian, K\un, City
Point, to load for Loston; Hattie, 3IeCliutoek, 3Huutitlau, Bay of Mexico.
31 ay 14th, bark Arazona, Berry, Bangor; sch.
Laura II. Jones, Cousii s, N« w York.
3Iay 15th, sells. Empire, Ryan, Boston; Harper,
Conner, Bangor.
May 17th, sclirs. Geo. B, Ferguson, Ferguson.
Ellsworth to load for Koudout, New. York; Prescott
Hazelline, 3IcDonald, Jacksonville.

style

trimming

DOUBLE

TWO

Black Cashmeres!

Tuesday

lisliing grounds.

Ar.

which

Cheaper than

Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
causing a copy of said petition, with this order thereon, to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at .1 Probate Court to be held at the
Probate Ollieo in Belfast, aforesaid, on the second

May H:h, sells. Ralph Howes, Burgess, Philadelphia; Malabar, WeNh, Boston; Geo. Shattuck. .McCarty, Boston, also 1 brig below from the Provinces
with

on

new

County

ITMtKD

at

full assortment of

called for

Neckties.

great variety in Spring Shades.
25 Cents per yd

A

A. RICH, of Winterport, DuarJiun oi
Susan H. Rich, a non compos mentis of said
Winterport, in said Conuty, respectfully represents
that said ward is posses-od of certciu interest in
real estate situate in -aid Winterport, and consist 1
tug of lu r dower in a parcel of land and building ;
thereon standing, known a> the honie.-d* ad of Janies
P. Rich late ol Winterport deceased, that the interest of said ward would be promoted by an immediate sale of t In* same.
Wm.uitror.i; your petitioner pray? your honor to
grant him a license to sell and convey said ini.ere.-i
in the real estate of said ward at private sale.
1'RKDRiC A. RICH.
At a Probate Court held
the County of Wuhlo.
May, A. L>. 1 srO-

Kingdom;

much

We

Bress Goods!

ot

To the Honorable Jr.*lee of Probate for the
of Waldo.

ARRIVED.

Henderson, tolling ground?;

low

wmmwtmwt-w

a Court of I’robate, held at Belfast, within ami
for the County of Waldo, on the second Ti.esd.i
of May, A. 1>. 187 C».
I pon the foregoing Petition, Ordered. That the
petitioner give notice to all persons inten ded by
causing a copy of said petition,with I his order thereon, to he published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal a paper printed at Belfa-t, ilia:
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
the Probate Otlice in Belfast aforesaid, on the sec
oral Tuesday of June next, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fli f.D, Register.

oFbELFAST.

for United

remarkably

COLLiltS & i t ITS !

mate of
lhorndike in said County,
that
the
re.-pectfully repre.-ents
good-,
chatties and credits of -aid deceu.-e 1 are not stitli
cient to answer his just debts and charges of Administration, by the sum ol lour thousand dollars.
Wina:t:i ui:i. your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a license to sell and convey so ranch
of the nail estate of said deceased, (including the
reversion of the Willow's dower thereon, a- uiil
satisfy his debts and incidental charges, and charges
of Administration from time to tine*, at public or
J. D. I.AM>» >N. Adm'i.
private sale.
•

3'J years.
In Kockpoit, May 0th, Joshua G. Norwood, aged
00 years.
In I’nIon. May 1th, I.evi V. Hastings, aged 0".
In L nion, May 5th, Sarah C. Hewett, aged M.

phosphate

are

ALSO A FINE LINE OF

DAMSON, Administrator of the

JD.A. i\. Bumps lute
deceit.-cd,

a

WHITE

PdOBATE NOTICES.
To the Honorable
of Waldo

also have

Knickerbocker Dress Goods!

has left iny
This is to
or trusting her on
persons
inv account, as f shall pav no bills of her contractCHARLES BK ADDON.
ing
I\v40
Waldo, May IS, 1870.

Camden, .May 7th, Arthur, son of David and
Lilith Creen, aged 10 months.
Ju Koekport, May Cth, Mrs. Nancy Ingraham, aged

PORT

which

everything pertaining

so

Kliza

in

*

WOOL

CORSET

ray wife,
Brngdcn,
bed and board without just
Wlll'.RKAS
from harboring
forbid all

May 7th, Mr. Goo. C. llarstow, aged

S1 il i

all wool

Plain.
AND

Stripe

THE

OOiftnrrtf notu'ts, beyond the j)ate, .Xame and Aye 1
mu st be pa i<l fo r.
!
In Liberty, April J>t 11, F.zra fox, aged n.’ years.
In 1‘enobsrut, .May 12tn, Kbeii Ward well, L-<j.,
At
aged SS years and go day s. Minnesota papers please j
In Camden.

line

Worsted Fringes, Malta Laces, Gimpsand
to the
line.

Caution.

la this city, May 14th, by Rev. .1. \. Ross, Mr.
Ibioch B. Hcni.ii and Miss Martha J. Brown, both of
Belfast.
In thi- city. May 14th, by Rev. ,J. A. Ross, Mr.
Atlanta i.. ,->ieyens and Miss Celia Stiiup>on, both
of Belfast.
In I.i!a*rt_i, Ma> M. by Al\a Sheriri in, Fsip, Nort"ii I* I'.u .m»i;> hi Libert v anil Miss .Mary burner of
Palermo.
In Ib'i'klaini, -May full, Henry c. Hay and Miss
\\ itha;::. b«;ill <■. Jio- klaili.
In if •eklaui I, Mav 5rh. Fred .1. Ware a ad Julia M.
Mill', both of \ iualhavew.

t *1

good

Only 20 cts. per yd.

cause.

su.r

a

Daitrisa Dress Goods!

A

Mary J. Briggs*

30*1*.*

have

we

at $1.75.

ENGLISH

FELL BLOOD (Herd-book, Herelord Bull, 1 year old, of good size
and build, will be sold or exchanged
lor a good cow or pair ot oxen, t ail
on or address
l-'REKMAX A1 WOOD.
3\v4G*
Monroe, May 10, 1370.

M;u'l'iaii'es.

MARlUli1J

\v

yd., valued

Blooded Stock!

35 Cents.

mailed free; address

May l»rh, Charle* II. >toveraml
bi<lh ot Belfast.

Yo; k

25 per

Wo

Hours of Tuition from
to 4 I*. M
1 erras Per
Scholar S'C.uO. Music by Whitten Quad: ille Bund!
Liwdu
it.}-Parents adraited to School.

W. W. Whipple & Co., Portland, Me.; Geo. C.
Goodwin & Co.; Weeks L Potter; Rust Bros. &
Bird, Bos;ou, wholesale ngts.
lyJb

■<

in Plain and

BLACK SILKS !

terra

MODERN

COOPER, WILSON & CO., l’rop’r?, Philadcipiu.

I ut < muIi

Alpacas

KNICKERBOCKERS

SPLENDID QUALITY OF

best Voice Tonic in the world!

only

surpassed.

Cashmeres, Black Mohairs, Black
Hernani, Black Grenadine.

and

AI.-o, strict attention will be given to (ienteel Deportment. Your patronage i< respectfully solicited.

Troche Powder, D pleasant to the taste,
and never nauseates; when swallowed,
iustautly
gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a
Delicious Sensation oi Coolness A Comfort
and

be

ete. Black

Drap'de

COTTON

a first-class
Y oimg Laof Twii.vi. Lks.hons, >atnrday afternoons.
In these le> ons Mr. Whitten will give instructions in the Kvrusr mil most J.w piloted
-S t v lks of

dies,

a

Try it! Safe, Reliable,

Black

cannot

MR. J. C. WHITTEN

agreeable in its effects that it positively
Cures Without Sneezing!

Is the

Our stock of Black G jods

Black

In Dress Goods

Respectfully announces that he will open
Dancing .School for Misses, Masters and

Vocal Organs.

Remedy does not “DRY lP" a Catarrh but
b* |0>1L\S it; free- the head of all offensive matter,
quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache; allays
and soothes the burning heat in Catarrh; is so mild

As

BLEACHED

AND

knickerbockers. DeBrigas, Plaid

Saturday Afternoon, May 20, 1870.

'l ids

and

cheap.

REDUCED TRICES.

AT

cheap.

St., Belfast. Me.

HAYFORD

Catarrh, Headache, Bad Breath, Hoarseness, Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, <}V.,
And all disorders resulting from COLDS in

Head, Throat

very

COTTONS I

AFTFRNOON

TROCHE POWDER,

DELIGHTFUL

BROWN

selling

they
cannot be

Jackson’s Catarrh Snuff DANCING SCHOOL.
A

we are

cement

and Graining
House
and

AND

REMNANT PRINTS
which

type.

NEW LOT OF

A

Miss E. A. Pitcher,

papering
painting,
done In
the

Painting

special bargains In

P E It C A L E S

It will thoroughly eradicate these alarming symptoms in onehalf the time
to
do
so by any other
.required
medicine, Ir is purely vegetable and contains
not a particle of opium or other
dangerous
drug. Physicians all over the country endorse
it as the most efiicavious antidole known for aii
disorders of the throat and lungs.
It never
fails,
lb* sure to obt tin Dr. Morris’ Svrup of
Far. Wild Cherry and Horehound. Trial size,
10 cents.
W.u. O. Poor A Son sole agents lor
Belfast. A. J. Jordan agent for Oriaiul. R. 1*.
Stover, Agent for Bueksport.
ly22eo»v

SPECIAL

us

are

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Whooping Cough, Rronehitas, Asthma, and all disa

say, and invite the
"a cull.

we

give

to

Prints, Cambrics, Cretonnes,

manent cure of
of

what

public

We have

Dr. Morris’ Syrup of Tar. Wild Cherry,
and IIokhhound is the very best compound
• ver
prepared t -r the immediate relief and pereases

just

mean

—AND—

C L O A K

We ask attention to advertisement in special
column of JACKSON’S CATARRH SNUFF
and TROCHE POWDER—a reliable remedy. tf

Positively

ever

offered in this

( tied.
They will relieve the patient of
headache in one or two hours, and will rapidly
cleanse the liver «*f surrounding bile, and will

eliectually prevent a
sold by all druggists.

LARGE and varied Stock of

a

Offer them at. price* much LOWER than

ous

limit

Young man, if you should see your girl
gazing intently at your feet, don’t shift
“The blood is the life.” If that is kept pure,
them about uneasily, or draw them up
Bishop Lynch, of Toronto, has prohibi- and sufficiently full of iron, good and vigorous
and sit upon them, under the impression
that she is overwhelmed by their immense ted big funerals, and there is no fun in dy- health is the result. Talbot’s Iron Tonic
will make new and pure blood, and create an
size. She is merely taking their measure, ing in his bishopric now.
appetite for food. It acts directly on the Kidmentally, for a pair of slippers, on the
Why are cents separated from dollars by a

with

CarpetingS Dry Goods!

Take pleasure in announcing to I.allies
and Misses of Belfast and weinity,
that they have engaged a tirst-class

they
they

Tin: latest, greatest, and most reliable

remedy ever put together by medical science
for llhcurnatism, Wounds, Swellings, Burns,
Caked Breast, &c., is the Centaur Liniment.

>•»

People never no- d sutler from any disease arising from a disordered condition of the liver if

these lines to acknowledge that you and your
Goklen Medical Discovery and Purgative Pellets are blessings to the World. These medicines cannot bo loo highly praised, lor they
have almost brought me out of the grave. Three
months ago I was broken out with large ulcers
and sores on my body, limbs and face. I procured your Golden Medical Discovery and Purgative Pellets, and have taken six bottles, and
>-dav I am in good health, all those ugly ulcers
having healed and left my skin in a natural,
healthy condition. J thought at one time I
could not be cured. Although I ran but poorly
express my gratitude to you, yet there is a drop
of joy in, every word I write. God’s blessing
re*t on Pou and your wonderful medicines is
the humble praver of
Yours trulv,
JAMES O. BELLI.S.
When a medicine will promptly cure such
terrible eating ulcers and free the blood of the
virulent poison causing them, who can longer
doubt its wonderful virtue.**? Dr. Pierce, however. does not wish to place his Golden Medical
Discovery in the catalogue of quack patent
nostrums by recommending it to cure every disease. nor does he >o recommend it; but what he
does claim is this, that there is but one form of
blond 'disease that it will not cure, and that disease is
cancer.
He does not recommend hiDiscovery for that disease, yet ho knows it to
be the most searching blood cleanser yet discovered, and that it will free the blood and system of ail other known Mood poisons, be
iliey
animal, vegetable or mineral. The Golden
Discovery is ycv• minted by him to cure the
worst forms of Skin Diseases, as all forms ot
BioD-hes. Pimples and Eruptions, also all Glandular Swellings, and the wor-l form of Scrofulous and Ulcerated Sores of Xecli, Log.** or other
parts, and all Scrofulous Diseases of the Bones
as \\ bite Swellings, Fever Sores,
Hip Joint and
•Spinal Diseases, all of which belong to .Scrofulous I>iseas('< of ihe Bones, as White Swellings,
Fever Sores. Hip Joint and Spinal Disease-, all
ol which belong to Scrofulous dUca>< -.

sy* or any Disease of the Urinary Organs, one
trial will convince you. 'Try Hunt’s Remedy.

BOSTON"

ox tiii: rniCES of

I

harmless and decisive in its action. It at once strikes at the root of the disease and produces a
healthy tone to the system.

Word.”

Would you be free from the tormenting pains
caused by Kidney Diseases, use Hunt’s Remkdy, the great Kidney Medicine. Hunt’s IIimkdv never fails to cure
Kidney Diseases. Drop-

HAVE JUST RETURNED FROM

it. w. Firm & Os.,

feverish skin, to take, without denausea,
lay, Seheiu k's Mandrake Fills. We know of

remedy

jH, H. Johnson & Co.,
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

or

no

Reduction

Continued

To the Ladies!

advise all who are troubled with
the complaints now very prevalent—headache,
indigestion, disordered liver, want of appetite,

Flfmixc.ton, Hunterdon C'o., X. J.. June
Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, X. Y.:
-t», lS7o.
Dear Sir—It is with a luippy heart that J pen

j

MOT1CE

Therefore, we

Guardians Appointed—Franci- U. Wells over
her minor children; Enoch K. Cain over the minor
heirs of Amanda S. Linscott; Fred A. Rich over
Susan II. Rich of Winterport, a non rumpus mentis;
Oramel Moody over Ezekiel Leighton ot Montvi'.lc,
a non compos mentis.
License to Sell Real K>t\tk on Estates ok
—Josiali Seekins late of Swanville; Enoch
Grant
lute of Winterport; Ira B. Dean late of Brooks;
minor heirs of Elias D. Hunt late of Thorndike;
minor heirs of Jiuel Warren late of Freedom.
Invlntorie.-. Filed on Estates ok—Susanna
Pitcher late of Belfast; Eliza A. Gay late- ot Waldo;
Robert C. Gilkev late ot SearsportDavid J. Small
late of Unity; minor heirs of Daniel Tripp late ot
Freedom.
Accounts Settled on Estates of—George W.
Reed late of Belfast; David Boynton late of Thorndike ; Martin Stone late of Belfast; Ira B. Dean late
of Brooks; Aoi B. Webster late of Winterport;
heirs of Ebon II. Foster late of Palermo, heirs of
I rederic D. Clifford late ot Palermo; minor Heirs of
Mary F. Lufkin late of Winterport; minor heir of
Joint Doe late of-; Mary A. liopkii-.s late of
Frankfort.
Allowance Made to Widows on Estates oi
—Abner K. Bumps late of Thorndike ; Joel Prescott
late of Northport; Enoch Ellis late of Belfast; Joseph C. Coombs late of Searsniont.
Warrant of Jnsolvecv Issued on* Estate*;
OF—Samuel V, Bunnells late ol' Storktou; A. K.
bumps late of Thorndike.

Tho People Want Proof.
here is no medicine prescribed by phv-ieians. or sold by Druggists, that carries such
evidence of its success and superior virtue as
For a long time, says the Pittsburgh Boschi;j:'n Gkuman >yri/i* for severe Coughs,
i Colds settled on the Breast, Consumption, or
1’ost, the personal popularity of General | any disease of the 'Throat and Lungs. A proof
Grant was so overpowering as to sweep i of that fact is that any person aillieted, can get
away like cobwebs, all attempts of the a Sample Bottle for 10 cents and try its superior
eiTect
buying the regular size at 75 cegts.
Democracy to expose corruption in high It hasbefore
lately been introduced in this country
places: but at length the curtain has been from Germany,
and its wonderful euros are assulliciently raised to bring the cloven foot tonishing everyone that use it. 'Three doses
into view, and to lay bare a small portion will relieve any ease. Try it. Sold by R. JL
of the festering corruption which permeaMoody, Belfast.
timos32

terribly aggravated by the vile course
pursued by the Grant’s Administration in

by allowing the bowels to become constipated, and the system to remain in a disordered condition, until the disorder has time to
develop itself. An ounce of prevention is worth
a pound of cure*, is an old and truthful
saying.
caused

ministrator.

A

I

ing

FIELD, REGISTER.

late of Searsport, Charles F. Gordon, Administrator de bonis non with will annexed;
Lucinda Boynton late of Liberty, James Boynton,
Administrator; Luther Davis late of Freedom, J.
D. Lamson, Administrator; Gyrene Kingsbury late
of Waldo, Samuel Iving.-burv, Administrator; Rachel Chase late of Knox, William K. Lowell, Ad-

Thophilas

dred dollars for repairs, besides throwing
out of employment
nearly one hundred
men for several weeks.

the present Administration, which pertakes of the qualities that might naturally
he expected to emanate from a mercenary
head. Like master, like man.
The people begin to know, and to feed,
that their personal sufferings have been

lo ail, particularly invalids, spring is a try.
season.
Indications of sickness should at
once l>c attended to.
Fatal diseases ina}r be

Court.
B. P.

The

subsiding.

■

burned wood,

are

the

The

The water in the Kennebec river is
higher than at any other time since 1809.
The water covers all the wharves at BanSome anxiety is felt for lumber
gor.
placed on the wharfs for shipment. The
Knickerbocker Ice Co’s- ice loading slips
at Hallowed and Chelsea were carried
away by logs, which came down in large
numbers from a broken boom at Fairfield.
'Tlie loss to the company will exceed $500.
Skowhegan reports the water falling. The
water in the Kennebec river Friday was
higher at Augusta than it has been before
for several years. The only damage done
is the invasion of some of the cellars on
Water street. The river is full of logs by
the giving way id the booms above. Water

of his volunteer raid upon Belknapery is, we are ashamed to confess, only a
characteri-tie act of the chici magistrate ol tiie
republic, and corroboratory id the view that the
President's theory ol our Government i- that
it is of tie Ob! Oriental, semi-bar-barons variety. ]
himself. a> irresponsible de-pot. being at its
head with an absolute power to decapitate anybody offending hi* highness or his favorites and
grand vizier-*. To take-away from General (Ju.sr hi- eo in man I and hi- hrev « t rank.—against
die protect of the genera! of the army, and to
t Im* great injury of the oniric interest.—because
this gallant and aide oiiicer attacked the administration in testifying against Belknap, is only |
"1‘ a piece with tiie di-charge of Henderson as
eounsej in tin* vvliiHoy prosecutions at St.
Louis. !• r •’attacking tie- administration" in his
-harp pursuit of Babcock. It i*. very had for
the President that attacks upon thieverv so oft< n involve personal alfronts to himself,
(ini.
Grant has never learned anything yet, it seems,
even alter his ten y ear>’ experience, of public
••perspective" as applied to his conduct, lie had
n**M-r succeeded in
raising himself personal! v
al»u\ e the level id his Galena and Sr. Louis a-soeiativms ..:el principles and will not more ful|y justify t>» history Senator Sumner’s elaborate
phillippi in the Senate against his ••personal
prerogative’* principle in governing than the
Senator’s earlier private judgment that Grant tion (if the mill settled down some feet
w i- “the lowest mall that ever -at in the presiand tlie general opinion was that some of
111 i:11
enair.
Tin* Pre-id* nt may be ?t man of good itilen- it would he washed away as the old six
saw block had been before it.
The gang
lions, )>ut iu* has fearful relapses. He is again
utling loose from tho<e influences which corn- and all the movable fixtures in that part
; ’led the nomination of Richard JT. Dana, dr.,
of the mill, and large quantities of boards
t>
mini-ter to Lugland. When Belknap was
and short lumber in the dry houses near
iir-t exposed. President Grant could not do too
much to remove the odium justly falling upon by, were removed during the day to a
In- administration because of the misdeeds of place of safety. The upper dam, or 15abhi- War Secretary. Now a change ha- come ouek dam, as it is better known,
perhaps,
o
<r tlie spirit of the President’s dreams.
IL
was also found to be in danger from bedoe- nol f«*el the pressure of public opinion, aundermined
between
the
Steam
Mill
direeily after that exposure. Belknap i- likely ing
and the Shovel Handle Factory, at the
t
-••rijx* lmiieaehmenl by the Senate from lack
H will hardly be convicted by head of the
ot juri-dietion.
log sluices which supply the
any jury in Washington. Perhaps his entire mills of Messrs. Webster & Hulfum.
“vindication'* is now Hie cue. as Babcock still
A strong crew was put at work upon a
retain- an important federal oilier, and it looks
as though In*
and Boss Shepherd had resinned temporary dam without delay, and in a
their old influence over the executive. If this short time the danger at this place was
he so, tin* indignation of General Grant at averted
The wearing away process still
*.• neral L’usb-r is
fully explained. His testimo- continued at the lower dam during the
ny r* speeling j»o-t-liaded-hip would prove a
and Monday morning the pier upon
-tumbling block t>* even a packed jury in Bel- night
knap’s behalf, and render hr- exoneration im- which the ferry house of Mathew Oliver
pos-ihe*. Pre-id.-nt Grant, lay retaining in otliee was built, near the Union Mills, was carGeneral Babcock after bis indictment for crimi- ried
away with the house. 'This iet the
nal knowledge of participation in a safe burcable wire which crosses the 1’enobscot at
glary, and puni-hing General < aster for telling this
place and by means of which the ferthe truth eoni'erniu the malfeasance in otliee of
Gen. Belknap, exhibits in his acts the malign
ry boats used to cross the river, down into
influence of tin* corrupt “back-stairs" cabinet the water, and duiing the afternoon it
wh".-e advice heretofore lias proved nearly
broke upon the Bradley side and was carfatal to the President's oilieial reputation.
ried down out of siiiht. Enough damage
The Hartford i ime< referring1 t > the has been done
already to cost many hunter

of the Belfast He

eii

i.b

>*e

excellent lec-

paper says
The President’s degradation of General

temper-

a

Press

Transcript,

the Methodist

will

an

tion of the President toward General ('lister
On the same subject the Holton,

Clui

rm

l imes.”

delivered

An artit* 1 >* from the*

re-appoint-

Wat:

advertises

be found on the first page id this number
ol the Journal, relating t«■ ihe strange ac-

the bar joined

udalimi for ids

oimiu

iii.

next

I

the

Tlio

Dickerson’s

At the

Winterport

boat, J. f. Mahoney,

wash

vour

meut.
ie

ture

(joodenough
Sunday veiling at

experiment.

second term oi the Hon. J. <;

e

a

enabled any man, if he
had saved, it. to snap his finger- in triumphant disregard of the hard times.

night and li.ud the clothes all there next
If you have any doubts, however, vnu

t over

...orrdn

prices.

found to

in either habit would have

i--

leave

are

intoxicating liquors and tobacco. He said that the
money expended during twenty years of indulgence

bonnets are put mi -idewius, and the
petiod will have the appearance of a
t.bou* *> sing— or a parrot
nary bird ju-t as it
'-I us it is about to talk.
can

and

Universalist church, on
“Hard
He told many truths about public and private extravagance.
I he reverend gentle
man wa< especially earnest in (enouncing the use of

new

yourself that you

call.—Freeman Atwood of

Rev. Mr.

_ol of th«-

I:'>>'’t flatter

goods,

Liucolnvilie.

managers of the Belfast Trotting Park
erect
I went ..'•t'jll stable within the enclosure,
ii.d nial.e other improvements before the .June

1

class

blooded stock.—Picked up

new

i.

still further deduction in

W. Fitch r & Co., announce
they have procured the services of a dress
and cloak maker, and invite the ladies to give them

laih-red to load

1

a

exhibit of dress goods

that

h'Uik

<■

from Manches-

suit customers.—T.

a

j i

Co.,

carpeting at
They keep only first

scholar- taking the upper room.
iv-l! be called the .South InB-rmedi

.,

make auotin

and

busy with their spring plowing.
l’limary school was divided on Monday

South

comes

friends of that town.

nearly

are

The Rev. Mr. Kstes

his pas.
of this city next

commences

ter, Yt., where upon leaving, he received a very
handsome testimonial of regard from his Baptist

and

out of doors froze.

along

tin-

labors in the Uubtist parish

toral

cold for the

on

yu.d. fell

The ltev. David Foster Kstes

b.-.jjw

*>
..•■

in

choon-

brig.

one

remarkably
as ordinary

storehouses
d of

cun

1

was

plants left

up*

barks and

were two

Monday night

put into their mill,

staging around the new ship in
on Monday, precipitating four
painters to the ground below, a distance of fifteen
feet. Samuel It. Gillum was the only one hurt, and
he was quite badly bruised.
Carter’s

be full at that time.
were

Tops of

Trees.”

portion of

A

apt, Hep-imn.ii'- new ship will launch next week
pro! ai ;. Wednesday, the Cltli, as the tides will

<

large sized vessels
k. Besides several three-masted

Melb*'ry

in the

the river, machinery for grinding
plaster rock, and on Monday received n cargo from
the Province-*.

Wt- were, on Saturday, treated to tin first thunder
'term of the season, in this wcinity.

we«

Subject, “The Going

the east side of

streets thus far this mouth.

last

North Church next Sunday evening

at the

lluzeltiue & Bickford have

watering tin

An unusual number of

outre

the l’astor.

the

Weunc ad ay.

ort

got his yacht in readiness for
Iter and his new ship

pleasure sailing, and between

this month.
I'll

on

Co., will next week, put the steamer
the route, and make the four trips per

apt. Herriman h

(

Friday, of

on

week.

.Ft

Centennial Hurts, composed of Hags

it is

The Sanford

now

Matters

now

nations.

DEPARTMENT,

Is always ready with NEW STYLES
and good advice.

Best Quality i Wool Superfine

tarnoNT FORGET THE PLACE.
MRS. RICHARDS.
MISS SOUTH WORTH.
No. 11 Main Street, Belfast.

01.00 per yard.

tft-i

COver Forbes’ Store.)

TAPESTRIES!
i'.j Different Patterns of
-I N-

Tapestry Carpetings
a

rare

opportunity for customers
good selections at

to

make

AT

Prices!

Boston

Boots & Shoes
W. T. COLBURN’S
City Block, High Street.

Oil

Cloths,
Hemp Carpetings,
Straw Ivl sittings.
Rugs, Feathers,
&3ZO-,

Constantly
prices and

on

&& o.,

hand, and competition

assortment cannot

this locality.
We intend to make

department in
will always find

manent

trade
hand.

&z,o.
on

be met in

BELFAST.

O

FINE BOOTS & SHOES,
Of the Latest Styles constantly

a

n perStock, and the

good supply

on

hand.

Trunks,

Carpetings
our

Travelling Bags

on

Geo.W.Burkett&Co.
Hayford Block,

or KING find SUMMER STYLES jiint received,
and Selling at the Lowest possible prices.

Church St.,
MAINE.

Ami Satchels,
Of all kinds, very LOW.
Come and get my Trices before buying, and I will
give you prices that will ii)ake it for your interest
to

purchase.

W. T. COLBURN.
Belfast. May 3, 1870,

4wt5

There is a Prospect that both of the great English universities will send crews to the Centennial
regatta at Philadelphia.

What^ II ?
VThnt if unwarranted conceit
Should lead me to indulge the sweet
Delusive hope of love,
Or that with bold unbidden pen,
The gentle art, 1 bound again
To thy fair name enwove?

Those who have examined the Belknap case agree
in the opinion that the Senate will not declare that
it has jurisdiction over the case.
The democratic majority in Texas was something
over 102,000.
The B.’» will not gather much honey
on those pampos; hey?

\\'hat if, unchecked, rav fancy leap
The charms of day, and chec»juer sleep
With thrilling dreams of thee?
Or that with pulse at fever point
It pictures joy, as if conjoint
Our lives were gliding free?

placed

in the hands of trustees for tlie benefit of her
nephew, E. C. Cushman, after the payment of annuities amounting to about $7000. She makes no
public bequests, h aving her property entirely to

Last Thursday, Elizabeth McGruddy died in New
York City, from’ starvation. On the day before, her
little girl, three years of age, died from the same
cause. One child, a babe three months old, has been
cared for at Bellevue hospital, and will probably re-

What if—but ah! the sudden smart!
ways are separate—laid apart
By fate's controlling hand;
The love, which at thy shrine was f< d,
With fetters bound, is sadly tied

pine

Thought

and Devotion.

a mirror to my fact',
none, is not ufraid to trace
My faults, my smallest blemishes, within,
Who friendly warns, reproves me if I sin—
Although it seem not so—he is my friend.

hiding

lint he who, ever battering, gives me praise,
Who ne’er rebukes, nor censures, nor delays
To come with eagerness and grasp my hand.
Ami pardon me, ere pardon 1 demand—
lie is my enemy, although tie seem my friend.
[Wm. W. Ellsworth, in Scribner’s Monthly.

Show me a woman or man who will make a
home out of any spot where they alight, anil
you will see two already saved from the evil in
the world. The grandest men that I have ever
known have needed or longed most deeply for
a home.
The largest uatured women who*live
find the tidiness and sweetness of being at
home, or they never find it in iliis life. For
such as have missed it or lost it no career on
earth holds an adequate compensation. [Mary
Clemmer.
»

M. l>.

* on
way writes, “Theodore l’arker,
Florence, whispered that there were
two Parkers—‘One is here dying in Italy, the
"liter I have planted it, Boston. He will slay
then and finish my work.’ The prophecy Is
but half fulfilled. Parker has not stayed in
ltoston, but his soul has been marching on
here in Loudon with a vigor which his wannest friends could hardly have prophesied.”

dying

at

Christian sympathy is like a harp which rt
to every zephyr, or a lake whose shades
vary with every passing cloud.

spends

The purest air suffers from the mere faet of
its being breathed, and religion cannot hut be
tainted !>v the world in which it comes in contact.

A chord ol music, a flower blooming in a
desert place, a sound of harvest chant or sweet
birds singing, will hear us swiftly back to bygone hours.

I

and Millenials.

100 years ago—American Independence.
200 years ago—King l’hiliip (the Indian) defeated and slain ; habeas corpus
in England.
1100 years ago—(Massacre of St. Bartholomew

;

Spanish

Armanda

preparing.

400 years ago—Printing invented ; Isabella the coming queen.
600 years ago—The days of Tamerlane,
the Turk, and Chaucer, the
English poet
COO years ago—Baliol and Bruce, Richard Bacon, 'Thomas Aquinas; House of
Hapsburg founded.
7u0 years ago—Richard Coeur de Lion
and Saladin, Sultan of Egypt,
measuring
swords in Palestine.
800 years ago—William the Conqueror.
900 years ago—Hugh Capet, the Frenchman.

1,000 years ago—Alfred the Great
1,100 years ago
Charlemagne
—

ing lively

work

in

Constantinople

and

other places.
1,300 years ago—Old Chosroes, the Persian. lives by murder, and the Pope is
made a seeuliar judge among kings.
1,400 years ago—The Saxons lively in
Britain; Clovis establishes the French
monarchy and the Visigoths conquer

Spain.

1,600 years ago—The Roman empire

having legislated many years in favor
capital against labor, begius to fall

of
to

pieces.
1,000 years ago—The world has nothing better to do than to broach anil denounce heresies anil get
up religious persecutions.

1,700 years ago—Mari us Aurelius. Ta-

citus and Plutarch.
1,800 years ago—Jerusalem destroyed
and Herculaneum and Pompeii burned.
1,870 years ago—All the world at peace
and Christ born.
0,000 years ago—Adam rose to the dignity of a large real estate owner, but bv
poor management was driven into invol-

untary bankruptcy.
UciiKxsTKiN's Dkatii.
Thu sudden
death of ltubensteiu in his cell is an event
that can scarcely lail to excite
many and
various suspicions, and yet it can be sufficiently accounted for without reference
to other than strictly natural causes. Dramatic fancies are popular, and it is so
much in the st\ le ol romances that catch
the

general applause

to assume that a con-

demned murderer who suddenly dies lias
hv some deep ruse “cheated tlie
gallows,”
that many will resolutely persist in that
But
it
is
more
rational
opinion.
to believe that a stop of that sort, if taken,
would only lie taken when all
hope
from the courts was gone,
ltubensteid
had well nigh starved himself to death
b.V lasting, and did not know, perhaps,
how far he had gone with this, for
an
excited mind sustained him and iiis
weakness was not felt.
But a day of exhaustion came, the mind that had alone
sustained him broke down, and
collapse
1 his seems tlie
resulted.
just explanation of his death.
[New York Herald.
fire April 2.">th in the Theatre des Arts in
liouen 1* ranee, broke out while the actors were
dressiug for a performance of the opera of
Hamlet, and was discovered before the public
was admitted.
The flames spread rapidly. The
outlets to the building were so narrow that tlie
exits of tlie members of the chorus and supernumeraries were cut off. and the poor
people
crowded tlie windows, many leaping upon Hie
bedding idled below by the'inhabitants. One
chorus singer was visible for an hour in an
upper window, beyond Hie reach of help. Four
soldiers were killed and fifteen wounded in endeavoring to save lives. About fifty persons
were badly injured and taken to the
hospital.
A leading singer, Mine. Pzvs, entered tlie burning building in search of her husband, and perished.
A

A Gentleman in Paris
paid a visit the
other day to n lady, in whose parlor he
saw a portrait of a
lovely woman, of,

live-and-twenty.

Upon "the

FLESH, BONE OR MUSCLE AILMENT.
We make no pretense that this article will

Cancer,

key

entrance

say
of

the lady her visitor asked her it the
pictfamily portrait, and was told
that it represented her deceased
daughter.
“Has it been long since you lost her?”
asked the gentleman. “Alas, sir!” replied' tlie lady, “she died just alter her
birth, and 1 had a portrait painted to
represent her as she would have appeared
it she had lived until now.”

ure was a

store lost

rt

soaked

flammation

bones,

give

health to

heal burns

DRESS SUITS,
BUSINESS SUITS!

scalds without

Liniment. We all feel thankful to you, and recommend your wonderful medicine to all our friends."
James Hurd, of Zanesville, O., says: “The Centaur Liniment cured my Neuralgia.”

my
advice, and 1 think when they get to be
forty, they will acknowledge that the old
man knows something.
Wc should feel that a great blessing bait been
vouchsafed tlie whole country if we could only secure for our next President either Tilden or
Bayard
from tlie east, Hendricks or Thurman from the west.
\\ e could trust either one of them on anv
platform
or without any platiorm.
Platforms at least are but
shifting winds on the sea-shore. I Atlanta Constitution.
I

found a youngster in my hall—
A seedy little loafer—

Marring

with marks my stairway wall,
The rascal I did “go for.”
8aid he, “I cannot tell a lie,
Like George with his little hatchet;
You see, 1 saw a niche (an itch) in the wall,
And I was bound to scratch it.”

been demonstrated In Alabama that a nebe killed by a blow on the bead, but not that
is skull can be fractured. In a row in an Alabama
prison last week, one negro convict assaulted another
with an iron pot
weighing 10 pounds, but,
the wounded man died of concussion of thethough
brain,
a post-mortem examination failed to show that
the
blow had affected the skull.
It has

£ro

Also

year than others.”

Wishing

to pay his friend a compliment, a
gentleman remarked: “I hear vou have a very
Industrious wife.” “Yes,” replied the friend,
with a melancholy smile, “she’s never idle.
She’s always finding something for me to do.”

approved credit. Enquire of DAVID LIBBY
JOHN' PEIRCE at the Dollar Store.
3w43*
Belfast, April 24, 1870.

tough skin,

Laces,

Line of

Splendid

a

flesh and muscles of
ANIMALS.

HORSES,
We have never yet

of Spavin,

Sweeny,
Poll-Evil, which
tliis Liniment would not speedily benefit, and we
seen a case

Ring-bone, Wind-gall, Scratches
never saw

hut

a

few

cases

cure.

It will

folly

spend $20, for

to

cure
a

w

For Sale

CATARRH.

lowing

SHIRTS.;

Standing,
accompanied by distressing
symptoms, cured by the
bottles of
CURE.

a sample of the testimony produced
Hopkins, Postmaster, Piqua, O., says

testify to the great
merits of Santo it’s Radical cm: ok cat akkh.
For six years I have suffered greatly,
particularly
while troubled with a cold. The accumulation of
mucus in my head and throat
kept me constantly
hawking and spitting, rendering my presence in
company extremely embarrassing to myself and
friends. .Six months ago I was induced to try Sanford’s Kadical Cure. Alter using two bottles I
find myself nearly, if uot quite, permanently cured.
I have since recommended over one hundred bottles
with the greatest success.

postage stamp we will mail a Centaur Almanac, containing hundreds of certificates, from
For

a

every State in the Union. These Liniment9
sold by all dealers in the country.

Laboratory of
4<5 Pey

Respectfully

are now

CUFFS;

We intend

—AND—

give all ut‘ our
perfect satisfaction.

customers

Belfast,

;3-

o

Gome and

cine she

ties ot Castor Oil without its
and griping effect.

Sirs, -Enclosed please find three dollars, for which
send three bottle* of Sanford's Radical Cure
for C atarrh.
The last helped me the most of any
medicine I ever used.
Yours in respect,
Mrs. I.ORA >. CHASE,
July 5, 1675.
Hardwick, Mass.

Ills

preparation

lteforu

HOSIERY !
OF

ALL

Try

purchasing

KINDS

Ilellast, April 25, 1870.
ORK A I'

SUSPENDERS

—IN

GLOVES

Apply

CATARRH.

entirely

Castoria is put up at the Laboratory of J. Li. Rose & Co., 4tJ Dey St., New York.
The

re*t.

1TECK TIES!

Attorney\ Counsellor at Law,

OINTMENT

Full

keeping

a

Assortment
OF

CLASS

THIS

FASHIONABLE GOODS
JUST RECEIVED

LORD,

Ivl ©roll ant Tailor.

ntiling in the Millinery Line which
are selling at the

ev

LOWEST PRICES

o n

BELFAST.

m-j

in Prices of

IN

I

No. 70 MAIN

EVERYTHING

offering oue

Ever offered in this city, at the Lowest Living
Prices. Walnut Goods, such as

Furniture Store

By any other Preparation.

(•'cntlrmen,— I have kept Sanford’s Radical
< nu. on hand since its first introduction in this vij
eiuity, and the sale and satisfaction in its use have j
been unequalled by any other similar preparation 1
within my knowledge.
\V. II. WILLIS, m. i*.,

Druggist and Apothecary, Reading,
September 10, 1875.

Kaeli
Dr. Sanford’s
Lor sale by

package

contains

a

Treatise

Ma.-s.

CAN BE FOUND AT

J. ('. THOMPSON it SON’S

Improved Inhaling Tube. I'rice #1.00.
Druggists everywhere. WKKKS &
POTTER, Boston, General Agents.
■OS-USE SANFORD’S
the Great

Family

Chamber & Parlor Suits, Parlor
Tables Marble & Wood Top,
Hat Trees, Whatnots,Writing Desks, Looking Glasses, Extension Tables,
Side Boards, Ash and
Painted Setts.
Constantly

Catarrh and

on

JAMAICA

Medicine.

GINGER,

4w4G

STREET,

of the Best Selected Stocks of

FURNITURE

USUALLY KEPT IN A

ence.

EQUALED.

MATHEWS,j

A. B.

AND WILL BE

SOLD

AND

FEATHERS.

—AT-

|lcb) Svbbcrtiscmettts.

ACHSAH:
A New

England Life Study.

O

LEE

&

SHEPARD,

Franklin Street, BOSTON.

41-45

PRICES !
■iu

Foreclosure Notice.

Metalic

$77

CO., Augusta, M

$5 tO $20

PSTCIIOMAMJf, FASCIA
T10N, Sul Charming. Mesmerism, k Marriage
GUIDE, showing how either
may fascinate
d
sex

at

gain the love and affection of any person they choose
instantly. 400 pages. By mail 50 cts. Hunt & Co..
130 S. 7th St., Philadelphia.

A WANT SUPPLIED
Agents wanted to sell

article (just patented)
that fills a long felt household want. For terms and
circular send 3ct. stamp to Chas. O. Stone, Augusta, Maine.
an

ADVERTISING IN

Religious

and

Agricultural

WEEKLIES,

HALF PRICE
SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE

THE

LIST

PLAN.

Granite

of

Petition for said meeting filed first dav
WM. P. PREBLE,
Dis’t Court, for Dls’t of Maine.

Clerk of the U. S.

B

NEW
Just

LOT

Received at

s

Jas. W. Clark’s,
H
O
No 18
Phenix Row,

To

O

be Sold at

REDUCED PRICES
To

T

For information, address

OEO. P. ROWELL i CO., 41 Pari Rtf,
S
NEW TORE.

HARD

TIMES!
In

IN

Spectacles and Eye Glasses,
it

as

complete

just received

the

if. it.
tl'44

COOPER.

a

large

und fine lot of

CIGARS,
Different

brands, which he Is selling for

FIVE CENTS EACH !
same

has

been selling for ten.

A

good asort-

inent of

TOBACCO.
Stock of FRUIT and CONFECTIONERY,
by every bout. All kinds CANNED GOODS and
JELLIES, SARDINES. PICKLES, KETCHUPS;
all kinds DRIED FRUITS. Also, live Bbls. our
Country CIDER by tbe gallon or burrel for family
A Fresh

GEO. G.

O

be found in the State.

If you are near sighted, old sighted, or troubled with
weak eyes. Give me a call, you cannot fail to be
suited.
CALVIN IIKKVKY, Phenix Row.

Get the Best

Horse

WELLS,

No. 13 Phonlx

Row.

Thirty Dollars

Hay

EMERY &

BOSTON

LAND COMPANY,

who are rapidly
developing their immense property
and throwing it open to the public. Bordered on the
one side by the
and

on

ATLAXTI C

the other by the inner

Harbor of Boston,

Thin

possess

A SEA-SIDE

RESIDENCE,

reasonable price. The Company are now
preto otter at private sale many most desirable
locations; and on Tuesday, the 9ixth of June, they
propose to throw open
a

AT PUBLIC SALE.
SEVERAL MILLIONS OF FEET,

Full descriptive circulars, with schedule of the
land to be sold and other davs of sale, also free tickets from Boston to and fro'ra the sale, sent to
any
address on application to

BOSTON LAND COMPANY,
Congress Street, ltoom 12, Boston, Muss.
4w45

COME AND SEE

S

two, to
date will be

Taxes, Unpaid Taxes
advertised and sold.
PITCHER. Collector.
Belfast, May 10,1870.
2wI5*

alter that

D- L.

;c#Hs^^prfo^
(ms

METAL

TOPS

I

ITew

Try

S K K

tiV

FRED

roR

PHILADELPHIA
^

Agents Wanted.

8w45

ATWOOD, Winterport, Mi-. (Jen. \gt.

BUY YOUR,

FOR

D.

MFR'S WINDOW GIASS.BOTTLES 8.C.

Circular.

Iron Ware!
A.

COHANSEYGL ASS MFGCO.

Rake !

SALE

Room

FURNITURE
A. B.

AT

FRENCH’S Stove Store.

CALL and SEE

Papers

BORDERS

all Bilious Diseases, Dvspepsia, Loss
Appetite, Jaundice, ami every trouble caused
by a disordered Stomach aud Liver.

urefully prepared from the original Recipie by
WM O. POOR & SON,

VERY LOW AT

ol

all

LARGE STOCK of

Drugs, Medicines, Trusses, &c.

Paints, Oils & Varnishes

Millinery!

PURE LEAD AND OIL
N, MASITRY & SONS Ready Made Color* for
Painting interior and exterior of House*, Barn?,
Fences, &c. Call and see before purchasing elseJ.

Millinery!

E. J. MORISON & CO.,
52 Main St, Belfast, Mo.

WELLS and our popular Milliner Miss
BROWN, have just returned from Boston,

MRS.
where

they visited several

39tf

Millinery Openings,

CALL

aud are now prepared to MAKE, TRIM or SHOW
pretty styles of HATS, for about one half of the
money as can be had in Boston, and at prices that
can’t be surpassed in Belfast. Please give us a call
before you purchase elsewhere.
£^*01d Bonnets Bleached, Pressed or Cleaned.
Remember the place.

assortment of

a

First-Class Tailoring Establistiment

Also Trimmings to correspond, which are hein.
manufactured to order by tlr-tdass worKineu at a?
low prices as the times will afford.
attended tola all it- 1.ranches by rn>
PJJTTI
v/U

I

I ■ ll

VJ

self. I have also

a

flue assortment

it

FURNISHING GOODS
of all kinds. PAI’KU COf.l.AUS, In all
all the other better grade of Collars.

L.

sizes, and
27

LORD.

GRANITE

Iron Ware!
FOR SALE AT

A.

FRENCH'S Stove Store.

D.

HERRIMAN, WARMINGTON & CO
SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS,

AT

Belfast Hardware Store
Before purchasing your goods. There you will
General HARDWARE, PA IN To, OILS
VARNISHES, NAILS, GLASS, and
FARMER'S TOOLS, constantly on hand and

And
and

,

an

grades, usually found iu

J. C. THOMPSON & SON h.

Johnson Block,

good

WOOLEN GOODS!

-AND—-

For

MATHEWS.

As

WARRANTED!

Main Street, Belfast, Me.

,.^'k IliANKUN INSTITUTE d
/£vTwaho£o lo'i
?HILAD AI87‘V
?’ua«iNstv U.ASS
nAxsV
>f
I jhcMHSkY
S.LjJ 3;tf ffiiJIT JABS
:i
MFC CO. olT
Mfoco.
off

CLASS

GRANITE

it.

B. F. WELLS,

i*ftuif jUP^trAi&ps

l T

STREET.

MAIN

•Send for

of

17

-secure.0

Burns*

—

Horse

as

My Illustrated Floral Catalogue for 1876
Is now ready. Price 10 Cents, less than half the cost.
William E. Bcywnitch, 645 Warren St., Boston, Mass.

A N 13

FIRST

GRANT,

INDIAN BITTERS!

Extensive

tfifFCTJ®®

■

a

Vtr».

68

OSGOOD'S

which will be sold to the highest bidder, without
any reservation whatever, except suitable restrictions as to the style of buildings to be erected, etc.

■

■

WADLIN & MERRILL’S

pared

DF. AT THE OFFICE OVER OAKES
I
Angler’- Store for ten days between the hours of
twelve and
receive

Boots.

CALL

The Great Spring Tonic!

a

OVKCIII/E.
$ ] 0.000
I.’.,,.,U
1“U
«.\K I’HI/C.
$5,000
m
itho piiuei
,nmo
FIVK PBI/.K,..
$500
j&iTWhole number <»l 4 «%*>!■ IM/ei .ouo
l "tal amount
4 uwli l»ri/e* -30 000
Also, 1,500 (b»ld and Silver Lever Hunting Watch
e-, worth from $.*o to S.'too each; Family Sewing
Machines, worth $M»o each; Dob! Chains, >ilve»
ware, Jewelrv. &c., a
Aggregate number of c ir
10,0(10 l
Agents wanted t.» -»■!! Tickets to whom a l.ib- m
Premium will be paid.
t weh « Tick«-c
!
Single rickets * 1, >lx Tickets
iIn; Twenty Five Ticket- C-J'For Circulars containing a full list of Prize-, Man
ner of Drawing, &c.. address
Office, Kxchange Building, t Lock Ho* 4-4 J
or. liace and
4 liiciuiauti, 44
l.ongwortb,
•iwdo

Iron Ware!

FOR LOSS OF APPETITE.

find

}u

TUCKER.

MARINE INSURANCE BROKER,

can

4.

(I R A X I T E

Agent of the Boston Marine Insurance Company,
For Skarspokt and Vicinity, and Agent for the
sale of FITCH FINE LI MBER and TIMBER, for
Ship Orders, Bridges, &c. From W. L. BUCKS’
Mills at Bucksville, S. C.
?iu42*
Searsport, Me., April 20, 1870.

Where you

Tuesday .July

BOTH ORNAMENTAL & ESEl Cl.

3mos43

(

I«* h« Ui%(HlMiied

for

Something

BENCH WRINGER. The best
wringer in the market. Call aud see before purchasing elsewhere. For sale at
E. J. MORISON & Co’s. 52 Main St.,'Belfast.

BOTTLE

Distribution in the United State

6hi0337

BAILY
rpiiE
A clothes

EVERY

-r.

I Grand Capital Prize. S25.000

J. I. WATTS, Traveling Salesman

Hotel.

Old and Reliable Medicine.

with th»-

Agents

-AT

with all its innumerable
attractions, having hourly
communication with the city, the heart of which is
reached iu less than half au hour,
by the new narrow-guage route of Boston, Revere Beach and Lynn
Railroad, it otrers to all who are seeking health and
pleasure an opportunity which seldom occurs, to

at

Daily

Wholesale

W ringers.

An

!

Globe Mills Standard Spices

Belfast, Sept. 23, 1875.—tfl3

A SEA-SIDE RESORT.

WILL

Gents’

Coffees Roasted
Patent Roaster.

Coaches to convey passengers to and from the cars
and boats.
Sample Rooms free to guests.
Livery and Boarding Stable connected with the
House.

Carving,

Oldc-t aud P.

SPECIALTIES.

Main Street, Belfast, Me.
TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors

HENRY H.

w“

L. D. M. SWEAT, President
A W. COOMBS. Secretary
circulars
or information address
tftf-i'nr
tij
A. W. COOMBS. Secretary, Portland.

Tobaccos. Teas, Molasses and
Coffees.

(except

CO,

One of the most charming and healthful locations
on the NEW ENGLAND
COAST, within
Four Milesof the State House in
Boston,
has lately been
brought into market by the

GltortlhS,

PORTLAND, MM.

bank.

li. F.

h Co,,

Champlin

Noh. 175 & 177 Commercial Street,

and December.
on Sundays and
Deposits received daily,
Legal Holidays,) from y to 1'J A. M., and 2 to 4 IV M.
Saturdays Rank closes at 12, noon.
John H. Qui.mbv, Trees.
ASA EAUNCE, Prest.
tf
Belfast, June8th 1874.

TUCKER.

YOUB

WliOI.KSALK

HAVE

J. D.

(Jeitpral .4 ?•*>»<,
ItKLFAST. MK

MATHEWS.

Mctiell,

HEMOVED to thtdr new Banking Room
in Custom House Square, are prepared to re
ceive deposits, placing the same on Interest on the
first days of June, July, August and September, and
December, January, February and March, interest
being computed on same, the tirst Mondays of June

Rake!

We still continue to manufacture Boats, Water
Casks, Junks and Lugs, Wedges, Ship
&c.
Stock of Boots constantly on hand. Also,
Sloop
Rigged Yacht, for sale, centre board, 24 feet long,
10 te€*t wide, half decked over, cabin contains four
berths. Correspondence solicited.
COLBY, EMERY & CO.,
May 2, 187C.
tf44
Bucksport, Me.

No. 4S

Your Taxes and Save Cost.
E Pay

A.JB.

(With late Hon. Win. McGilverv for past ten wars)

Geo. G. Wells

The

as can

Gold, Rubber, and Steel Bows.

BROAD

Suit the

Special Bargains

Cooper,

Belfast, May 1, 1876.

May, A. D. 1876.

A

be sure they are well adapted
to the focus, and condition of your tight. 1 am
to
constantly adding
my large stock of

S HIP-BUILDERS.

Larthes, Cement, Lime, Sand and Hair.

Jj~AS

Eyes!

selecting Glasses

purchases.

informs his old customers and
that he has opened a

bavings

°

Joseph Dane, Kennebuuk.

Fnqi.

FEATHERS

YOUR

American
Bo Careful of Your

ARK

At the foot of Main Street, near the Railroad
Depot,
where he will keep constantly on hand Sawed Timber of all dimensions, Tine, Hemlock and
Spruce
Boards, Shingles and Clapboards of all qualities.

ordered and will be held at the office of Charles Ham-

lin, Register, in the Custom House at Belfast, in the
County of Waldo, on the 22d day of May, A. D. 1876,
at 10 o’clock A. M., to consider the said proposition
as provided
by Rule XXXVI of General Orders In

Bankruptcy.

All Wool Pants,

All my Heady Made Clothing are my own munufactur, which 1 warrant t<> give satisfaction.
Custom Work done in the latest Style, in the best
manner at
SIDNEY lvALISH,
TS Main Street.
3ui43
Belfast, April 113, 1 >*?«*.

the licensed manufacturers and sole
Agents
for the sale of the Neal Horse ilav Rake in
Hancock County. We invite the attention of the
Farmers to our stock of Rakes before making their

NEW LUMBER YARD

by said bankrupt to each of his creditors, and a meeting of the creditors of said alleged bankrupt has been

$7 50.
3.25.

,,

OTHERS.

01ER1 SAW\ ER.

and Apothecary
tf 16

A- B MATHEWS.
beltast

V \N V

BUY

FEATHERS

1*AXIC PRI< ES. I am .-riling
them at Price!* to meet the times.

all ARr.UOM > i- h-

il. J. I.ibby,
Jacob McLellan,
Phillip H Brown,
William HanimouJ,
Frank Noyes
A. W. Coombs,
Coburn. Skowhegan,
1*. Morrill, lteadtielj,

RICHARD H. MOODY
Druggist

STAND AT THE STABLE OF
the subscriber, in Morrill, during
the month of May. Kentucky Boy weighs
800 pounds and*is a very superior Jack.
Those who consider mules more profitable tor farm
stock than horses should Improve this opportunity.
Terms $1(5 to warrant a foal;
for the season.
All mares disposed of considered with foal. Cash or
conditional note at time of tirst service. All mares
left with me, will be well cared for, but at the owner’s risk. Board 83 per week on hay; pasture 81
THOMAS STOKER.
per week.
4w44
Morrill, May 1, 1876.

at

COLBY,

Lumber Yard

United States, for the

bought

Chevoit Suits at

Black, Belfast, Me.

1ST E W

HEREBY
public,

In the matter of Franklin A.
Foli.ktt, of Belfast, in said > In Bankruptcy.
District.
Bankrupt. )
At Portland, in the said District, on the fifth day of
A.
D.
1876.
May,
OF MAINE, SS. Said alleged bankrupt has proposed a composition of 26 per centum to his creditors, in satisfaction of the debts owed

-

ON

Bankruptcy.

CoT&tVe! DISTRICT

M1M) READING,

Street,

JVI. R.
In the District Court of the
District of Maine.

Which I

Cases, Caskets & Coffins

MAKY A. FRAN AX.
3w45

Notice to Creditors in

Worsteds, Cassimeres, Suitings
Hats, Caps and Gents Furnishing Goods. &c.,

particular attention to my .Stock of

A. B. MATHEWS.
3mos35

WHEREAS,LYMAN

Chicago.

just returned from Boston where I bought
large line of FOREIGN and DOMESTIC

Farmers of Hancock Co.

Which I am prepared to trim in a manner
to be excelled by any one, and at
prices
warranted to suit. Remember the place, 70
Main

SAKOEAXT of Montville,
in the County of Waldo, and State of Maine,
on the twenty third day of October. A. D.
1806, mortgaged to me, the subscriber, by his mortgage deed
of that date, a certain parcel of land situated in
Montville, and fully described In said mortgage
deed, which is recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
Book 134, Page 452, to which record reference is
hereby made for a description of the premises; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has been
broken, I claim to foreclose the same, and for that
purpose give this public notice according to the
statute in such cases made and provided.

“Outfits FOOTPRINTS of the AGES.
.—>
l> our Government and II istory. Good—» FREE. 1
speed’s Pub.House, Nk ,v 1'oitK and
WEEK GUARANTEED to
Agents, Male and Female,In their
own locality.
Terms and Outfit
free. Address P. O. VICK ER Y &

Mouldas

not

Montville, May 11, 1876.

PER

hand and made to order.
of the latest patterns, such

I would call

PETER PENNOT.
12mo, doth.$1.50
The manly, whole souled, and devoted
young cleris
no
gyman
fancy sketch; Deacon Sterne, the sanc-

tlie'story,

on

Walnut, Rosewood and in Colors,

W

By Rtr.

timonious hypocrite; the
plain-talking old maid sister; the sneaking, spying aunt, are life like and real,
while the heroine, Acusah, is a
lovely character,
with whom the reader is in deep
sympathy. These,
with the various other characters of
are
so combined as to produce a book full of
interest
from beginning to end.
*+* Ready at all the Bookstores, and sent, postpaid, on receipt of price by the publishers,

Always

ings

L

a

ulitr.i. T« »Kb AN D

John Mussey,
F. K. Swan,
William K. Gould,
William G. Davis,
IN il. Anderson,
L. D. .11. Sweat,
Abner
Anson

SEAK8POHT, M E.

Jack

have

Making

EXTREM ELY

"The greatest Novel since Uncle Tom’s
Cabin,” Says the Boston Globe of
THE NEW AMERICAN STORY

I

Street.

ot Gentlemen who test it',
merits

Frcpiird B)

KENTUCKY BOY!

BUY

EYES FOR THE BLIND!

CHAIRS, BEDSTEADS, BUREAUS,
£€., &C. A GOOD ASSORTMENT
SPRING BEDS, MATTRESSES

01-

CI othinG!

hand all kinds of

on

THICKS

Exchange

uua

I

name*

AND

***ParticuIar attention given to Sewing Machine
Shot Guns Repaired and Bored to .-hoot
close.
No. 46 MAIN STREET.
Jan. 1st, 1876—tf

WILL

Great Reduction

j

97

:

V VI LT«*

Vrop.

Machine Attachments.
Spanish

the

extraordinary

Repairing.

Hayford Block, Church St.

in certain constitutions the transition from one to :
the other is only a question of time. It is therefore
a singular thing that those afflicted with it should
not make it tin object of their lives to rid themselves
of it. A single bottle of any remedy cannot, in the
chronic stage, effect a cure nor even bring the system
under its influence fully. In many such cases the
bones and cartilage of the nose are eaten awav, the ;
organs of hearing, of seeiug and of tasting so affect
ed us to be rendered useless, the uvula so elongated !
and inflamed as to produce a constant and distressing
cougii. The return to health must necessarily be
slow, under the most favorable circumstances, when
so seriously afflicted; but as the evidence of its
great
value daily comes to hand, we become more and
more satisfied that there does not exist a ease of
Catarrh that cannot be cured by a judicious and persistent use of Hanford’s Radical Cure for Catarrh.
fhe relief in
every case obtained from the
first dose is an indication of what it will do when the
system is brought constitutionally under its influ-

^yWitnes-j
its

—AT—

ETEEPLILL’S,
Large Decline

B E A D

The Celebrated

of Valuables

of S afes in Its Fikk Proof

A. II ay ford, Esq., Ex-Mayor,
Reliant, Me.
Israel Cox, Gen’l Ins. Agent,
•*
Harrison Hayford, Farmer,
I’. M. Moodv, Horse Trainer,
S. J. Dean,
of Livery .stable, Rockland
Eben W.Seavey, Hotel Keeper, No •narsport.
Robert G. Ames, Teamster,
J. W. Rlack, Deputy Sheriff,
J. M. Hale &, Co., Stage Props., Ellsworth,
W. L. Cleaves, Prop ot Liv. Stable Stockton,

MACHINIST!

Sewing

rill-:

AND SORES ON ALL

DEALER IN ALL KINDS OF

STYLES
Ami

Glorious News!

BONNETS

&

OK ALL TIIE LATEST

vi al

Legislature of Maim

of the

Bl RGLAK-PUOOF

HORSE-FLESH!

Morison,)

to

qTt’7
HATS

L.

Carle &

Ship and Carriage Trimmings, Agricultural Implements, Paints, Oils, Glass, &c. No. fi*» Main
tf34
Street, Belfast, Me.

OF

act

for

OTHER ILLS OF

AND

Hardware, Iron, Steel, House,

and Solicit Trade to Sustain it.

H.

to

an

Keeping

Safe

SCRATCHES

MOKISON & CO.

Successors

PORTLAND SAFE DEPOSIT Cl)
Chartered by

CURES

MAINE.

DKALER8 IN

tl-41

We Have Heard of it!!

Catarrh, in its extent and destructive force, stands i
next to
Consumption and is closely allied to it, for

UN

Kill,I, LINE OK

A

X

MATHEWS.

A. B.

PORTLAND.

AKA.B1AJN

E

FURNITURE

! and the Re

11Y

DR. J. C. AYER & CO,, Lowell, Mass.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicin

will receive

YOUR

these humors from the blood.

W- p. THOMPSON.

BELFAST,

BUY

are

PRKPAKKD

0inos4l

3mos41

PERSEVERE

t i

MERRILL’S

in

a

have

In the use of this remedy until
cured. It contains the great
healing elements of plants
in their essential form
as obtained by distil-

anything you Want

I intend

they

—AT-

taste

pleasant, effective and perfectly safe cathartic remedy it is superior to Castor Oil, Cordials and Syrups. It does not contain alehohol, and
is adapted to any age.
By regulating the stomach and bowels of croea
and *ickly children they become good-natured
and healthy. They can enjoy sleep and mothers
As

Gentlemen,— I have been troubled with Catarrh
for several years, but by the use of vour
remedy it
has been greatly relieved. This summer I have been
free from it. 1 make use of it in iuv
family
for colds iu the head, and find it an effectual 'remedy.
I can confidently recommend it to all who are simiVerv truly yours,
larly afflicted.
October 20, 1674.
CEO. VV. SHATTl'CK.

a

And

him

sur

from the

Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive Diseases
of the Skin, St. Anthony's Five, 1lose or Erysipelas,
Pimples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter
and Salt Ilheum, Scald Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and
Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Rain in the Bones,
Side wnd Head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Luchorrhcea arising from internal ulceration and uterine
disease, Dropsy, Dyspepsia, Emaciation and General Debility.
With their departure health returns.

at Law!
to

expelled

gone, the disorders they produce
disappear, such as Ulcerations of the Liver, Stomach,
When

WALLACE,

■fcij-AlI business entrusted
rornpt attention.

expels

saparii.i.a

MISS

sent

was

two

It is a most desirable location for a watering place,
the shore of the Bay. Will be sold cheap tor cash.
to
J C. ROBBINS.
tf40
Northport, April 0, 187*4-

!l Attorney

appearance on the

Searsport.

I

Internal derungements are the determinathese same humors to some internal organ,
or organs, whose action they derange, and whose
substance they disease and destroy. Avku’sSau-

on

GEO. E

the

are

of

People

HAVE taken the Agency of the Belfast 31 \e.
klk W*m:k ", Clark 4 Fernald, Proprietors. Per
sons wishing to purchase Marble Work of any d*seription can do •»«> of me us cheap as they euu buy
any where in this State.
A. I\ QUIMBY
till
Searsport, Sept. 16, 1 >70.

tion of

ABB1E E. EELLS, will receive a few
pupils for instruction upon the Piano and Cabinet Organ. Special care taken with beginners. For
terms inquire at 143 Main Street.
Nov. 25, 1875—ttli 1

—

To the

blood.

Musical Notice.

BARGAINS

that should be

in\«*ntors that

of Potassium and

mine health and settle into troublesome disorders.
skin

assuring

tious m a form to secure for them an early and favor
able consideration at the Patent Office.
EL)31 UN 1) BUUK E, late Com s’r of Patents.’
“Mr. K. If. Edi*v has made for me over THIRTY
applications for Patents, having been successful in
almost every cu e. Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on bis part leads metorecommend
ALL inventors to apply to him to procure their pa
tents, as they may be Mir*- of ha\ ing the most faith
fill attention bestowed upon tT1 *• i 1 cases, and at very
reasonable charg-s.
JulIN TAGGART.”
boston. Jan 1 la7«L
lvr-7.

/Tron, makes a most effectual cure of a series of
complaints which are very
prevalent and afflicting.
It purities the blood, purgout the lurking humors in the system, that under

Eruptions of the

hesitation in

no

they cannot employ a man more competent and trusi
worthy and more capable of putting their applica

and Mandrake with the

face of humors

CHARLES MASON,

Com’s’r of Patents.”
'•1 have

compound of the
table alterative ',S,m

egt

^•Iodides

a
one

4;!

flcialintercourse.

,'Saparilla, Dock, Stillingia

v—*/--*

Farm for Sale.
SUBSCRIBER otters for sale very
mile
desirable farm in Northport,
rjMIE
the Camp Ground. Said farm contains
Mfrom
3o
of laud, good house and
barns.
acres

TESTIMONIALS.
“I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom I have had of

This
\

extensive

an

tcrmine the validity find utility of Patents of Inventions, and legal aud other advice rendered in ad
matters touching the same. Copies of the claims ol
anv patent furnished bv remitting one dollar.
Assignments recorded in Washington.
Ao A yew y in the I’nited States possesses superior
facilities for obtaining Patents or ascertaining t ie
patcntatnlity of inre-ntions.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to pro
cur** a Patent, and lit** usual great delay there, urc
here saved inventors.-

Fin: mmm the ulmm.

Will be Sold Immediately if Wanted.
Also the property on Miller Street, now occupied
by Leinlne Colley, consisting of 8 acres grass land
with House, Ell, Wood-house and a large Barn.
From 9 to 12 Tons Hay cut annually upon the premises. A good Orchard upon the premises. For
further particulars apply to the subscriber.
DAM’*. HARADKN.
tf33
Belfast, Feb. 15, 1870.

elsewhere.

H. H. Johnson & Co.

W E A. R !

for, near and far, till
finally he gave it the name of Castoria, and put it
for
sale.
It is very wonderful in its effects, parup
ticularly with the disordered stomachs and bowels
of children. It atnimllatea the food, cures
sour stomach and wind colic,
regulates the bowels,
expel* worm*, and may be relied upon in croup.

From Geo. W. Shattuck, Esq., late Foreign
Entry Clerk, Boston Custom House.

I

unpleasant

AATEK

Ayer's Sarsaparilla,

HAUDEN BLOCK, Belfast. Me,

Pitcher, of Hyannls, Mass., experimented in his private practice for twenty year9 to
produce a combination that would have the proper-

used.

ever

for

Estate

opposite Kilby St., Boston

practice of upwards of did
years,continues to secure Patents in the United
States; also in Great Britain, France, and other for
eign countries. Caveats, bpecihcations. Assign
uients.aud all papers lor Patents executed on reason
able terms, with despatch. Researches made to dt

OF

Belfast, Maine.

Sale!

Us

St., New York.

Dr. Samuel

CURE

For sale bv all Druggists, price cue dollar per
bottle. Liberal discount to the trade.
PIERCE BROTHERS,
Manufacturers and Proprietors,
(>in22
Bangor, Maine.

HOMESTEAD of the late
rpiIK
JL John Haradeu situated <m

i

Helped

an

es

-3-'

J. B. Rose & Co.,

Castoria.

THE

OF PATENTS
ur designs.

F«r lntfolimi', Trade .'darks

years and who had tried all the advertised remedies
and skill of many physicians without obtaining re.
lief. A radical cure was obtained and numerous similar cures effected among his friends and acquaintances without an exception, induced him to put it
before the public. That it will cure the most severe
cases of Rheumatism we have abundant testimony
to show, which may be fonnd in our circulars. All of
which proof is bona tide and from those who have
been benefited by its use.
S A. HOWES & CO., Agents,

Acre and a half
of land for sale or rent. One
of thp new houses on helmont
Avenue. Terms easv. Enquire of
GEO. G. WELLS.
Feb. 29, 1875.
tfl

PRICES !

to

UISTDER,

her the most of any Medi-

with

Valuable Real

the very

at

COLLARS!

yours,
WM. \Y\ ARMSTRONG,
15'J Harrison A.ve., Boston.

CATARRH,

SOLICITOR

This remedy is rlie result of the research of one of
the Proprietors who hud been a great sufferer for

Church street, is now ottered for
sale to close the estate.
fhe property consists of over 5,000
feet of Land, 109 feet on Church .Street, and more
than 50 feet deep, with buildings thereon in good
condition.

:

used with such success that in two days the horse
was active and nearly well.
I have been a veterinary surgeon for thirty years, but your Liniment heats
ever
used.
anything!
“A. J. M’CARTY, Veterinary Surgeon.”

to

offer

we

All of

LINEN AND FACER

The fol-

“Centaur Liniment cau’t be beat. It cures every
time.”
“Yelverton, O., March 2,1874.
“The Centaur Liniments are the best selling medicines we have ever had. The demand is very great
for it, and we connot afford to he without it.
“P. II. HISEY & SON.”
Jefferson, Mo., Nov. 10, 1873.
“Some time ago I was shipping horses to St. Louis.
I got one badly crippled In the cur. With great difficulty I got liirn to the stable. The stable-keeper
gave me a bottle of your Centaur Liniment, which I

A Case of Six Years'

which

LOWEST

is

W. P.

the must Desirable Shades.

In

when anything can. It is
Farrier, when one dollar's

worth of Centaur Liniment will do better.

B

RHEUMATISM & NEURALGIA

Rent.

or

HOUSE

Ribbons.

or

hich It would not

R

No. 70 State St.,

FOR

1* A TENTS

H. EDDY

o
o
&.

&

which was formerly the late Dr. Files residence at
Monroe Village, Waldo County, Me. For sale by
TIMOTHY MAI O.
Monroe, Feb. 3, 1.875.
tf'i2

—AND—

in part oi' Fine White

Consisting

Increasing rapidly.

MULES AND

•rt

or
or

and a quarter story house
one story Ell, wood-shed
small barn, with one and threequarters acres of good land, a good
well of water, with a small orchard
which bears 30 to 40 bushels apples yearly, all of

FURNISHING GOODS

The Yellow Centaur Liniment
is for the

The Boston Post wants to Know what sort of
animal the father of a mule is. Look In the
mirror and set-.

can

A countryman went to see his lady-love, and,
wishing to be conversational, observed, “The thermonwkron is twenty degrees above zero this eveninnocently replied the maiden, “such
}“«•
kinds of birds do fly higher some seasons of the

&CO.

A X1 > l'O K1:1G X

A Ml*! 1II(: A X

©

measure-

Will be sold cheap for cash

new.

of

'©

with
Aoue

Alferd Tush, of Newark, writes: “Send me one
dozen bottles by express. The Liniment has saved
my leg. 1 want to distribute it, &c.”
The sale of this Liniment is

X

-o-

Silks,

Palsy,

Henry Black, of Ada, Hardin Co., Ohio, says:
“My wife has had rheumatism for live years—no
rest, no sleep—could scarcely walk across the floor.
She is now completely cured by the use of Centaur

O

good load,

a

is about 50 tons old

on

store

and

,

treatment.

©
u

House for Sale.

cure

Back, Caked Breasts, Earache, Toothache,
Itch and Cutaneous Eruptions readily yield to its

found,
W ELL
deck,
mostly

ment and 35

Country produce of all kinds will be
;tt the going prices. May be found at the
Woods, Mathews & linker, or on board the
packet at ilaradeu’.- wharf. I are for passengers,
$1.00
Capt. liKJS. BURGEbS.
tfd9
Belfast, March 27, 1875.

purchased

©

fast, and carries

sails
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^

eg

FOR

whis-

a

near,

Stock of

Spring

FLOWERS.

and allay pain.
or

received their

just

Over Coats Hats, Bonnets,

_

An old farmer says of his
boys: “From
sixteen to twenty, they knew more than
1 did ; at twenty-live, they knew as
much;
at thirty, they were
willing to hear what
I had to say ; at thirty-five, they asked

Have

J\ 31. Konney, Capt.
JL Thomas Uukgkss, will make
this city aud
between
trip-*
'J weekly
Carver’s Harbor alter this date.

^

spot

on a

Sloop Excursion

Weak

an

December 25, 1S7-L

H.H. Johnson & Co.

be had in the market for

it will always reduce in-

But

carcass.

or

!

SPRING

It will extract the poison of bites and stings, and

and

Haroun al RaschiJ.
1,200 years ago—Mahometdanism mak-

of these arti-

present trial bottles to medical men, gratis,
guarantee of what they say.
The Centaur Liniment, White Wrapper,
will cure Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciatica, Caked Breasts, Sore Nipples, Frosted Feet,
Chiilblains, Swellings, Sprains, and any ordinary

Wherefore is a darkey, with "no hair on the
top of his head," like a candidate for a club,
who lias been rejected by its members? Because
he is a black bald individual.

RADICAL

proprietors

but the

as a

It is related of Sydney Smith that once,
entering a drawing-room in a West
End mansion, he found it lined with mirrors on all sides,
f inding himself refleceil in every direction, he said that he “supposed he was at a meeting of the clergy,
and there seemed to be a very respectable
attendance

SANFORD'S

cheap,

are

cles will

on

of

Few Centennials

Words

Danbury News: A very flashily dressed young
miss was chatting with a couple of voung men in
front of the Post Office yesterday afternoon, when
an old woman, rather plainly dressed, came along.
The voung miss suddenly turned her back toward
ln*r, but the old woman recognized her. ‘Ah, is
that you, Maggie?’ exclaimed the elderly party.
•And so your mother has got work again, has she?
Well, I’m glad to hear it.’ This unselfish burst of
congratulation caused the young miss to flush to the
root s of her hair.”

It is not the future world that we are first of !
all to consider when we speak of salvation.
The great, all-important subject of considerause
two
tion for you and me and every human being is,
how to save "the life that ntnv is.” That saved,
all i- saved. That lost, the ioss is irreparable.
Messrs. Weeks & Potter
[J. T. Sunderland.
iJt-ntltmen,—Please allow me
A

no

The youngest member of the Connecticut Leglsla
ture is Everett Warner of Rocky Hill, aged 22, aDd
the oldest is James Sanford of Redding, aged 77. In
the lower branch of the Legislature there are yti
farmers, 31 munufacturers, 25 merchants and a
goodly number of practical mechanics. In the senate- there are 0 lawyers, 3 farmers, 3 bankers, 2 manufacturers and 2 merchants.

friend who holds

The
And

Physician* recommend, and Farriers declare that
such remedies have ever belore been in use.

Louisville Courier-Journal:
In a recent lecture at
Leavenworth a Mrs. Sturratt said “if God had been
a mother He never would have made a hell.”
She
evidently supposes that nobody but a father knows
where the present administration ought to be sent
to.

situated

rpi£K packet

y

STORY HOUSE

very sightly
at Winterport, lower village, in lull
“view of the Bay and River, with a
small orchard and land enough for a large garden,
a good well of water, and a cistern.
The above
situation stands east and adjoining Lawyer Kelley’s
residence. For sale by
TIMOTHY MAYO,
Monroe, Waldo Co., Me.
April 29, 1875.—ti’44

|

Cheap-

cover.

in distant land.

Jewels of

The Quickest, Surest &
est Remedies.

A

LARGE TWO

Carver's Harbor Packet.

Pro Bono Publico.

_

of the Finest that

some

can

personal friend*.

Our

Have Come
And

House for Sale.

Goods

Spring

Liniments!

By the will of Charlotte Cushman, her property is

What if with rash unseemly haste
I urge my suit, nor longer waste
I n doubt, the precious time,
But, confident of crowning bliss,
Audaciously I snatch a kiss—
That is, of course, in rhyme?

To

Centaur

for sale at LOWEST PRICES. Don’t forget
the place, ANGIER’S, No. 1 Phenix Row.
tM2
April 20 1875.

Mast, Spar & Blockmakers,
JOINERS,

OFFICE:

»

Waterloo Road.,

& C
T

TTrnpnnni

S ill 10111 UUL.
Rarton Street.
This firm confidently assure the masters and own
ers of ships that
they have the best of facilities for
WORKS:

executing
en

every branch of shipwork, for both wood
and Irou ships, In a manuer guaranteed to
give
n.
tfJC

satigfactU

